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SAMENVATTING

Dit werk handelt over de studie van de moleculaire bewegingen in semi-

kristallijne polymeren door middel van relaxatie technieken. De resultaten van

de metingen laten toe uitspraken te doen over de materiaal structuur van al dan

niet bestraald materiaal.

De interpretatie van relaxatiemetingen wordt gebaseerd op de theorie

van de viscoelasticiteit en wel door de introductie van tijds- (of frequentie)

afhankelijke componenten in de elasticiteitsmodulus (of de dielectrische

permittiviteit) van het materiaal (Hoofdstuk I). Metingen van de tijd (of

frequentie) afhankelijkheid van macroscopische grootheden zoals de modulus van

Young, de inwendige wrijving, spanningsrelaxatie, dielectrische verliesfactor...

laten toe de invloed na te gaan van moleculaire bewegingen die de aggregatie

toestand van het polymeer bepalen. In plaats van te meten als functie van de

tijd of de frequentie kan men op basis van het tijds(frequentie)-equivalentie

principe overgaan op temperatuurafhankelijke metingen. De verschillende mole-

culaire processen worden gekarakteriseerd door de temperatuurafhankelijkheid

van een karakteristieke relaxatietijden hun specifiek aandeel in het relaxatie-

spectrum, nl. de relaxatiesterkte.

De verschillende expe-rinüntele technieken worden uiteengezet in

Hoofdstuk V. Dynamisch mechai ische technieken (modulus-frequentie, inwendige

wrijving) t.o.v. de temperatuur worden toegepast in de torsieslingers

(200-500 K; = 1 Hz), gebaseerd op het principe van de vrije vibratie en de

apparatuur voor de transversale resonantie (100-400 K; 20 ~ 2000 Hz), gebaseerd

op het principe van de gedwongen trilling. De spanningsrelaxatie experimenten

(100-400 K; 1 ~ 10 s) worden uitgevoerd op de INSTRON trekbank. De enige toe-

gepaste dielectrische techniek is deze van de termisch gestimuleerde depolari-

zatie (afgekort T.S.D. 100-400 K; equivalente frequentie 10"2 ~ 10"4 Hz).



De hierboven opgesomde technieken beslaan een zeer breed frequentiespectrum
-4 4

(10 - 10 Hz), wat van belang is bij de evaluatie van de temperatuurafhan-

kelijkheid van de relaxatie tijden.

Het onderzoeksobject is het semi-kristallijne polymeer polyvinylideen

fluoride [(afgekort PVDF; basiseenheid -(CH 2-CF 2H met rechtlijnige ketens

en een polymorfe kristallietstructuur (voornaamste modificaties; a (monoklien)

en 6 (orthorhombisch)) dat tot doses van 1 Grad werd bestraald met ionizerende

gammastralen. De resultaten van de karakterisatieexperimenten (X-straal-

diffractie, infra-rood analyse (I.R.), differentiële scanning caiorimetrie

(D.S.C.)» electronisch spin resonantie (E.S.R.)) vóór en na bestraling zijn

samengevat in resp. Hoofdstuk III en IV, terwijl in Hoofdstuk II een aantal

algemene aspecten van de radio-chemie van de polymeren worden behandeld. Het

resultaat van de na-bestralingskarakterisatie kan als volgt geformuleerd

worden: (a) vermindering van de graad van kristalliniteit; (b) toename van

de hoeveelheid vrije radicalen en de variatie erin (meer alkyl en allyl radicalen

bij lage dosis, meer polyenen bij hoge dosis); (c) een dominantie van de kruis-

verbinding (cross-link) over de moleculaire ketenbreuk (main chain scission).

De relaxatie experimenten reflecteren de invloed van de moleculaire

reorganisatie op de macroscopische eigenschappen van het materiaal. Het optreden

van relaxatie effecten bij zekere temperaturen bepaalt de materiaal toestand.

Voor PVDF zijn de dominerende componenten deze die optreden bij de glas overgang

(temperatuur; T ; 220 - 240 K) en bij de smelting van de kristallieten

(temperatuur;TQM; ~ 350 K). Beneden T gedraagt het materiaal zich als een glas,
tussen T en I"-» als een rubber en daarboven begint een Newtoniaanse vloei.

Buiten de glasovergang en kristallijne smelting treden een aantal minder

belangrijke relaxatietransities op. Zij worden gegeven in omgekeerde volgorde

van het Griekse alfabet (...Y,B,O). In Hoofdstuk VI worden de verschillende

effecten die optreden in onbestraald PVDF uitvoerig behandeld. Zij kunnen

gegroepeerd worden in twee groepen, respectievelijk AVR (amorphous viscoelastic



region) en CVR (crystalline viscoelastic region) die ongeveer gescheiden zijn

door kamertemperatuur. AVR bevat: (a) de y-relaxatie (180 ~ 200 K) die wordt

toegeschreven aan het optreden van moleculaire bewegingen van kleine keten-

segmen-tjes; (b) de 3 (220 - 270 K) en Su (250 - 270 K) relaxaties die ontstaan

als gevolg van grootschalige reorganisatie van moleculaire ketensegmenten in de

omgeving van de glasovergang. CVR bevat relaxatie effecten die in verband

gebracht worden met de moleculaire reorganisatie aan het oppervlak (a1 relaxa-

tie (korrelgrens effect); 310 ~ 320 K) en in het inwendige (a2 relaxatie;

350 ~ 360 K) van de kristallieten. Uit een studie van de relaxatietijden

blijkt dat deze voor de voornaamste effecten niet scherp bepaald zijn maar

een statistische verdeling volgen en niet altijd beschreven worden met een

Arrhenius-achtige temperatuurafhankelijkheid.

De relaxatie experimenten na bestraling (Hoofdstuk VII) bevestigen

grotendeels de interpretatie van de relaxatie effecten zoals hierboven weer-

gegeven. De interpretatie wordt gesteund door een beschouwing van het intensi-

teitsverloop van de relaxatie effecten als een functie van de dosis.. De

relaxatiesterkte van het y~effect neemt toe vooral bij hogere doses, wat

verkiaard wordt door de toename van de hoeveelheid kleine amorfe ketensegmenten

als gevolg van de gecombineerde cross-linking en breuk. Reeds bij intermediaire

doses nemen de intensiteiten van de effecten 6 en 6 sterk afjwat verklaard

wordt door een sterke reductie van de beweeglijkheid van lange molecuul seg-

menten als gevolg van de bestraling. Dit wordt geïllustreerd aan de hand van

een statistisch mechanisch model voor de moleculaire ketenlengte, dat een

functie is van de cross-link en breuk dichtheid, welke op hun beurt bepaald

worden door de stralingsdoses. In tegenstelling met de meeste literatuur-

gegevens blijkt dat de cross-link en breukdichtheid een saturerend verloop

vertonen als een functie van de dosis. In CVR valt de sterke toename van de

intensiteit van a, op met de dosis samen met een daling van deze van oig.

De toename van de c^-bijdrage wordt toegeschreven aan de aanvoer van half-



geordend materiaal naar het oppervlak van de kristallieten (korrelgrens) als

gevolg van de kristallijne afbraak. Daar de afname van de ou-intensiteit niet

proportioneel is met de toename van deze van a-, wordt een structurele parameter

ingevoerd waarvan de dosisafhankelijkheid wordt verklaard aan de hand van een

rooster-dynamisch model gebaseerd op de theorie van de "incoherente rooster-

trillingen".

Het besluit van dit werk is dat zowel voor - als na bestraling,relaxatie

experimenten wijzen op de aanwezigheid van een derde hal f-geordende maten aal-
k

faze in PVDF, waarvan de eigenschappen liggen tussen deze van de amorfe

en kristallijne fazes. Dit komt ondermeer tot uiting bij de analyse van de

Bu en aj relaxatie effecten.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Polymers constitute a class of technically and commercially very important

non-metallic and often partially crystalline solids. The most inspiring group

therein, i.e. the semi-crystalline polymers, contains many materials which are

used continuously in the daily life and in the field of materials engineering

[polyethylene (abbr. PE), polytetrafluorethylene (abbr. PTFE), polyethylene

teraphtalate (abbr. PET)] . Besides these utility considerations, semi-crystalline

polymers are interesting from the point of view of fundamental physics. They

constitute in fact heterogeneous systems of an extreme complexity, which is

reflected by the strong dependence of some physical properties upon polymerization

conditions, thermomechanical treatment, irradiation ... One has to take into

consideration, not only the differences between amorphous and crystalline

phases but also more subtle processes concerning interface effects, the

presence of defects, side-branching etc... An apparently powerful method to

study the evolution of the materials upon the treatments is to study their

mechanical and dielectric properties in relation to molecular chain effects

from the analysis of mechanical and dielectric after-effect spectra.

For the analysis of the relaxation effects in semi-crystalline polymers

the temperature scale is subdivided rather artificially into two regions

respectively labelled "crystalline viscoelastic region" [CVR] for the higher

temperature tail and "amorphous viscoelastic region" [AVR], corresponding to

the medium temperature region. In the very low temperature region are concen-

trated the relaxation effects, which are related to the presence of localized

effects, such as defects of the crystalline phase lattice, but due to the

limits imposed on the temperature range, covered by the experimental

relaxation equipment only AVR and CVR have been measured in this study.

Traditionally, within the relaxation regions, effects have been labelled by

following the Greek alphabet in decreasing sequence of temperature. In general





for semi-crystalline polymers, the "a" relaxation effects cover the molecular

reorganization within or at the edge of the polymer crystallites, "y and 0"

effects are related to molecular motions of amorphous chain segments. When

increasing the resolution of the relaxation experiments, a series of relaxation

effects emerges which fall besides the traditional classification, i.e. the

splitting of the a effect into two components [c^ and ct2l » the relaxation

at the apparent upper glass transition [gj ... It is not always obvious

whether or not the effects belong to AVR or CVR. Although outside the scope

of this work, it is necessary for the sake of completeness to mention the

relaxation effects, generally occurring at cryogenic temperatures [6,e, ...] ,

which are attributed to the occurrence of defect structures in the crystalline

phase.

In this work, the influence of ionizing radiation, combined with thermo-

mechanical treatments, upon the physical properties of the well-known linear

chain semi-crystalline polymer polyvinylidene fluoride (abbr. PVDF or PVFp)

has been studied in relation to the morphology of the material. The techniques

used to carry out this analysis are dynamic mechanical experiments, thermo-

stitnulated depolarization (abbr. TSD) and stress-strain curve recording.

1. SEMI-CRYSTALLINE POLYMERS

If one considers the phenomenon of crystal unity in polymeric materials,

it is necessary to distinguish between "macromolecular crystals" and "semi-

crystalline polymers". The first category contains mainly the single crystals

(> 90 % crystallinity) which are prepared carefully from a very dilute solution

or by slowly cooling a melt. Wunderlich, in his very comprehensive book

"Macromolecular Physics" [1], almost exclusively discusses this kind of

materials and summarizes the complete progress in this particular field. With



some restrictions, it is often possible to extend or adapt conclusions, valid

for the macromolecular crystals to the field of bu-lk semi-crystal line polymers.

The latter category contains most commercial synthetic polymers. The semi-

crystalline polymers are mainly {treated as a heterogeneous system of amorphous

and crystalline phases while sirjgle crystals are often considered as one single

entity. In this work, we have limited ourselves to the field of serai-crystalline

materials. Theoretical models,^developed for semi-crystalline polymers are

often of a semi-empirical nature and sometimes valid only for a restricted

field of application.

2. MODELS FOR SEMI-CRYSTALLINE POLYMERS

Polymer models have been developed mainly as an attempt to relate a

particular macroscopic property, primarily of mechanical nature, to a hypo-

thetical molecular structure of the material. The "fringed-micelle" model,

proposed by Hermann et al. [2] in the thirties on the base of wide angle

X-ray scattering (WAXS) is still valuable nowadays for covering the macro-

description of polymers containing less than 90 % of crystallinity. From

Fig. 1, it is seen how the chain meanders from ordered region to ordered

region, crossing the amorphous region. The "fringed-micelle" model is also

called "two-phase" model leading to a formula for the specific volume:

VSC - VAm (1.1.)

where Vsc, VAn), Vc are the specific volumes of respectively the polymer, the

amorphous and the crystalline phases and Xcr
 tne degree of crystallinity.

To account for the properties of highly crystalline materials, e.g. high

density polyethylene, several authors [3-5] have postulated the existence of



FIS. 2. a) Crystalline lamella
1) folded-chain
2) fold surface

b) Organization of the crystalline lamella within the
spherulites
1) lamella
2) inter-lameliar region.
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lamellar-like crystallites (thickness 50 - 500 A"), built-up by folded molecular

chains and organized within larger entities, called spherulites (Fig. 2). The

experimental confirmations are given by optical microscopy with cross-polarized

light and transmission electron microscopy. A further conclusion was that,

for highly crystalline polymers, the "fringed-micelle" model is no longer

valid but should be replaced by a "one-phase" or "paracrystalline lattice"

model, mainly described by small angle X-ray scattering data [6] . Paracrystals

are characterized by statistically varying unit cell dimensions;, resulting

in a loss of long-range order.

For the study of commercial semi-crystalline polymers, with relatively

elevated crystallinity content [say ~ 50 %] , the "fringed-micelle" model is

not satisfactory; therefore it has appeared necessary to introduce features

typical for highly crystalline (single crystal) materials, i.e. the lamellar

and spherulitic characteristics of the crystallites. Further analysis, belonging

to the development of a "three-phase" concept will be given in section 6.3.
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CHAPTER I. ELEMENTS OF NON-ELASTIC BEHAVIOUR AND VISCOELASTICITY

Taking account of the structure of amorphous and semi-crystalline polymers,

it is expected that their mechanical properties will largely differ from

rigorous elastic behaviour, which is described by Hooke's law of elasticity,

implying the proportionality of stress a and strain e:

a = Me (1.2.)

M being the elastic modulus. From Hooke's law, one expects that if the stress

varies stepwise or harmonically, the strain will vary in the same stepwise

way or harmonically without a phase difference. If one takes account of the

predominant isotropy of the polymer, the tensorial character of modulus stress

and strain can be neglected. If the polymer is considered as a collection of

mass points with mass m, then extending the equation of motion for a mass

point, the deformation e is a solution to the equation:

më + Me = P (1.3.)

with P the externally applied stress.

In polymers, the molecular reorganization does not immediately follow an

externally applied command, i.e. there is a time delay in the stress response

to a stepwise varying deformation or there is a phase lag in the strain compared

to the harmonically varying stress. This may be accounted for by the introduction

of a complex modulus M into the equation of motion Eq. (1.3.):

më + Me (1.4.)
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The above equation determines the strain in a non-elastic solid. The occurrence

of the complex modulus in Eq. (1.4.) expresses the fact that for a non-elastic

system, dissipation of energy will occur during a stress cycle. This is very

generally called "internal friction", as it is attributed to processes related

to the "internal" structure of the material. For harmonically varying stresses

and strains, the internal friction may be determined as the ratio ^ , AW being

the energy dissipated during one stress cycle, and W the maximal stored elastic

energy. Depending on external stress P, one may consider two cases, i.e. the

forced and free vibration, which will be considered in forthcoming sections.

The concept of linear viscoelasticity will be introduced first.

1.1. LINEAR VISCOELASTICITY

Some typical experiments permit the evaluation of the mechanical properties

of polymers as a function of time or frequency. Stress-relaxation experiments

determine the stress cr(t) as a function of time for a constant applied defor-

mation eQ. Depending on the time-scale, the corresponding stress-relaxation
q

modulus may exhibit large differences, ranging from 10 Pa at very short

measuring times to 10 ~ 10 Pa after a long recording time. Those observations

suggest that the observed mechanical behaviour will depend on the time scale

of the experiment, relative to some characteristic time parameter T, called

the "relaxation time", It may be defined ^ery roughly as the time at which the

modulus equals the arithmetic mean of the relaxed modulus Mn and the unrelaxed

modulus M , corresponding to the low modulus at t = « and the high modulus at

t = 0, respectively. Qualitatively, this means that depending on the time scale,

the same polymer nay behave either as a glass or as a rubber. Analogous, in

dynamic experiments, one observes a frequency dependence of the modulus, K and
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M„ now corresponding to the very high and very low frequencies, respectively,

and the internal friction exhibiting a maximum at the characteristic

relaxation frequency.

From the above considerations, it appears that polymers exhibit non-elastic

behaviour with a very pronounced time (or frequency) dependence. Only at very

short times or at very high frequencies, the mechanical behaviour can be

analysed with Hooke's law (elastic behaviour corresponding to the glassy state)

while in the intermediary frequency or time regions, this should be done by a

combination of Hooke's law and Newton's relationship for the viscous flow

f[a =iTaf> with n ^ e viscosity], i.e. by a "viscoelastic" function.

Hooke's law for the purely elastic behaviour is linear in essence, i.e.

for any increment in the strain, there is a correspondingly proportional

change in the stress. Boltzmann's superposition principle now extends the

linearity of elasticity to the viscoelastic behaviour, yielding a simple

additivity of the contributions. If one applies the principle to a stress-

relaxation experiment, it can be formulated as follows:

(a) The time-dependent stress a(t) is a function of the complete strain

history, i.e. of all the deformations Ae^ imposed to the body.

(b) Each incremental strain Ae^ makes an independent contribution to the

stress a(t) at time t. If the strain increments are applied at times 9.-,

stress 0(t) becomes:

c(t) = z Aei M (t - (1.5.)

with M(t) a time-dependent function, corresponding to the material's

modulus. If the strain increment is continuous, Eq. (1.5.) is given in its

integral form:
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o(t) = M(t-e) . de (1.6.)

M(t) may be written as a combination of a time-dependent and a time-independent

contribution:

M(t) = MR f(t) (1.7.)

with f(t) an arbitrary but continuous function with values ranging from 1 to 0

for t between 0 and «. M is the unrelaxed modulus, i.e. the modulus at t = 0.

Introducing Eq. (1.7.) into Eq. (1.6.) yields:

o(t) = MR e(t) f(t-e) . de (1.8.)

Taking account of the properties of f(t), one may write it as a Laplace

transform of a continuous function F ( T ) :

CO

f(t) = f exp (- |) F(x) dx
0

(1.9.)

The simplest case is the one corresponding to a single relaxation time, which

is expressed by a delta-function:

F(T) = 6(T-re)

Eq. (1.8.) becomes:

a(t) = MR c(t) H
t
ƒ exp (- M ) . de

(1.10.)

(1.11.)



For the case of a stress-relaxation experiment:
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e(t) = 0 for t < 0

eQ for t > 0

which yields: e Q 6(9)

Eq. (1.11.) then becomes:

o(t) (MU-MR) s 0 exp (1.12.)

Eq. (1.12.) reflects the physical meaning of x , i.e. the relaxation time

for constant strain. Eq. (1,12.) refers to the case of a single relaxation

time, which does not apply for the largest part of the experimental recordings.

Therefore it is convenient to introduce a multi-relaxation-time function, which

may be written for a discrete case as:

N
F(T) = S

This yields for Eq. (1,8.):

(1.13.)

T <• rr) (1.14.)

In analogy with Eq. (1.12.), it is possible to write for the simplest

case of creep (constant load a(t) = a Q):

e(t) = aQ exp (- f (1.15.)
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The parameters acting in the above equation may be determined as follows:

- from Eqs. (1.11.) and (1.15.)» one obtains:

C CToexo <•->

fa

co J exp (" 7"^) exp (" ~̂  de (1.16.)

- comparing the time-dependent and independent parts in both sides, one obtains:

or (1.17.)

MR " fa

or M.

exp t (7- - ^-)
e a

71 T~.XT
£
 Ta'

_£ at t = 0 (1.171.)

T(j, the relaxation time for creep, i.e. for constant stress, is in a direct

functional relationship with the relaxation time for constant strain T

and the relaxed and unrelaxed moduli, resp. My and M„. It is striking from

Eqs. (1.17.) and (1.171.) that one may determine the relaxed compliance J^

directly from the corresponding modulus, while the unrelaxed compliance Jy

remains undetermined.

As will be explained during the discussion of the experimental techniques,

much experimental scatter is involved in long-time stress-relaxation (or creep)

recordings, such that for the evaluation of the viscoelastic behaviour, it is

preferable to apply dynamic mechanical relaxation techniques.
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1.2. THE EXTENDED STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONSHIP FOR THE LINEAR VISCOELASTICITY,

USING HARMONIC STRAINS AND STRESSES

As pointed out in the introduction of this chapter, for non-elastic solids,

the strain is a solution of the differential equation of motion [Eq. (1.4.)]

with a complex modulus M.

If the harmonic stress and strain are given by (angular frequency m):

e(t) = e0 exp (iwt)

<j(t) = cQ exp (iüit)

(1.18.)

(1.181.)

with e 0 a real and aQ a complex factor, then the complex modulus M, acting

in Eq, (1.4.), is given by;

M = -° = M exp (i<(.) (1.182.)
o

with M the (real) dynamic modulus and <j> the phase lag between stress and strain.

With Eqs. (1.18,) and (I.9.), Eq. (1.8.) becomes:

M = MR + (My-MR) iw exp (-iwt) I (1.19.)

with t

I = j de exp (iü)6) J F( T ) exp (- ^ - ) dr
-00 O

Inversing the order of integration, and integrating for e yields:

exp [ ( icj + —)t]f t exp [ (
I - j T exp (- j) F(T) 1 +

(1.191.)

(1.20.)
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From Eqs. (1.19.) and (1.20.), one obtains:

M = MR + * ë r F<T> dT (1.201.)

Eq. (1.20 .) is the most general expression for a complex stress-strain relation-

ship. In tha case of a single relaxation time, one introduces Eq. (1.10.) into

Eq. (1.201.), which yields:

M = 1 + l'ülT
(1.21.)

or with Eq. (1.171.):

= MR (1.21».)

Depending on whether frequency u is complex or not, one may consider the

respective cases of forced resonance or free decay.

1.2.1. Forced resonance

When applying an external force field, the frequency u is a real.

After having separated imaginary and real components in both sides of

Eq. (1.211.), one obtains:

2

M cos <(>= MD 1 % £ (1.22.)

(1.221.)
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or:

tan<)>

and i f <f « 1 :

M s Mc

(1.23.)

(1 .23 1 . )

tan <j> is a measure for the internal f r i c t i o n , which results from the de f in i t i on

AW
of the l a t t e r , as given in the introduction of th is chapter ' *

2JT £ir

AW = Rea.dRee = Rec - ^ l ^ d t

2TT
2 f

= - e^ M cos (ut+<j>) s in u t d (u t )

2 , 2 ,

M cosij) cos ut .s in wt d(ojt) +e M sin4> sin wt d(wt)2 M COS<f>

2
=ire M sin<J>

Ree Re o
2

0

cos

2
:Q cos<|)
2

t=0

or:

tan<!>

(1.24.)

(1 .2* . )

(1.242.)

1/2 1/2
Introducing the geometrical averages T = (T £T C T) ' and MQ = (Mu\)

T £T C T) and MQ

obtains from Eqs. (1.23.) and (1.231.) (together with Eq. (1.171.)):

one

- H =

( ~

(1.25.)
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tan* - «r
O 1+W T

(1.251.)

1.2.2. Free decay

In the case of a force-free vibration, the external force P in Eq. (1.4.)

vanishes such that the equation becomes;

më + Me = 0 (1.26.)

such that it becomes suitable to introduce the complex frequency u determined

by:

(1.261.)u,*2 « Üm

or:

(1.262.)

<S is called the "logarithmic decrement" and is another useful measure for the
AWinternal friction, as calculated from ^- :

W
13

= e
2ft) - (1.27.)

iw*tWith T the period and with e(t) = e exp (iurt) = e exp (iwt) exp (- •^--),

this yields:

AW exP
r = —

&Ü
exp (- 2p) - exp [2i«o(t+T)l exp [ - ̂  (t+T)]

exp exp (- -Tfi)
(1.271.)
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or if:

H W (1.272.)

As demonstrated by Callens-Raadschelders et al. [10], it is not possible to

obtain such straightforward expressions for <5 and for the dynamic modulus

as were obtained for tan <(> and M in the previous section (1.2.1.) for the case

of forced resonance. From Eqs. (1.211.) and (1.262.) one obtains, after having

separated real and imaginary parts:

26 M R (1.28.)

\ (1.281.)

If 6 « 1, then the above equations become (for HVD = M):

M = Mn

(1.29.)

(1.291.)

Eqs. (1.29.) and (1.291.) are similar to Eqs. (1.23.) and (1.23\) respectively,

corresponding to the case of forced resonance, such that one may treat internal

friction and dynamic modulus on a similar basis for both free decay and forced

resonance. Therefore it will be suitable to use the symbol for the logarithmic

decrement, i.e. "<5", as the common symbol for the internal friction, further on.
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1.2.3. The Debye relaxation equations

1/2
) and MQ =

1/2
)

Introducing the geometrical averages T = (T T ) and MQ

into Eqs. (1.23.) and (1.231.) (or Eqs. (1.29.) and (1.291.)), and assuming

that My and MR do not differ much (T = T £ , Eq. (1.17
1.)), one obtains:

MU"MR CUT

Mu - f1 • ( V R >

(1.30.)

(1.30».)

It is convenient to introduce the notions of modulus drop A„ and relaxation

intensity 6^,which are a function of the number of relaxing units, i.e. the

number of molecular species which take part in the effect, i.e. the "relaxation

strength". A„ and <Sm are the frequency independent factors in Eqs. (1.30.) and

(1.301.):

6 =m

M U " M R (1.31.)

(1.311.)

Finally one obtains the well-known Debye expressions for the relaxation functions

characterized by a single relaxation time :

$ = 6 (ÜT

M = A,M 1+ü) T

(1.32.)

(1.32».)
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Fig. 3 plots internal friction 6 and dynamic modulus Mas a function of

the natural variable (<JUT). It is observed that the internal friction has a

maximum for (UJT) = 1, corresponding to the arithmetic mean of My and MR.

The Debye expressions, although very approximative, are suitable to analyse

relaxation effects in crystalline solids but are often not sufficient, for the

evaluation of experimental relaxation data in polymeric materials, as

according to Eq. (1.171.) T Q and T e can appreciably differ now. This has a

repercussion on the interpretation of a number of experimental data for

polymeric relaxation effects, where relatively important differences between the

relaxed and unrelaxed moduli may occur [10]. As the largest part of the

literature data is interpreted on the basis of the Debye equations, we shall

further apply them for the analysis of our data, to remain consistent. One

important feature, however, closely related to the molecular structure of the

polymeric phases, is that one should take into consideration a distribution

of relaxation times.

1.2.4. The viscoelastic equations with a distribution of relaxation times

Polymer relaxation effects mainly exhibit a continuous distribution of

relaxation times. One may consider Eq. (1.9.) as a continuous distribution

function, if normalizing as follows:

00

f F(T) dt

Then Eq. (1.191.) becomes:

= F(T } exp (- — ) dx exp
O e

—)e] de = exp

1.33.)

1+iüiT

(1.34.)
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which yields, after introduction in Eq. (1.19.):

ft -
F(T )im

A
1+1 Ü)T_ E

(1.341.)

With Eqs. (1.33.) and (1.171.), the latter aquation becomes:

M = M„ (1.35.)

Again, one may distinguish between the cases of forced resonance and free decay.

(il_Ep.r.c.§d._resgnance

If frequency w Is real, one may separate the imaginary and real part of

Eq. (1.35.) as follows:

f1 C0S(t)

n *+ü) X
(1.36.)

- MR ( — ^ - F(te) (1.361.)

If <(> is not too large, if x£ and xQ do not differ too much (xa = x£ = x)

and if M does not too much deviate from MR, one obtains from the above

equations, taking account of Eqs. (1.31.) and (1.311.):

(1.37.)

é = 6,
m

(1.371.)



FIG. 3. Internal friction (a) and modulus (b) calculated on the
basis of the Debye equations as a function of natural
variables

FIG. 4. A schematic representation of the standard linear
solid (SLS).
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If ons introduces a complex frequency w into Eq. (1.35.), one obtains

an implicit complex equation for logarithmic decrement 6. Taking into account

Eqs. (1.261.) and (1.262.), after having separated real and imaginary parts

in Eq. (1.35.), one obtains:

w m l , 2 . 2 2
+ U T Ê

(1.38 .)

If 5 is not too large (i .e. w|-r andüj|- T « 1 ) , the above equations

become:

9 C 1+0) T T

M = u m = MR g ^ F(T ) dT (1.39.)

(1.391.)

Applying similar approximation as in (i) for the case of forced resonance and

assuming that M does not differ too much from the geometrical average M , then

Eqs. (1.39.) and (1.39-1)reduce to the expressions given in Eqs. (1.37.) and

(1.371.). Eqs. (1.37.) and (1.371.) may be called "distributed" Debye relaxation

functions. In practical cases, those distribution functions are mainly applied

to analyse experimentally obtained internal friction spectra, which may be more

accurately determined than the dynamic and stress-relaxation moduli.
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1.2.5. The differential formulation of Boltzmann's superposition principle

The" theoretical developments given above are based on Eqs. (1.5.) and

(1.6.)» i-e. the "integral" formulation of Boltzmann's superposition principle.

It is often convenient to express this superposition principle in a differential

form, which can be derived directly from the integral formulation. Indeed, if

one considers the case of a single relaxation time, given by Eq. (1.11.),

one obtains after differentiation:

£ -co £

Combining Eqs. (1.11,) and (1.40,), one obtains:

(1.41.)

The latter equation is an expression of the differential formulation of

Boltzmann's superposition principle for a single relaxation time. If the

relaxation time is distributed as a discretely varying function (Eq. (1.13.)),

then one may demonstrate by carrying out N (the number of relaxation times)

consecutive differentiations, that one finally obtains the differential equation:

N
 A (")

A similar procedure cannot be applied for a continuously distributed relaxation

time. Eq, (1.41.) in fact corresponds to the stress-strain relationship for

the standard linear solid (SLS). The SLS is a mechanical model useful for the

description of non-elastic behaviour, which may be most favourably introduced
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as an analog to an electric R,L circuit (Fig. 4), the modulus M

and the viscosity n being associated with electric resistance R and self-

induction L respectively. Applying the laws of electric circuitry may be done

on the basis of this analogy, associating stress a and strain e with voltage V

and current I respectively. One typical representation of SLS is given in Fig. 4.

It consists of a series combination of a "Kelvin-Voigt" element and a Hookean

spring (carrying the restoring force a = Me). The Kelvin-Voigt element consists

of a parallel combination of a viscous dashpot (carrying the viscous force

a = n -gf) and a Hookean spring:

- the stress in the Kelvin-Voigt element is given by:

dEl(t)
cr^t) = MjEjft) + n — g £ —

- the stress in spring M2 is given by:

o2(t) = M2s2(t)

Applying the laws of electric circuitry yields;

<j(t) = cj<(t) = cp(t)

s(t) = ei(t) + e2(t)

From the above equations one obtains:

(1.43.)

(1.431.)

(1.432.)

(1.433.)

(1.44.)

The latter equation may be reduced to a differential representation of
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Boltzmann's superposition principle (Eq. (1.41.)) by an adaption of the

parameters.

Based on the formalism of the differential formulation of Boltzmann's

superposition principle, it is possible to determine a similar functional

expression as derived from the integral representation.

1.3. INTRODUCTION OF THE TEMPERATURE INTO VISCOELASTICITY

1.3.1, The concept of time-temperature equivalence

The factor "temperature" enters into the concept of linear viscoelasticity

if one considers the facttiat the molecular rearrangements of polymers will

occur more easily at higher temperatures. A polymer behaving as a glass at

low or intermediate temperatures may exhibit a rubberlike (or leatherlike)

aspect at higher temperatures. The above phenomenological statements can be

accounted for by expressing relaxation time T as a (decreasing) function of

the temperature:

(1.45.)

If one records a mechanical quantity as a function of time, e.g. the stress

relaxation, a certain amount of reduction of stress will be more rapidly

attained, when recording at a higher temperature. If a certain stress value is

attained after times t and t1., when recording at temperatures T, and T« respec-

tively, then one obtains:

o(t) =o{V)
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with t > t' for T2 > Ty

If at both temperatures, the recording conditions remain similar and if moduli

MM and M^ are assumed to be temperature-independent one obtains for the case

of discretely distributed relaxation times (Eq. (1.14.)):

N
z Ai e xP f"i l 1

which yields ^ _ t'

1-1
A, exp [ - t' (1.46.)

(1.47.)

If one records a mechanical quantity as a function of frequency (e.g.

interna1 friction), the frequency at which the internal friction takes a certain

value will be higher the higher is the recording temperature. In the case of a

Debye description of the internal friction, one obtains:

with u' > to for T« > T. or WT (T,) = OO'T (T2) which y ie lds:

(1.48.)

The factor acting in both Eqs. (1.47,) and (1.48.), i.e. A(T1,T2) is called

the "shift factor", which is a function of temp3ratureTif T, is considered as

a reference temperature and Tg as the variable temperature T. Often, it is

convenient to use the logarithm of ACTpT) as a shift factor:



log time

log frequency

FIG. 5. Phenomenological representation of the time-
temperature superposition principle (shift
factor ay between temperatures T. and T~)

a) time-temperature shif t of the modulus M
b) frequency-temperature shift of the internal

fr ict ion peaks 6.
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aT = In (1.49.)

Eqs. (1.47.) and (1.48.) express the time-temperature equivalence principle,

i.e. that the viscoelastic behaviour at some temperature can be related to

that at another temperature by a change in the time or frequency scale only.

Two typical examples illustrate this principle: creep compliances recorded at

temperatures Tj and T 2 (Fig. 5a) are superposed by a shift over the log(time)-

axis while the internal friction peaks in Fig. 5b are shifting over a log

(frequency) axis.

1.3.2. Therii.3dynamics of relaxation

As pointedoufpreviously, the state of matter (glass, rubber) of the

polymers determines the temperature dependence of relaxation time T ( T ) . This may

be explained on the basis of the following scheme, which is not generally valid

for polymers, but constitutes a reasonable approximation to interpret most of

the phenomena.

To give rise to a mechanical (or other) relaxation effect, polymer molecules

should be allowed to reach a conformational state of lower energy. In the

absence of an external stress, polymer molecules occupy conformational states,

characterized by equivalently valued minima in the free energy. If a stress is

applied, the equivalence of the positions is lost, such that some minima

become "deeper" than others. This means that a polymer molecule can attain a

new conformational state with lower free energy. For the case of two states,

the probability of surmounting the potential barrier AH between them is propor-

tional with the Boltzmann factor exp(- ^ - ) . AH is called the activation

enthalpy for the process. The frequency of the molecular jump between both
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states is given by:

AH,f - f0 exp (- ft)

such that the relaxation time is given by:

t = t0 exp

(1.49.)

(1.491.)

This is an expression of the simplest theory which attempts to deal with the

temperature dependence of the viscoelastic behaviour, i.e. the transition state

or barrier theory. Eq. (1.491.) conforms to the well-known "Arrhenius" equation,

if AH is independent of temperature. This applies to the analysis of a large

quantity of relaxation effects mainly concerning crystalline and polycrystalline

materials. For several relaxation effects, occurring in polymers, one has to

refer to the general equation of the temperature dependence of the relaxation

time (Eq. (1.45.)). A typical example of non-Arrhenius-like behaviour is

associated with the relaxation effect at the polymer's glass transition.

1.3.3. Applications of the time-temperature equivalence principle

As it is rather inconvenient to record transient viscoelastic functions,

such as creep and stress-relaxation during a very long recording time, it is

preferred instead to carry out recordings of relatively short duration, but at

a series of different temperatures. According to the time-temperature equivalence

principle, the various recordings may be reduced to a single (long-time) stress

vs. time curve at a reference temperature by a simple shift over the time

scale. The build-up of such a "master curve", will be more extensively
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discussed when analysing an experimental stress-relaxation result. Much "trial

and error"is being involved in such an experiment, the construction of a

master curve for an isolated relaxation effect can be used only as a mean

of comparison with dynamic mechanical results.

Since internal friction curves, described by the Debye expression,

Eq. (1.30.) show a maximum at (WT)W = 1, the T-T relation can be translated

into a T-Ü) relation..In the case of a purely Arrhenius-like temperature dependence

of the relaxation time, one obtains:

or:

In ui» + In + T-T- = 0 (1.50.)

If one obtains a straight line, when T^ is plotted versus tô , then the

thermal activation of the process can be described by an Arrhenius-expression.

Deviations from the rectilinear Uj, vs. Tïj curves signify that the molecular

origin of the relaxation process cannot be described by a simple transition

or barrier model of the two-state or multi-state type. A relaxation map, i.e.

a to», vs. Tw curve may be very important for the interpretation of relaxation

effects.

If the relationship of T and T is known, e.g. from the relaxation map, it

is possible to write the viscoelastic equations as temperature dependent
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expressions. If one assumes that the process may be described in terms of a

Debye relaxation function for a single Arrhenius-like relaxation time, one

obtains from Eqs. (1.32.) and (1.491.):

6(T) - sech.[£l } )] seen (1.51.)

The maximal damping ö is thus given by half the relaxation intensity

The temperatures T,, T? corresponding to half the maximum damping are

determined by the equation:

T sech

7

or:

AH ,1 1 ) = ln2l£=2.63

'l
7

(1.52.)

* * 2
with AT, = T, - T? and T, T^ ~ T», one obtains:

- 2.63 k (1.521.)

This means that for this exceptional case, the half-width of the internal

friction peak, recorded as a function of the temperature, is inversely propor-

tional with the activation enthalpy AH. The AH calculated from Eq. (1.521.) for

an experimental relaxation effect may be much lower than the AH calculated

from the relaxation map. This constitutes an indication for the fact that one

has to take into consideration a distributed relaxation time, as will be

demonstrated during the discussion of the experimental data.
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1.3.4. The relaxation strength

In some cases, it is possible to evaluate the relaxation strength, being

expressed as a function of (Mn-Mp) "in the expressions describing features of

various relaxation effects, on the basis of "atomistic" parameters. This has

been done for the two-site equilibrium model, which leads to the Arrhenius-like

transition probability, as it was introduced in previous sections. For this

case, one obtains (see e.g. [10]):

(1.53.)

with V the molecular volume, N the total population per unit volume of molecular

species over both equilibrium sites, w the transition probability in the

absence of an external stress, w,? and w^j the transition probabilities

after application of an external stress; (Aj-Ao) is a factor characteristic

for the molecular species, which takes into account the differences in the

energy due tothe changes of population of both equilbrium sites. (A^Ag) is often

called the"mechanicarl dipole strength". As for polymers it is difficult to

evaluate (Aj-Ag)» most attention is paid to the factor VN, i.e. the quantity

of material taking part in a relaxation effect. Especially the analysis of

the influence of treatments which drastically change N (e.g. irradiation)

may be useful for the study of relaxation strengths. It can be concluded

that the relaxation strength is a measure for the number of relaxing units and

the quantity of anelastic strain per unit.
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FIG. 6. Schematical representation of the temperature dependence of the Young's modulus for
amorphous (A) and semi-crystalline polymers (C).
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1.3.5. Remark concerning the experimental relaxation techniques

An experimental evaluation of the viscoelastic behaviour of polymeric

materials constitutes the determination of a number of parameters, related to

processes on a molecular scale from the determination of mechanical (and

dielectric) properties as a function of temperature, frequency and time.

The construction of a master curve or a relaxation map permits the determina-

tion of the temperature dependence of the relaxation times {or frequencies),

which are related to the underlying .molecular reorganization.

The transient techniques, such as stress-relaxation and creep yield less

reliable results than the dynamic mechanical measuring techniques such as

the internal friction, which in fact constitutes the "imaginary" component

of the modulus. In this work both free decay and forced resonance techniques

have been used in the form of torsion pendulum (freq. = 1 Hz) and flexural
2 3resonance technique (freq. 10 ~ 10 Hz) respectively. A few relaxation data

are furnished by the application of the stress-relaxation technique and the

apparatus for the determination of thermally stimulated depolarization (T.S.D.)

In Chapter V, the development of the corresponding equipment will be extensively

treated,

1.4. THE RELAXATION SPECTRA OF SEMI-CRYSTALLINE POLYMERS

Although an analysis of relaxation effects in semi-crystalline polymers

in relation to the underlying molecular processes will be given in the expe-

rimental part of this work, a specific pattern of viscoelastic behaviour,

generally applicable to most semi-crystalline polymers is established here.

The temperature dependence of the Young's modulus of a not too highly crystalline

material (C) is shown comparatively with this of an amorphous material (A)
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in Fig. 6. The interpretation of the spectrum is determined by the transition

temperatures T and Tp... At T (glass-rubber transition or glass transition),

the only important transition in amorphous materials, the Young's modulus may
Q

decrease 1 to 3 decades (from - 10 Pa at very low temperatures). In the

glassy plateau (Ei), the thermal energy of the chains is insufficient to

surmoun. the potential barriers for rotational and translational molecular

motions. When the thermal energy becomes high enough, short range diffusional

motions begin to occur, causing a loss of rigidity, making the material

rubbery (region Eg). At the low temperature side of the plateau, strong interac-

tion between the chains inhibits complete chain motion but further increasing

the temperature will permit complete molecules to move, sometimes resulting

in flow. The above scheme is only valid for amorphous polymers. The crystallites

in the semi-crystalline polymers may hinder the segmental motion of molecules

in the amorphous phase, fixing the rubbery modulus, till flow abruptly begins

to occur, at the temperature where the crystallites begin to óeqeneratz

crystalline melting temperature T ^ ) .

General remark concerning Chapter I

The above considerations concerning non-elastic behaviour and linear

viscoelasticity are partly based on references 7 to 15.
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CHAPTER II. GENERAL ASPECTS OF THE RADIATION PHYSICS OF POLYMERS

The "damage" by ionizing radiation is primarily due to the creation and

propagation of charged secondary particles through the ionization and excitation

by the primary radiation [16]. The sequence of events which occur after the

primary radiation has striken the polymer target, may be summarized as follows;

1) Physical stage:

The energy of the primary radiation redistributes itself between a large

number of secondary charged particles, whose interaction with the material

molecules leads to ionization and excitation of the molecules.

2) Physico-chemical stage:

New active particles are formed (free radicals, secondary ions).

3) Chemical stage:

Reactions of free radicals and ions, formed in the preceding stages lead

to a change in the molecular structure of the polymer (cross-linking,

degradation, . . . ) .

4) Physico-mechanical stage:

As a result of the change of molecular structure, a change in the macroscopic

properties of the material occurs (tensile strength, electric conductivity,...).

Although there is no strict separation between the elements of the scheme,

our work is mainly concentrated on stages (3) and (4).

2.1. DEFINITIONS AND UNITS

^i9Cbed_dose_{abbri_dose)i the energy absorbed per unit mass of the

irradiated substance. Its unit is the "rad":

1 rad = 100 erg/g = 10"11 J/kg ; 1 Mrad = 106 rad
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- dgse_rat§i dose absorbed by the material per unit of time

" £3diatign_chemical_gut2ut_,[G}.: determines the effect of the change caused by

irradiation, i.e. the number of molecules or active particles formed (or

destroyed) as a result of the radio-chemical reactions during the absorption

of 100 eV of the radiation energy by the system. For example G^, GR, G - ...

determine the yield of cross-linking, degradation, gas formation ...

2.2. GENERAL ASPECTS OF RADIATION EFFECTS IN SOLID POLYMERS

Most of the earlier research work on radiation damage in polymers has been

devoted to improve material properties (e.g. mechanical strength, electrical

conductivity, . . . ) . More recently, fundamental research has been developed to

explore underlying fundamental radiation-physical processes. Especially

Charlesby's work in this field is pioneering [17].

2.2.1. Chemical changes

It has been observed by several authors ([18] and references therein) that,

depending on their chemical structure, some polymers preferentially cross-link

while others preferentially degrade. A rule of thumb, which is confirmed for most

of the vinyl polymers is given by Chapiro [19]: "when the structure of a vinyl

polymer is such that each carbon of the main chain carries at least one hydrogen

atom, the polymer cross-links preferentially |ex(a)| whereas, if a tetrasub-

stituted carbon is present in the monomer unit, the polymer exhibits main chain

scission |ex(b)|".
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ex (a) •

H H

I I
- C - C -

I I
H H

ex (b)

CH2 - C

R2j

The overall effect of cross-linking is that the molecular weight of the

polymer steadily increases with dose, leading to branched chains, until ultimately

a tri-dimensional network is formed. The result is the formation of a rubber-

elastic network above T and a reduction of the solubility. If random main chain

scissions occur, the molecular weight steadily decreases with radiation dose.

2i2ili2i_Radical_mechanisms

As a result of the interaction of radiation with a polymer, free electrons,

positive ions and excited molecules are formed. The reactions of those primary

products lead to the formation of a second generation of active intermediate

particles, containing excited molecules, positive and negative ions, free

radicals, as well as their combinations (e.g. ionized radicals). Free radicals

mainly contribute to the final radiation chemical transformation and will be

treated here somewhat more extensively. Of practical interest is the problem

of stability of polymer radicals formed from chemical bond cleavage. They may

recombine, which often occurs in condensed media, or they may diffuse to a new

reaction site. Depending on irradiation and conversion temperatures, isolated

free radicals may remain stable for long time. However at high doses, the

concentration of free radicals becomes high, stimulating a reaction between
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themselves. Their stability depends on several factors, including structure,

aggregate state, their reactivity, degree of crystaUinity, etc... Several

structural irregularities ("defects") may serve as stabilisation sites for

free radicals (e.g. crystallite surfaces, impurities, . . . ) .

The principal types of radicals in P.E. are listed below [20]:

- aikyl-radicals [ - CH£ - CH - CH2 - ] ;

Occur mostly in P E , irradiated at low temperatures, but are not observed

at room temperature.

- allyl-radicals [ - CH2 - CH - CH = CH - CH2 - ] ;

Are attributed to transformations of alkyl radicals or to cleavage of

C-H bonds near a double bond. The allyl radicals occur in P E at room

temperature.

- polyenyl-radicals [ - CH2 - CH - (CH = CH) n - CH2 - ] ;

The value of n ranges from 3 for irradiation of P.E. at - 196°C to 5 for

irradiation at room temperature.

2i2iL3._Double_bond_formation_j;21],

In many polymers, the extent of unsaturation increases with irradiation

dose. Several types of unsaturation have been observed in irradiated polyethylene.

Some of them are listed below:

- trans-vinylene unsaturation [ R - C = C - R ] ;

In P E the number of trans-vinyl ene bonds increases with dose. In PVC,

the production of isolated double bonds occurs at low temperature, while

at room temperature conjugated double bonds are formed, due to dehydrochlori-

nation.

- vinyl unsaturation [ - R - CH = CH2 ] ;

Is not stable, due to the consumption by transvinylene unsaturation.
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vinylidene unsaturation [ - R - C (= CH«) - R ] ;

Are mainly formed at low temperature and disappear upon post-irradiation

heating. They are used in the build-up of cross-linking networks.

The gases result from the low molecular weight fragments extracted from

the polymer molecule: cross-linked polymers mainly evolve hydrogen.

In the case of polymers which are degraded upon irradiation, the gaseous pro-

ducts consist mainly as the result of the scission of lateral groups at a

quaternary carbon.

A summary of the most important radiochemical processes occurring in

polymers is presented in Table I. Some processes which are of a secondary

importance for the further development of this work are listed also therein

[22].

2.2.2. Post-irradiation effects

The oost-irradiation effects in semi-crystalline polymers are closely

related to the chemical processes presented in section 2.2.1. They cover

mainly the electrical and mechanical properties and are so extremely dependent

upon external conditions (irradiation environment, degree of crystallinity,

thermal history, ...) that hardly any general rules can be drawn up.

Cross-linking generally leads to an increase in tensile strength, hardness, etc.

... and a decrease in solubility, elongation at break, etc while main chain

scission brings about inverse effects. Crystallinity appears to be an important

factor in the determination of the final post-irradiation properties. The

degradation of the crystallites, which has been observed in the largest number
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of commercial semi-crystalline polymers, may strongly influence the cross-

linking to scission balance. Crystallites may inhibit the recombination of

radicals and the reaction of radicals trapped at crystalline sites.
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TABLE I

Radical Mechanisms

Ionization

polymer molecule - radiation

Excitation

-w—
Dissociation

i) main-chain rupture

i i ) side-chain rupture

Degradation

polymer ion high-energy
electron

excited polymer molecule

energetic free radicals

double bonds
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TABLE I (continued)

Cross^iinking

Unsaturation

Gas_eyg]ution
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CHAPTER III. CHARACTERIZING THE AS-RECEIVED MATERIAL

During the last few years, the semi-crystalline linear-chain fluoro-

polymer, polyvinylidene fluoride [ - (- CH2 - CF2 -) ] has received much

attention as an "engineering plastic". Besides the known properties of

fluoropolymers just like polytetrafluorethylene (PTFE) and polychlorotri-

fluorethylene (PCTFE), i.e. a good chemical and thermal stability, PVDF is

famous for its piezoelectric and dielectric characteristics. Fundamental

research work may be helpful in elucidating mechanisms underlying the macros-

copic properties. In this chapter, emphasis will be laid on characterizing

the crystallinity of the material. It will consist in comparing our material

to the results of the characterizing which appear in the literature. The

specimens have been graciously prepared and put at our disposal by SOLVAY

Research Laboratories (Brussels) through Dr. Majot and «workers [23].

3.1. CHEMICAL STRUCTURE AND POLYMERIZATION TECHNIQUES

PVDF is an addition polymer, prepared from the vinylidene fluoride monomer

(CHg - CFg). In the polymerization product, normally head-to-tail

(- CH2 - CF2 - CHg - CFg - ...) structures are predominant [24]. A few

percent of the material contains abnormal structures such as:

Head-to-head : - CH2 - CF2 - CF2 - CH2 -

Tail-to-tail : - CF2 - CH2 - CH2 - CF2 -

Those inversely ordered chemical structures may be important for the physical

properties, being defective centers.

The molecular weights, as measured by SOLVAY [25] through gel permeation

chromatography are:
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FIG. 7. The crystalline morphology of the a-modification of PVDF

a,b,c are the unit cell dimensions
T,G,G denote the trans, gauche, gauché conformations
respectively
The H atoms are not drawn to avoid complexity.
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- number average molecular weight M = (4±0.4) 10

- weight average molecular weight Mw = (1+0.1) 10

Other numerical data are mentioned, when applied for specific purposes.

3.2. CRYSTALLINE MODIFICATIONS

It has been known since the late sixties that PVDF crystallizes into

three modifications, depending upon the crystallization conditions, labelled

mostly a, g, y [or exceptionally II, I, III]. Hasegawa et al. [26] and

Kobayashi et al. [27] have summarized the characteristics of different

crystalline forms. Table II lists those data, which in fact constitute the

final result of a broad field of experimental data, listed in the bibliographies

of [26,27] .

Is the "naturally" occurring modification of PVDF, i.e. it exhibits the lowest

free energy in normal conditions. It is generally prepared by cooling slowly

from the melt to room temperature, by casting films from an acetone solution

or from a monochlorobenzene - dimethyl formamide mixture. The crystalline

structure of the a-modification (Fig. 7) has been determined to be monoclinic

with 6 = 90°. The unit cell contains two chains,essentially of the TGTG con-

formation; where T, G, G denote the trans and two gauche-types respectively.

Trans (T) denotes the chain conformation, where the CHp - and - CF2 groups

take transverse positions (180° between each other), while G and G denote

positions 60° and 120° out of the trans positions.
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Crystaliographic data of three forms of PVDF
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crystal system

lattice constants

number of chains
per unit cell

molecular
conformation

calculated
density

a

monoclinic

5 = 90°

a = 4.96 A

b = 4.64 A"

c = 4.62 A

2

TGTG

(cis-strans}

1.93 g/cm3

8

orthorhombic

a = 8.58 A

b = 4.91 ft

c = 2.56 A

2

T2
(trans-trans)

1.97 g/cm3

Y

monoclinic

S = 97°

a = 8.66 A

b = 4.93 A"

c = 2.58 A

2

T2
(trans-trans)

1.94 g/cm3



O H Oc
FIG. 8. The crystal l ine morphology of the B-modification of PVDF

a,b,c are the unit cel l dimensions.



H OC

FIG. 9. Plausible crystalline morphology of the y-modification
of PVDF
a,b,c are the unit cell dimensions; tJ = 97°.
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e crystallites of PVDF are obtained by highly stretching the melt-crystal-

lized material at 50° - 60°C, until necking of the specimens occurs.

The crystal contains two slightly distorted planar zig-zag chains in an

orthorhombic lattice. The chain deflection angle a is only a statistical

phenomenon, which permits an approximation to the fully planar zig-zag chain

(Fig. 8).

In addition to the a and 3 phases, several investigators have suggested

the presence of a third polymorph in PVDF. Especially Prest et al. [28] have

made an attempt to prepare purely y-materials by pressure crystallization or

casting from a dimethylformamide solution. Its crystal form may be compared

to that of the B form within a Q = 97° monoclinic type (Fig. 9).

The assignment of absorption lines in the infrared spectra is difficult due to

confusion with lines belonging to both other modifications. Lines typical for

the Y phase have been listed by Prest et al. (430 cm" , 810 cm" , 776 cm" ).

Summarizing section 3.1., one may pretend that the $ and y crystalline modi-

fications belong to the trans-trans conformation of the chains, while modi-

fication a belongs to the cis-trans conformation.

3.3. DETERMINATION OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AS-RECEIVED SPECIMENS

The spectroscopie methods used to characterize the several specimens, applied

in the relaxation experiments are the infra-red analysis and the wide angle

X-ray method (WAXS).
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FIG. 10. Infra-red spectrum of the as-received foils (thickness 20 ym).
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FIG, l l a A wide angle X-ray spectrum obtained on PVDF bulk-

material (a.-modification). I x is the diffracted
intensity in arbitrary units.
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FIG, l i b Uide angle X-ray spectrum obtained on the 20 ym-foils
[(ot +3)-modification] .o
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3.3.1. Infra-red spectrum

Fig. 10 shows the infra-red spectrum, recorded on an as-received 20 urn,

film. The strong intensity of some lines (795 cm" , 765 cm" , 61Ó cm" ,

530 cm" ) is significant for the strong presence of the a-modification

[29,26]. Some lines, typical fi-r the e-phase (445 cm"1, 485 cm"1, 578 cm"1,

598 cm" ) and even for the y-phase (430 cm ), suggest that the modification

is a (a + 8}-mixture, with even traces of the ymodifi cation.

3.3,2. Wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS)

Fig. lla,b presents the X-ray diffraction spectra of both bulk material

(1 mm thick platelets) and the 20 um films. According to Galperin's classi-

fication [30] ,• our bulk material may be classified as belonging to the "high

density" a-form (<*n). The 20 ym films appear to belong to the (aQ+3)-mixture

[31] , aQ being the. ̂ oriented" o-phase. This result agrees with the infra-red

data of section 3,3.1, The prominence or absence of the (010) reflection

(29 = 19° - 20°) is an indication of the ot-phase being oriented or not [31].

The (010) reflection strongly appears in specimens which are prepared from

the melt, such as fibers and foils (compare Fig. lib and lla).

3.4, DEGREE OF CRYSTALLINITV

The degree of crystal!inity x^r
 may be of importance in the analysis of

several properties of a polymeric material but is rather vaguely defined.

Depending on the degree of order one wishes to determine, several methods may

be applied (see e.g. [32]). Further attention will be paid to this point, when

it is involved in the evaluation of experimental data.

-if
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3.4.1. Density determination

Sometimes relatively large differences nay be observed in the densities

of both amorphous and crystalline phases. When a completely amorphous material

may not be prepared, one has to estimate the amorphous density p . The

crystalline density p may be calculated from the lattice paraneters (Table II).

The degree of crystal!inity is then given by:

(3.1.)

with p the experimentally measured density.

We have used ft simple immersion technique (in water and methanol) to

determine the density values of as-received PVDF, yielding a reproducible

result for the bulk material (p = 1.760 ± 0.006 g/cm ). For the p c r value we

have used an average (calcualted) value over the three modifications

(<pcr> * 1.95 g/cm3).

There is a larger dispersion on the estimated p a m values.

Gal'perin et al. [33] give p = 1.48 g/cm , which yields a value of Xrr - 0-6.

The values of p c r and p a m, as given by the suppliers £34j differ from those
3 3

given above (p_m = 1.68 g/cm and <p.»> = 1.91 g/cm ) leading to a much lower
X C r value (xCr = 0.34).

3.4.2. WAXS

From the X-ray diffraction spectra given in Figs, lla and b, it is possible

to determine the relative fractions of crystalline and amorphous material,

when introducing an amorphous background, based on estimations of Gal'perin

et al. [33]. By using a planimeter, it is possible to determine S,_ and S_„
ai» er
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the areas of the amorphous and crystalline phases. The degree of crystallinity

is given by:

XCr °
(3.2.)

From Fig. lla (bulk) : xCr = 0.58

From Fig. lib (film) : x C r = 0.44

There is a very good agreement for the X-ray and density x^p-data for the bulk

material, when using the p value determined by Gal'perin et al.

It may be concluded that the value of pa_, given by Heyez et al. [34] is too

high.

3.4,3. Other techniques

Sharpies [321 lists several techniques to determine the Xrr value, mainly

based on the determination of spectroscopie line intensities. The technique

of differential thermal analysis (DTA) is valuable, when the xrr value of a

material is known, to determine its dependence on treatments, as will be

pointed out in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER IV. IRRADIATION SET UP AND POST-IRRADIATION CHARACTERIZATION OF THE

MATERIAL

Irradiation by means of gamma-rays has been carried out by means of a Co

source covering the 0 to 100 Mrad dose range and spent nuclear fuel cells

between 100 and 1000 Mrad.

4.1. IRRADIATION FACILITIES AND EXPERIMENTAL MANAGEMENT

For both ""Co and fuel cell irradiations, specimens of different shapes

(fibers, bulk, films) have been sealed in pyrex-glass tubes, either evacuated

(~ 10 Torr), or in an air atmosphere. The evaluation of post-irradiation data

belonging to the air irradiations has soon been abandoned, due to a complete

embrittlement of the film material already at a 50 Mrad dose. After a few test

runs, comparing some experimental results and characterization data belonging

to the in vacuo irradiation, the conclusion could be drawn that a good

continuity exist between the results belonging to both irradiation techniques.

This is confirmed by Makhlis [35] who has compared the data belonging to

different sources ( C o , Cs, nuclear reactor fuel cells). A factor which has

been assumed negligible in the evaluation of the experimental results, is the

probable heating of the specimens during the irradiation experiemnts. According

to Makhlis [36], even at the highest dose attained in our experiments, the

temperature has remained lower than 80°C, far enough from T ™ to have caused

no 'thermal" damage.

Below are schematically given some characteristics of both irradiation

equipments.
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4.1.1. 60Co source [37]

- Gamma cell 220 (Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd) of the "Instituut voor Radio-

elementen" at Mol (Belgium).

- Irradiation chamber: 0 - 1 5 cm, height ~ 21 cm.

- Average dose rate during the experiment: 242 Krad/h.

- Mean energy of the photons between 1.17 and 1.33 MeV.

4.1.2. Nuclear fuel cells [38]

- Spent fuel cells extracted from nuclear research reactor BR2 (Mol, Belgium).

- Sealed pyrex tubes, containing the specimens, encapsulated in long aluminum

holders.

- Dosimetry by spectrophotometric technique "Perspex".

- Average dose rate: ~ 10 Mrad/h (ranging from 20 Mrad/h to 7 Mrad/h during

the irradiations of longest duration).

- Photon energy: 1 a 2 MeV.

4.2. POST-IRRADIATION CHARACTERIZATION OF THE MATERIAL

Already in 1965, Sands et al. [39] observed the predominant cross-linking

of PVDF upon ionizing irradiation. The tendency to predominant scission in

vinylidene polymers had been accepted as a rule till the observation of

Sands et al. The exceptional behaviour of PVDF may be due to a reduction of

the sterically induced main chain strain, the fluorine atom having a small

covalent radius (0.064 nm). The heat of polymerization of PVDK (i.e. 172 kJoule/

mole) is higher than the lower limit, estimated necessary to exhibit predominant

cross-linking (77 kJoule/mole).
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FIG. 12. Dependence of the crystalline melting temperature Tc„ and relative crystalline fraction
X of y-irradiated PVDF 20 ym foils upon dose.
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4.2.1. Physical aspects of the material after irradiation

Al already pointed out, the experimental work has mainly been concentrated

on specimens irradiated in vacuo (~ 10 Torr). Indeed, the material irradiated

in air appeared to degrade completely already at doses between 50 and 100 Mrad.

This degradation has been observed as an embrittlement of the film specimens

and a deterioration of the mechanical properties of the bulk material.

Makuuchi et al. [40] attribute the degradation in air upon the easy reaction

of the produced radicals with oxygen. Specimens, irradiated in vacuo, exhibit

a yellow colouring between 20 and 100 Mrad of absorbed dose, brown-yellow

colouring between 100 and 400 Mrad, brown and even black when the dose attains

100 Mrad. It appears established that two major effects are responsible

[41] for this colouration, namely the formation of conjugated double bonds on

the one hand and trapped free radicals and ions on the other hand.

4.2.2. Differential thermal analysis (DTA)

Differential thermal analysis (DTA) or differential scanning calorimetry

(DSC) has been carried out on bulk specimens by means of an equipment Stanton

Redcroft 671. The heating rate is 5 K/min and the reference material is AlgOg.

The mass of material investigated ranges from 10 to 20 mg. On melting, one

observes a typical endothermic peak, corresponding to the degeneration of the

crystalline fraction. The peak temperatures gradually decrease with increasing

dose (Fig. 12). The decrease of T £ M (from 454 K at zero dose to 408 K at

400 Mrad), may be related to the generation of defects in the crystalline phase

upon irradiation. Therefore the decrease of T-« is related to the reduction in

crystal unity, expressed as the crystalline mole fraction X. This is expressed

by a modified Flory equation [42,43]:
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FIG. 13. Dose dependence of the WAXS-spectra of the film material
upon y-dose. The 103 Mrad-spectrum is shown strongly
exaggerated in magnitude.
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1/TCM " 1/TCM,0 = <• NA k / A Hf) lnX (4.1.)

where T™, ~ IS the crystalline melting temperature at zero dose, N.k the

universal gas constant, AH- the equilibrium fusion enthalpy of the crystallites.

X is the crystalline mole fraction after irradiation relative to X(=l), before

irradiation. The values of AHf, quoted in literature depend on the technique

of determination. Suwa et al. [44,45] report an average value of

5.77 kJoule/mole, i.e. 92.2 kJoule/kg. Heyez et al. [34] report an average

value of 105 ± 12 kJoule/kg as the result of a large series of experiments.

The latter value may constitute a good approximation for carrying out further

calculations as confirmed by Nakagawa et al. [46]. The dose dependence of T Q ^

and X are given in Fig. 12. Knowing X-JO) at zer0 dose, this may be extra-

polated to the higher dose values by putting xrr(R) = Xrr(0)-X(R). The value

of Xrr(0)
 m ay De determined by other techniques, as given in the previous

chapter.

4.2.3. Post-irradiation WAXS spectra

The evolution of the post-irradiation X-ray spectra recorded on the films

is somewhat in contradiction with the results of the post-irradiation DTA

characterization (previous section). From Fig. 13, showing the diffractograms

for 0, 100, 400, 1000 (enlarged scale) Mrad, several conclusions may be drawn;

(a) the almost complete amorphicisation of the films at 1000 Mrad, while there

is only a slight decrease in xPV, between 0 and 400 Mrad; (b) a shift in the

intensity peaks agrees with the one observed by Kosmynin et al. and is assigned

to small changes in the lattice parameters [31] .

Suwa et al. [44] who observed similar effects, attribute them to a
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intensity spectra of y-irradiated PVDF 20 urn foils.
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better sensitivity of the DTA. The contrast in the dose dependence of the "degree of

order" observed by both techniques is probably due to the presence of a second

"amorphous phase", exhibiting more order than the purely amorphous regions.

As will be extensively discussed during the evaluation of the post-irradiation

relaxation data, this region may increase in importance with increasing dose at

the expense of the purely crystalline regions. It is possible that DTA only

"sees" the purely crystalline regions as ordered, explaining the steady decrease

of the so calculated x C r with dose, while the WAXS technique includes the

"second" amorphous phase within the ordered regions.

4.2.4. Post-irradiation infra-red spectra

A detailed investigation of the post-irradiation infrared spectra, as

they were recorded on 20 ym-films does not reveal large alterations in the

intensity of the absorption lines, generally attributed to the crystalline

modifications (0 - 400 Mrad). It was almost impossible to record the 1000 Mrad

spectrum because of a high degree of absorption.

The main changes upon irradiation occur in the region of 1500 - 2000 cm"

shown in Fig. 14. The interpretation of the strong increase of the absorption

lines of this wavelength-region in well-resolved, specific processes is

difficult, because of the strong overlap of the intensities. The main effect is

the increase of the degree of unsaturation, observed in the lines 1710 cm" ,

1745 cm" , 1650 cm" , 1580 cm" [40,47,48] corresponding to normal modes,

including the - C = C - bond. Makuuchi et al. [48] give a more detailed inter-

pretation:

1650 cm

1745 cm

f1

r1

1580 cm"

1710 cm-1

- CH = CF -

- CH = CF2

- (CH = CF) n -

- CH2 - CF = CH - CF2 -



w
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U

UJ

o-

O
CO
UJ
cc

FIG. 15.a) ESR-spectra of y i r rad ia ted PVDF bulk material at re lat ively
low doses ( 2 - 5 0 Mrad).
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This interpretation, based on the - C = C - modes is made more complex through

the presence of the 1730 cm" and 1850 cm lines. Those are typical for

irradiations carried out in air, as observed by Makuuchi et al. [40]. That they

appear in films, irradiated in vacuo, may be assigned to oxygen rest gas,

adsorbed at the surface or inside, notwithstanding the pre-irradiation degassing

at relatively elevated temperatures. The 1850 cm" and 1730 cm" bands corres-

pond to (- CFJCHJ - COF) and (- CF2CH2 - COOH) normal modes respectively.

4.2.5. Post-irradiation electron spin resonance (ESR) analysis

For several selected doses, ESR spectra have been recorded a few weeks

after the irradiations {to ensure an equilibrium situation) by means of a

Varian E12 equipment*. The results belonging to relatively low doses

(< 50 Mrad) and to the higher doses are shown in Figs. 15a and b respectively

at different recording scales. From Figs. 15a and b, one may conclude that

a) there is a proportional increase of the intensity of the ESR bands upon

increasing y-dose; b) there is a difference in the general aspects of the spectra

corresponding to the lowand high doses. The high dose singlet spectrum almost

completely submerges the low dose sextet spectrum. Our ESR results fairly

correspond with those obtained on electron-irradiated polyethylene [49,50]

where, depending on the dose, one detects alkyl radicals (* 10 Mrad :

- CH2 - tti - CH 2), ally! radicals (10 - 100 Mrad : - CH2 - ÖH - CH = CH - CH2)

and linear polyene radicals (£ 100 Mrad : - CH = CH - C*H - CH = CH - ) .

The double sextet spectrum, occurring at low doses, may be assigned to the

fluoro-alfc/! radical: [ - CH2 - CF - CH« - ] , unstable at room temperature.

It is thought that when the irradiation dose increases there is a transition

to the polyenyl radical [ ... - (CF = CH) - C*F - ] , as observed by the

*We are indebted to Prof.Dr. Schoemaker and Dr. Van den Steen for the use of their
equipment and their help at the Universitaire Instelling Antwerpen.
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singlet ESR spectrum [51,52]. The transition is accompanied by a strong

dehyd rofluori nati on [53] :

- HF
CH2 - CF - ... - CH2 - CF = CH - CF - ...

... - CH« - (CF = CH) 9 - ÊF -

4.2.6. Summary

- CH2 - (CF = CH) n -

Besides the predominant cross-linking, which will be more extensively

studied in relation to the evolution of the mechanical properties upon

irradiation, the main conclusions to be drawn from the post-irradiation

characterization are:

- A decrease in the degree of crystaiiinity x C r with dose, observed in a

somewhat different way by different methods (WAXS, DTA), in agreement with

the "three-phase" concept.

- A strong increase in the degree of unsaturat'ur?, as observed by ESR and

infrared spectroscopy.
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CHAPTER V. EQUIPMENT FOR THE MECHANICAL AND DIELECTRIC MEASUREMENTS

The construction of the equipment for the analysis of the relaxation

behaviour of polymers is based on the general principles, introduced in

Chapter I. The equipments used by us and some equipments mentioned, when

referring to literature data are listed in Table III, versus the frequency

range of their usage. The equipments used for this work, i.e. stress-relaxation,

torsion pendulum and flexural resonance (dynamic mechanical experiments),

thermo-stimulated depolarization, are described below.

5.1. TENSILE TESTING EQUIPMENTS

The INSTRON-TM-SM table model tensile equipment has been used to carry

out stress-relaxation measurements on the material. Stress-relaxation is

measured as the force remaining on the clamps of the specimen, when the de-

formation has been interrupted. From Eq. (1.12.) it is seen that the stress

becomes an exponentially decreasing function of time t. The momentary stress

and the time elapsed since the strain release are recorded on a Teletype

papertape output through the use of a programmer, developed at S.C.K./C.E.N.

Electronics Department and a Solartron interface (Fig. 16). A computer

programme has been developed, which permits a direct plotting of the stress-

relaxation modulus or the stress versus time, in several combinations

(linear-linear, log-log, log-lin, Tin-log). One of the critical features in

stress-relaxation experiments on polymers is holding the measuring temperature

at a constant value. Cooling is done by dispersing a liquid nitrogen flow into

the temperature cabinet; heating is done b*- resistive wires in the cabinet walls.

Temperature stability is lost when the experiments exceed 10 seconds of duration.

This may be due to fluctuations in the environment tempera; ^ and power supply.
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5.2. TORSION PENDULUMS

The torsion pendulum equipment enables one to carry out dynamic mechanical

experiments in a narrow frequency range around 1 Hz [54] . They constitute

useful tools, sometimes exhibiting higher reliability than the more

sophisticated resonance techniques and permitting experiments on fiber-like

specimens.

The constitutive equation of motion for the torsion pendulum is derived

from Eq. (1.4.) with the strain being expressed as the angular deviation

of the torsion pendulum rod and introducing the inertia moment I and the shear

modulus G. This yields [14]:

4 ~
iê + Jf- Ge = 0 (5.1.)

with r the radius and 1 the length of the rod. The solution to this equation

is given by (see e.g. section 1.2.2.):

e = en exp (- S i t) exp ( iw t ) (5.2.)

substituting Eq. (5.2.) into Eq. (5.1.) one obtains for small damping:

G cos<)> = w
irr

(5.3.)

or;
tan<}> =

2 1 I « 2k a to

ir r

ir

(5.31.)

(5.4.)
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From the above equations it also appears that the dynamic shear modulus G
2

is proportional to the squared frequency u .

5.2.1. Kê-type torsion pendulum (Fig. 17)

Temperature range: from liquid nitrogen to room temperature. The wire- or

strip-like specimens are fixed at the top and an inertia member is attached

at the lower end. Torsional vibrations are excited through the attraction of

iron pieces, put symmetrically on a wheel attached at the lower end of the

specimen. The reservoir surrounding the wire may be filled with liquid nitrogen.

Letting it evaporate is a means for (uncontrolled) warming up of the sample.

The temperature is measured by a Cu-constantane thermocouple (recently replaced

by a Pt-100 thermistor), put in direct contact with the upper end of the sample.

The amplitude decay of the free torsional vibrations is measured by the light

beam reflected from a mirror M fixed at the bottom of the pendulum. The motion

of the light beam is recorded by a spot-follower. The whole pendulum is contained
_2

in an evacuated (« 10 Torr) glass tube. The experimental value of the internal

friction or damping is determined by calculating the logarithmic decrement,

i.e.:

6 - in (An+1/An)

with A j and An two consecutive decaying amplitudes.

5.2.2. Inverted pendulum (Fig. 18)

(5.5.)

Temperature range: room temperature to 700°C. In the case of the inverted

pendulum, the specimen is fixed at the lower end and held in position by a

counter-weight, while the inertia member is attached at the upper end. The
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wire is surrounded by a resistance furnace. The temperature is recorded by

Pt-lOO thermistors. Excitation and detection of the torsional vibrations are

the same as in the case of the Kê-pendulum.

5,3. FLEXURAL RESONANCE WITH ELECTROSTATIC EXCITATION AND DETECTION IN CLOSED

CIRCUIT

5.3.1. Principles

At higher frequencies, the wavelength of the stress waves decreases

until it becomes comparable to the specimen dimensions, such that the

specimens in fact become vibrating systems of standing waves with resonances.

From the variation in amplitude óf vibration with frequency one can determine

the real and imaginary parts of the complex modulus (section 1.8.). One of the

resonance techniques generally applied is the one-side clamped cantilever

shown in Fig. 19. If the y-axis corresponds to the equilibrium position of the

vibrating rod, then the vibrating amplitudes, given by "x", are the solutions

of the following equation [14]:

i*+£ k2 i-i = 0
/ p /

(5.6.)

with E the Young's modulus

p the density of the material

k [=77] the radius of gyration (h is the specimen thickness).

A condition for the compatibility of two different solutions to Eq. (5.6.)

yields the relation of first mode resonance frequency f and Young's modulus E:

E = 38.24 (5.7.)
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This yields a proportionality of the Young's modulus and the squared resonance«

frequency. Concerning the evaluation of the damping, one is referred to next

section, where the description of the equipment is given.

5.3.2. The equipment

The apparatus described below may be used for the semi-automatic deter-

mination of the temperature dependence of the damping. This description only

contains the main elements while detailed electronics are given by Claessen

et al. [55] and Eersels [56]. In the resonance'method, the specimen is put into

vibration in one of its eigenmodes, while the energy dissipation during one

period is the measure for the internal friction. The flexural resonance

equipment, developed in our laboratory covers a frequency range from

~ 20 - 2000 Hz depending on specimen geometry. It is presented schematically

in Fig. 19. The detailed clamping of the specimen is shown as an insert to

F g. 19.

To ensure electrostatic coupling, the platelet specimen is covered with an

evaporated silver layer at both surfaces and connected to the mass with a very

thin iron wire. It is clamped at one end, while the free end forms two

capacities (Pj-S, S-P2) with the driving and detecting electrodes Pj and P2-

The vibrations of the specimen are converted into a F.M. signal, which is

demodulated and fed-back to a gain-controlled amplifier which holds the

vibrations at a constant amplitude and at resonance frequency. The driving

voltage on the Pj-S capacity is of the type (see Fig. 19):

E = E Q sincot + E1

The corresponding force on the specimen is:
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F = eAE2 = KE2 = - Facos 2wt + Fb sin ut + (5.8.)

Fa • K E o / 2

Fb " 2 K Eo El

Fc = K(E
2/2+E2)

The factor K, composed by dielectric constant e, electrode area A, distance

Pj-S (dj). is a constant if dj is much larger than the vibration amplitude of

the specimen. The resulting mechanical vibration will have the same frequency

as the driving voltage, due to the term F. .sin tot, the first term of Eq. (5.8.)

being filtered out and the third being constant.

The amplitude of the vibration of a mass point is a solution of the

equation:

2
r, ± 4 + r || + kx = Fb sin wt (5.9.)

yielding:

x =
Fb/m

/2 sin (5.10.)

If ai represents the "undamped" frequency = (k/m)1/2 and if one is limited

to the strongly idealized case of low damping, then the resonance frequency

ai = u • At resonance, the vibration amplitude (Eq.(5,10.)) becomes:

xr = (5.11.)
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the damping term being <5 = r/(wm).

From Eqs. (5.10.) and (5.11.) one obtains:

2KE E, K.E E,

"Vr Vr
(5.12.)

The detecting capacity S-Pg is part of a LC circuit, varying its frequency when

the specimen vibrates, following the equation:

Af A(eA/d2) Ad2

(eA/d2)

The FM demodulator gives an output voltage, proportional to the frequency

deviation:

VD - K2Af/fr = (K2xr)/(2d2)

or:

(5.14.)

From Eqs. (5.12.) and (5.14.);

K,En.E,

Wo
EE.

»0VD

As Eq. (5.15.) illustrates, damping 6 is proportional to the components of the

driving voltage (E0«Ej). Factor K^ may be determined by opening the circuit

and determining the logarithmic decrement 6, now by the free decay method,

counting the number of periods to go from one standard amplitude to another,

using a supplementary electronic device.
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The specimen and the electrodes are contained in an evacuated system

(= 10 Torr). Cooling to about 150 K may be done by pouring liquid nitrogen

in a reservoir, which is in contact with the specimens. By simply evaporating

the nitrogen, the specimen is warmed up to room temperature. To reach higher

temperatures, resistive heating is done by a variable resistance. The tempe-

rature is registrated by a Pt-100 probe within the specimen clamp. The tension

over the Pt-probe, the detection voltage Vg, the driving voltage components

(EQ.EJ) are measured alternatively with a digital voltmeter (DANA 4700) and

the resonance frequency is registrated by a frequency meter (General Radio

1192-B), Measurement, timing and scanning, range and mode (ac or dc) commands

and the interfacing with a Teletype papertape output are provided by a data

transfer unit of Solartron and a programmer equipment developed at the

S.C.K./C.E.N. Electronics Department.

5.4. THERMALLY STIMULATED DEPOLARIZATION

Non-isothermal dielectric experiments with a conventional equipment are

a time-consuming occupation. However they may yield interesting information

about transitions in polymers, containing polar groups, or about the discharge

over space charge configurations in polymers and other related phenomena.

Thermally stimulated depolarization (TSD) experiments are considered as a fast

and reliable technique to detect "polar" transitions in an insulator. For a good

understanding, it is necessary to introduce some general features of the TSD

concept, as used in the fundamental studies.

5.4.1. Principles of the TSD method [57]

A polymer, or more generally a dielectric, bearing a persistent electric
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charge, is called an electret. Dielectric relaxation occurs due to hindrance

afflicted to motions of permanent dipoles and charges of the polymer by

frictional forces, which inhibit an immediate discharge (dielectric after-

effect) .

In semi-crystalline polymers, the electret is formed at a temperature

between T and T C M, where the mobility of the amorphous chains is relatively

high, and frozen in during a cooling treatment.

When an electret, formed at temperature T (poling temperature) through
r

the application of an external field E , is allowed to depolarize from a

temperature far below T , the depolarization (charge) P is a solution of the

equation:

P(t) = (5.16.)

T(T) is the temperature dependent relaxation time, e0 the dielectric constant

in vacuo, es and e w the relative dielectric constants at low and at high

frequency, respectively.

With P(tQ) = 0, Eq. (5.16.) may be solved as:

t
P(t) = e Q (es-ej Ep [ 1 - exp (- ƒ dt'/T(T')] (5.17.)

The depolarization current is:

s (e -e ) *
dP(t)/dt = ° J T S " Ep.expf-| dt'/T(T')] (5.18.)

Depending on the specific processes and materials, the final expression for

j(t) is determined by the formulae for (eg-e,,,) and T ( T ) .

Eq. (5.18.) may be made non-isothermal by introducing a (constant) heating rate

S T (= dT/dt):
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J(T) Ep exp dT'/T(T')] (5.19.)

5.4.2. TSD equipment and recording

For fundamental studies on polymers, one uses both side-metallized foils

(e.g. by the evaporation of silver layers), such that these are in a good

electric contact between the specimen surface and the net charging is opposite

to the one on the electrodes, the complete charging being neutral. Those

are hetero-electrets in contrast to the homo-electrets, which are prepared

with an air gap between one surface and one of the electrodes, such that the

net charge is not compensated. Since hetero-electrets have no external field,

their decay can only be determined by current measurements. Poling and dis-

charging occur within the same apparatus, presented in Fig. 20. The details

of the specimen arrangement in the holder are given in Fig. 21.

As may be deduced from the short theoretical treatment of section 5.4.1.,

one of the critical elements in the design of a TSD device is the optimal

temperature control, i.e. thermal gradients over the specimen should be avoided

and the heating rate is to be kept constant within narrow limits, to ensure

reproducible and comparable TSD spectra. The first problem is accounted for by

a completely symmetrical design for the heating and cooling elements, as seen

in Fig. 21. To account for the second problem, both resistive heating elements

are fed by a Delta power supply, whose power is monitored by a linear tempera-

ture controller, developed at the Electronics Department at S.C.K./C.E.N. Mol.^

Heating rates may be established between 0.1 and 9.9 K/min. The Pt-100

thermistor, in direct contact with the upper surface of the specimen, has two

functions. On the one hand, it is a control probe for regulating the power
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supply, and at the other hand it serves as a tool for the temperature measure-

ment, by applying a fconstant current source. The tension output over the Pt-probe

constitutes the X-axis input of an X-Y recorder. The sample and the heating
i

elements are enclosed', in a steel cylinder with hollow walls, to be filled with

liquid nitrogen as a cooling means. The whole set-up is in turn contained in
-2

a messing vacuum vessel (~ 10 Torr). To carry out a TSD experiment, the

metallized polymer film is poled in vacuo at a temperature somewhere between

T and T ™ till about saturation in the polarization occurs. Dried nitrogen

gas is let into the vessel and the specimen is cooled down by the liquid

nitrogen flow through the steel cylinder walls, The cooling rate is not constant

but the average value has been measured to be 4 K/min. During the cooling,

the field E is kept on, to maintain the field-induced charge redistribution.

When the lowest temperature is reached, the field is removed and the electrodes

are short-circuited for a while to neutralize surface charges. The electrodes

are then connected to an electrometer (Keithley 610 B), which transmits the

current output to the Y-axis of the XY-recorder. The plots recorded by the

XY-recorder (Pt-100 tension vs. TSD current) are "translated" into temperature-

current spectra by a computer programme. We have also used reduced currents

(O'red) values: Jred = Jexp/e0
Ep» Jexp being the experimentally determined TSD

currents. The charge decay, plotted in the TSD spectra is calculated by a numerical

integration of the TSD current spectra:

Q(T) = By1 .2 J(T1)(AT)i (5.20.)
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CHAPTER VI. RELAXATION EXPERIMENTS ON THE AS-RECEIVED MATERIAL

To cover a large part of the frequency (or time) range, the techniques

listed in Chapter V have been used to evaluate the relaxation behaviour of

as-received PVDF. The results reported in this chapter are an extension and

sometimes a modification of those presented in [58]. The material used

(shape, crystalline modification), the experimental techniques and their

frequency range are listed in Table IV. According to [57], which in turn

refers to previously reported work, it is convenient to introduce an equivalent

frequency f to express quantities, which are recorded as a function of time

(e.g. by T.S.D.) as a function of frequency. In [57], it is demonstrated that

one may write:

fe « 0.1 t
-1 (6.1.)

In this chapter, we have first outlined the several experimental results

(section 6.1.) and further on they are recombined, if possible, to study the

several relaxation effects (section 6.2.).

6.1. OUTLINE OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

6.1.1. Stress-relaxation experiments

Stress-relaxation has been measured on the fiber-like PVDF material in

the 180 to 400 K temperature range with the INSTRON equipment, provided

with the 2 kg-load cell. The specimens is given a fixed (< 2 %) deformation

to remain within the conditions of linear viscoelasticity. There are serious

limits, imposed by the experiments, to the validity of stress-relaxation results;
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TABLE IV

Relaxation techniques and material modification characterization

technique

stress-relaxation

Kê pendulum

inverted torsion
pendulum

thermally stimulated
depolarization (TSD)

transverse resonance

material

fibers
(0 = 250 urn)

fibers
bulk strips
(thickness: 1 mm)

bulk strips

films (- 20 urn)
of thickness

bulk platelets
(thickness: 1 mm)

crystalline
modification
(see Table II)

aQ + S

ah

ah

ah

frequency range

< 1 Hz
(equivalent
frequency)

~ 1 Hz

~ 1 Hz

10"4 - 10"2 Hz
(equivalent
frequency)

102 - 103 Hz
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scatter becomes important if the recordings cover the temperature ranges below

0°C and above 70°C. When assuming the approximate constancy of initial diameter

<j>0 and initial deformation (Al/1)Q, the time-dependent Young's modulus E(t) may

be obtained by Hooke's law:

with a(t) the instantaneous stress.

The modulus-time curves for the as-received material are collected in

Figs. 22a and b. To make clearer possible relaxation effects, as to detect

by the stress-relaxation method, Fig. 23 plots the relaxation modulus, recorded

after 10 seconds for each temperature.

The curve is reminiscent of the one given in Fig. 6c but with less

strictly separated plateau and modulus drop regions. The labelled steps are

not arbitrary but correspond to well-defined relaxation processes. For a

further evaluation of the curves in Fig. 22, a master curve has to be constructed

from them, which will be done for some separate relaxation effects (see

further sections 6.2.2.1.1. and 6.2.1.2.4.).

6.1.2. Dynamic mechanical experiments

For the several dynamic mechanical techniques, the below and above room

temperature spectra are treated separately, not only for practical reasons but

also in relation to the underlying molecular relaxation mechanisms. Fig. 24a and

b and Fig. 25a and b show the below and above room temperature relaxation spectra

obtained by the torsion pendulum techniques on fibers and bulk strips respecti-

vely. They contain the damping curves (logarithmic decrement) and frequency

curves versus temperature. The frequency has been plotted as being proportional

to the square root of the shear modulus, which results from Eq. (5.3.).
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FIG. 11. TSD current and depolarization charge of 20 pm PVDF foils
(b) above room temperature.
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The flexural resonance spectrum, recorded on a bulk platelet is shown in

Fig. 26, without splitting into both temperature regions. Since it has been

observed that the high temperature tail exhibits much experimental scatter,

it has been decided not to use the flexural resonance data for quantitative

purposes and to devote only phenomenological interest to them. Again, as in

the case of the stress-relaxation experiments, modulus decrease and internal

friction have been labelled in the dynamic mechanical spectra.

6.1.3. Thermally stimulated depolarization

Due to a large interest, involved in the piezo-electric and pyro-electric

properties [59-70] during the last few years, charge storage capacities of

PVDF films have been investigated by TSD or related techniques [thermöluminescence,

thermostimulated current (TSC), . . . ] . As pointed out by Boyer [71], recording

of the TSD spectra may constitute a powerful technique for the study of

fundamental molecular motion properties. When they are executed carefully,

TSD spectra may contain more accurate information than the conventional dynamic

dielectric and mechanical techniques. Decreasing the heating rate

increases the separation of TSD current peaks, but is

accompanied with a loss of intensity [72]. After several test runs, we have

concluded that the heating rate of 1 K/min may constitute some optimal compro-

mise. Further standard poling and experimental conditions are listed in

Table V.

The ideal standard conditions have been determined by "trial and error",

taking account of several stringent requirements:

- Poling temperature and duration are determined by the requirement to charge

the material to saturation.

- The poling field is limited by the requirement to avoid electrical

break-through of the films.
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TABLE V

Standard TSD conditions

specimen thickness

poling field E_

poling potential

poling temperature T

poling duration t

cooling rate

heating rate [3]

20 urn

1.25 107 V/m

250 V

~ 353 K

30 min

not constant, in
about 1 hr from
~ 350 K to ~ 150 K

1 K/min

- The heating rate is imposed by resolution requirements and limited by the

equipment properties [e.g. thermal inertia].

Typical TSD spectra are shown in Figs. 27a and b, respectively corresponding

to the below and above room temperature recordings. Current and charge are

expressed in reduced units, i.e. their experimental values divided by product

(e x E ) (reduced unit for the current: m s ; reduced unit for depolari-

zation charge: m ) .

6.2. EVALUATION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RELAXATION SPECTRA

Following the scheme given in the introduction, the observed relaxation

effects, listed in section 6.1. were labelled a, 3, y, ... without going into

the details of their characteristics. They are studied further on separately

in the inverse alphabetic order. As already pointed out, mainly for practical



eq. freq.= eq. freq.=

10
-2

( K )
FIG. 28. Relaxation map for the y-relaxation as observed in the as-received

material of PVDF.
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reasons, we have subdivided the temperature region, where the important relaxation

effects occurjin two parts, roughly separated by room temperature, i.e. the

amorphous viscoelastic region (AVR) and the crystalline viscoelastic region

(CVR). As will be made clear further on, this subdivision is not arbitrary but

covers the molecular characteristics of their composing relaxation effects.

6.2.1. Amorphous viscoelastic region

Due to its low relaxation intensity, the y relaxation effect of PVDF is

rather difficult to detect in the spectra at rather high frequency (Fig; 26)

while it is quite easy to distinguish it in the 170 - 200 K region of torsion

pendulum and TSD spectra (Figs. 24a, 25a, 27a). The Y relaxation has been

reported by several authors, listed in Table VI. The data, which appear the

most reliable have been collected in a so-called "relaxation map" (Fig. 28),

i.e. a semi-logarithmic plot of log (frequency f^) versus inverse temperature

T|Jj both at the maximum of the internal friction peaks.

From Table VI and Figs. 24, 25, 28, several observations may be made:

(a) From Table VI, it is seen that the characteristics of the Y relaxation

are almost unaffected by the crystalline modification, specimen geometry, ...

(b) The intensity of the peak and the modulus drop in the mechanical experiments

are very low compared to the 0 relaxation, the next higher in temperature.

(c) The effect is spread out over a large temperature range for the individual

recordings.

(d) The relaxation map is linear, although the. TSD points clearly do not fit

within the line.

The interpretation of the characteristics of the Y relaxation is related to

the temperature range where it occurs; i.e. the region where the temperature
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Y relaxation
Elements of the relaxation map
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this work

torsion pendulum

fibers

bulk platelets

TSD

Literature data

mechanical

rheovibron

Kalfoglou et al. [75]

Takamatsu et al. [76]

Fukada et al. [70]

torsion gendulum

Startsev et al. [74]

dielectric

Yano [73]

(points of relax, map)

ISO
Pfister et al. [77]

Takamatsu et al. [76]

TM[K]

186

185

187

184

195
200

186

~ 180

~ 193

~ 193

~ 173

~ 182

242

220

209

~ 188

~ 178

1.6

0.26

0.11

0.29

2.25

2.65

0.83

eq.freq.1.10"3

(1 K/min)

110

30

10

1 Hz

1 kHz

100 Hz

10 Hz

~ 2.5 10"3 Hz

' . 1.10'3 Hz

specimen
characterization

fiber-like

material

bulk material

20 pin-films

quenched (a)
annealed (3)

not mentioned

highly elongated
films

not mentioned

not mentioned

50 ]M films

films
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increase stimulates the onset of localized rotational motions in many parts of

the polymer molecule. The barriers between rotational potential energy minima may

be surmounted and new positions may be attained, bringing about a slightly

noticeable decrease or "relaxation" in the macroscopic modulus. The rate of

motion over the barrier is thermally activated and can be more or less out of

phase with the external stress application, i.e. some part of the energy is

dissipated internally ("internal friction").

This phenomenological picture of relaxation effects in polymeric chains

applies not only to the y relaxation but is generally valid for the low tempe-

rature relaxations in amorphous(and amorphous phases of semi-crystalline) linear

chain polymers. The thermal activation is clearly of the Arrhenius-type (see

Fig. 28 and (d)), i.e. the frequency-temperature relation is given by Eq. (1.49.)

such that the relationship between peak frequency and temperature may be written as:

fo e x p (•A
(6.3.)

«, k the Boltzmann constant, AH the activation en-with f the frequency at T

thalpy. Using Eq. (1.50.) from Fig. 28, a AH value of 0.53 eV is calculated. A

remark has to be made concerning the distinct behaviour of the TSD data; the possi-

bility exists that the Arrhenius-approach to the thermal activation is too simple

such that one should take into account some asymptotic behaviour at the low

frequency data points, comparable to the WLF-function for the 6 relaxation (sts

further section 6.2.1.2.2.3.). As an example, we have analysed the y relaxation

peak of Fig. 24a in a more detailed way. The experimental points of Fig. 29

have been obtained by subtraction of the lower temperature tail of the $ effect

and some background from the y region in Fig. 24a. In Fig. 29 we have also

plotted the peak shape for a single relaxation effect described by a thermal

activation of AH, = 0.53 eV as given by Eq. (1.51.).



FIG- 30- Normalized Fuoss-Kirkwood distribution for the relaxation times in a y-relaxation peak
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It is clear, from Fig. 29, that the experimental curve is much wider than

the ons calculated by Eq. (1.51.)-It may be suggested that the experimental

peak covers a broad distribution of relaxation frequencies (times)(see e.g. 1.2.4.).

The Fuoss-Kirkwood distribution for the relaxation times is attractive,

because it yields a relatively simple expression for the peak shape [78].

It is given by:

at = IrC" sin (m?r)
cos(mïï)+cosh[_ln(T/T

•] dx (6.4.)

The distribution function is centered at x . , , is a normalization factor and

m is the distribution parameter. The peak shape is given by [78]:

(6.5.)

Sometimes, from the'experimental peak shape, an apparent activation energy

AHa may be derived by simply fitting by Eq. (1.51.). When the "true" AH is

known from peak shift considerations, the distribution parameter m may be derived

by the equation. (The various possible ways to express the activation enthalpy

are listed in section 6.2.1.2.2.2. and the corresponding footnote):

m = AHajY/AHY (6.6.)

For the case of the Y relaxation, AH. ~ 0.3 eV, as it was obtained by fitting
a »Y

Fig. 29 by Eq.(1.51.),which yields an m value of 0.6. The normalized distribution

function calculated by Eq.(6.4.) is shown in Fig. 30. The broadened Debye shape,

calculated by Eq.(6.5.)is shown in Fig. 29.

The molecular processes underlying the y relaxation have been analysed by

several authors. We shall briefly discuss the several models in relation to the



FIG. 31. Models for the cranckshaft motion in linear chain polymers.
a) Schatzki
b) Boyer
c) Wunderiich.

1

V
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experimental characteristics of the effect listed (a) ... to (d).

The relative independence of the y relaxation data upon crystallinity is

related to the fact tnat short amorphous chain segments are involved (4 to 8 C-

groups), free from hindrance by side chains and crystallites.

The "crankshaft" model, developed by Schatzki [79], with adaptions by

Boyer [80] and Wunderlich [81], is illustrated schematically in Fig. 31. The motion

responsible for the relaxation effect is a rotation about two colinear bonds

[1-7, 1-5, 1-6; Fig. 31] of the carbon atoms between them. For Schatzki's model, an

activation energy has been calculated from summing up twice the butane potential

barrier of 16 kJ/mole plus a Van der Waals contribution of 23 kJ/nole, yielding

a value of 0.56 eV, in agreement with our AH value (0.53 eV).

The local mode theories, which are mainly due to Saitö and coworkers

[82] do not yield quantitative information, but constitute a sound theoretical

framework, leading to a phenomenological interpretation of some macroscopic

data. Local mode theories are based on the fact that, although large scale

motions are inhibited, the thermal energy kT is high enough to allow

oscillations about a mean position. The characteristic frequency is given by
1/2a) = (C /ra) , with C the restoring force constant and m the mass of a

vibrating unit. Saitö et al. have shown that the root mean square of the

amplitudes of vibration of the y mode, as calculated from statistical me-

chanics, is:

2kT o> /kT

• exp(hUu/kT)-l
1/2 (6.7.)

From Eq. (6.7.), it appears that a large range of vibrational modes is covered

by the process; the large amplitudes are favoured at low frequency and in the

small ones at high frequency. The average activation enthalpy, calculated from

Saitö's model is 0.43 eV, in satisfactory agreement with our experimental value.
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An important conclusion of the local mode concept is that one should expect

a wide relaxation frequency distribution, which is confirmed by Fig. 29.

The skewness of the experimental curve may be due to a slight favouring of the

lower frequency modes.

In this analysis of the y relaxation, no attention has been paid to the

possible existence of a y relaxation effect in the crystalline phase of the

material, since no splitting in the experimental y data could be observed.

§i?il;2._The_ê_relaxation •

The dominating relaxation effect in the low temperature region of semi-

crystalline polymers is relatsd to the glass transition of the materials.

Although not so drastic as in the amorphous polymers where the glass transition

corresponds to the primary (and hence ct-labelled) transition, abrupt drops may

occur in the mechanical rigidity of semi-crystalline polymers. The underlying

molecular processes are not completely clear, although several theoretical and

semi-empirical models fit a large number of experimental relaxation data.

One approach treats the glass transition as a true thermodynamic transition

of second order (thermodynamic or quasi-static approach); on the other hand

there is an approach which takes into account the rate dependence of the

processes at the glass transition (dynamic or relaxational approach [831).

Below, our experimental data are listed together with the most reliable

and best resolved literature data (section 6.2.1.2.1.) and compared on the basfe

of their reliability, then several theoretical approaches are outlined

(section 6.2.1.2.2.), further is investigated how the complete compilation of

section 6.2.1.2.1. fits within the models (section 6.2.1.2.3.) and finally is

given the evaluation of some individual experimental results (section 6.2.1.2.4.),
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FIG. 32. Relaxation mao for the 8-relaxation in PVDF (see Table VII)
a) Slope to the low- and medium-frequency data
b) WLF-curvs.
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6.2.1.2.1. Review of the experimental data concerning the 3 relaxation

The g relaxation is a very striking peak effect in the dynamic mechanical

and TSD spectra (Figs. 24a, 25a, 26, 27a). Table VII contains a compilation of

experimental data obtained by us and collected out from literature. The

relaxation map belonging to the 6 relaxation is shown in Fig. 32.

Several features may be derived from the experimental data of Fig. 32 or

Table VII.

(a) If one interconnects the low and medium frequency data points

(10~ ~ 10 Hz) one obtains a quasi-linear behaviour with an activation

energy of about 2.8 eV (Fig. 32).

Taking account of the high frequency dielectric data points, the linearity

of the curve is apparently lost.

(b) The e relaxation may be ascribed to the glass transition, referring to the

dilatometric data of Mandelkern et al. [90] (~ 235 K) and the theoretical

prediction of Van Krevelen [91], based on cohesive energy COP'iderations

(~ 245 K).

6.2.1.2.2. Models for the glass transition

6.2.1.2.2.1. Phenomenology of the glass transition

Besides some of the features common to the above compilation, Aklonis et al.

[12] cite several other phenomenological characteristics of a "general" glass

transition;

(a) A change in the slope of the dilatometric curve.

(b) A kink in the DSC curve (differential scanning calorimetry). It should be

pointed out tint we were not able to detect the expected kink in our DSC

runs, probably due to lack of experimental accuracy.

(c) A strong decrease in the modulus and a corresponding internal friction effect.
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TABLE VII

Experimental data belonging to the 3 relaxation

this work material characterization
(crystal!, modif.)

stress relaxation data

low temperature a
torsion pendulum

transverse resonance

TSD

range 225
to 275 X

233 K
238 K
236 K
235 K
236 K
230 K a
234 K

~ 220 K

0.22 Hz
1.7 Hz
2.05 Hz
0.82 Hz
0.58 Hz

350 Hz

freq.eq.
~ 9 10"4 H7
(1 K/min)

fibers

fibers

ibulk-platelets

20 ym-films

l iterature data

Görlitz et a l . [84]®

Startsev et a l . [74]

Kalfoglou et a l . [75]
(rheovibron) O

Takamatsu et a l . [76]
A

Takamatsu et a l . [85]

A

Pfister et a l . [77!

Takamatsu et al. [76]

A

233 K

228 K
233 K

243 K

238 K

228 K
228 K
228 K

218.5 K

238 K

8 Hz

1 Hz

110 Hz

30 Hz

freq.eq.
10-3 Hz

freq.eq.
4.10"3 Hz

freq. eq.
8.10-4 Hz

40 % crystallinity;
modification not mentioned

no information

a-material

not mentioned

ex

a

not mentioned

not mentioned
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TABLE VII (continued)

dielectric data

Yano [73] •
(from the relax, map)

Kakutani [86] X

Matveev et al. [87U

Osaki et al. [88]
(from the relax, map)

Baird et al. [89] y

268 K
260 K
250 K
242 K
236 K

232 K

242 K
230 K

286 K
264 K
OCA V
CD** \

242 K
236 K

248 K

100 kHz
10 kHz
1 kHz

100 Hz
10 Hz

110 Hz

1 kHz
1 kHz

106 Hz
7.104 Hz
Q in3 U 7o • IU nz,
250 Hz
32 Hz

1 kHz

oriented material

different modifications

unoriented (F9)
oriented (F 2r

melt-quenched
+ solution grown

oriented a
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(d) Abrupt changes in the refractive index and in the linewidth of n.m.r.

(e) The position of T is highly rate dependent; its determination by specific

volume or DSC depends on the rate of cooling through which it is passed;

there occurs a strong frequency shift in dynamic experiments.

6.2.1.2. 2.2. The free volume concept

From the phenomenological survey given above, it is obvious that a discon-

tinuity occurs in the expansion coefficient (or specific volume) and the

specific heat, during a.heating or cooling run. This means that at T , space

is created for carrying out large scale micro-Brownian motions of main chain

segments to new conformational states with lower free energy. This is expressed

by the statement that free volume becomes available to perform a transition.

Physically spoken, free volume may be considered as the conglomerate of holes

or irregularly packed voids. From Fig. 33, an expression may be derived for

the temperature dependence of the free volume.

Below T , the free volume V- is frozen in due to molecular immobility

in the glassy state. V is the occupied volume of the glassy phase at absolute

zero, i.e. the volume occupied by the chains themselves (Van der Waals volume).

At T , the various contributions to the total volume V are:

Vg - Vo + Vf.g + • Tg (6.8.)

The third term in Eq. (6.8.) is the "normal" expansion of the glassy phase due

to a thermal change of vibrational amplitudes in the bond lengths (of the

amorphous phase)- Above T the free volume itself will expand with increasing

temperature, creating a change in the expansion coefficients. The (temperature)

dependent total volume now becomes:
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Vr " Vg
dV, (6.9.)

"r" referring to "rubbery".

The expansion of the free volume is given by the difference of the expansion

coefficients in the rubbery and glassy phase:

(6.10.)

It is convenient to define the free volume of the glass at absolute zero as the

difference between the occupied volume of the glass and the extrapolated volume

(at T = 0) of the rubbery phase which yields (from Eqs. (6.8.), (6.9.) and

(6.10.)):

Vf ' Vg d-Vg* - V ^ r (6.11.)

The fractional free volumes at and above T are respectively:
y

fv(T) = fg + Ao(T-Tg)

(6.12.)

(6.13.)

6.2.1.2.2.3. The Doolittle and WLF equations [92]

Doolittle's empirical equation states that at a definite temperature there

exists a relation between flow viscosity and fractional free volume fw(T):

n(T) = A exp [ B/fv(T)] (6.14.)



A and B being numerical constants.

From Eqs. (6.13.) and (6.14.):
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n(T) = A exp[B/{fg + Aa (T-Tg)}]

AtT g :

n(Tg) = A exp [

From Eqs. (6.15.) ̂ nd (6.151.):

-BAa

(6.15.)

(6.151.)

(6.16.)

Through the proportionality of n(T) and T ( T ) , the transition relaxation time

(see e.g. section(1.2.5.)), one obtains for the shift factor

(Eq. (1.49.)):

(6.17.)

Williams, Landel, Ferry (WLF) [93] had developed an empirical expression

for the temperature dependence of the relaxation time shift factors of many

amorphous polymers with reference to a temperature TQ:

= ln[x(T)/x(T
° C?+(T-Tfl

(6.18.)

T is a reference temperature, C? and c2 are material constants determined by

the choice of TQ. If TQ is

"universal" WLF parameters:

the choice of TQ. If TQ is replaced by T , C^ and c| are designated as the
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(6.19.)

The "universal" WLF parameters have been calculated from a large set of expe-

rimental results; their values are:

40 ; C| = 52 K

There is a formal analogy between Eqs. (6.17.) and (6.19.), from which it

may be concluded that the Doolittle-concept of the free volume, which has a

molecular basis (through the introduction of the viscosity concept) is a valid

confirmation of the semi-empirical WLF equation. If one assumes that B does not

differ much from 1, one obtains:

r1
Act

(6.20.)

(6.201.)

When introducing the "universal" WLF values into expressions (6.20.) and (6.201.):

f = 0.025

Aa * 4.8 10"4 K"1

(6.21.)

(6.211.)

From the above considerations, it may be concluded that, since no single

activation energy may be associated with the £ relaxation process, a temperature

dependent activation energy A^WLp(T) may be derived from Eq. (6.19.).
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We have labelled AH..,p(T) as the "associated activation energy..*.

'2T'"V
(6.22.)

At T g:

kTg (6.221.)

At T » C| :

HWLF (T >:> Tg) = k Cl Cf = °-18 eV (6.222.)

As the WLF analysis of the free volume concept derives from purely phenomenolo-

gical considerations, it is not related to molecular chain mobility; it might

be suggested that the temperature T m which makes aT infinite (see Eq. (6.19.)),

is more strongly dependent on molecular parameters since it is not affected

by rate effects:

T - T - C9
'co " 'g 4 (6.23.)

6.2.1.2.2.4. The free volume theory of Cohen and Turribull [94,95]

The free volume theory of Cohen and Turnbull is developed for simple

We have used the term "associated activation energy" in contrast to the term
"apparent activation energy"; which will appear later in the text, since the
first is directly related to the origins of the underlying molecular process,
while the latter is only a substitute for the multitude of processes occurring.
The "effective activation energy" may also characterize the process, corres-
ponding to the "true" value in the case of an Arrhenius-like frequency-tempe-
rature shift, or to the "associated" value in a non-Arrhenius-like case
(e.g. WLF).
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liquids and may be extended to the amorphous phase of polymeric solids, which

in fact are "supercooled" liquid. Their model consists of a hard sphere liquid

of which the elements (the molecules!) move at velocity uQ in a potential "cage"

built-up by the nearest neighbour interaction potentials.

Due to fluctuations in the density of the material, voids are created in

the material into which a molecule may diffuse, when the holes are large enough

for molecular displacement. Diffusion only occurs if another molecule may jump

into an empty site, before the original occupant can return to it. This

diffusion may be considered as a translation of a molecule across the void,

but within the cage, i.e. a redistribution of the available voids occurs among

the molecules within the amorphous phase or an amount of "free" volume is created.

Cohen and Turnbull have developed a very subtle reasoning to explain the

physical process underlying the creation of free volume on the basis of the

assumption that the intermolecular potential V(R) (the field within the cage)

is of the Lennard-Jones or of a similar type, i.e. very steep at low distances

and linear at high distances. The work required to displace a molecule from the

center of its cage into the vacuum depends on cage radius R_.

The average cage radius R will increase with temperature i.e. will the

more and more differ from the molecular radius R , which in fact corresponds

to the minium of V(R). If (R--Ro) is not too large, then one may write for the

volume expansion, corresponding to the increase in R :

v-v„
(6,24.)

with v the specific volume, vQ the molecular (Van der Waals) volume while AV

is called further on "excess" volume. One may now investigate how excess volume

Av is redistributed over the cages. For R = R , from entropy considerations,

it may be assumed that it will require a large amount of additional energy
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Ae to redistribute the available excess volume uniformly over the potential

cages. If R*c increases into the linear region of V(R) the energy input Ae

v/ill decrease gradually. Non-uniform redistribution of the excess volume can

only occur in a random way, such that the above energy redistribution scheme

is only applicable in an amorphous phase.

The above reasoning may be accounted for by splitting up Av into two com-

ponents, i.e. Avc which needs a considerable external energy input and vf which

redistributes itself spontaneously:

Av = Vj- + Av (6.24 .)

This constitutes a very formal definition of the free volume v^, i.e. the

randomly redistributed void fraction, without an external energy input. Both

components, v^ and Av correspond to a well-determined regime of thermal

dilatation:

(a) The first regime corresponds to R * R , i.e. the temperature region

where the thermal expansion is almost entirely due to the anharmonicity of the

vibrational part of the molecular motion. Here the redistribution energy for

non-uniform redistribution will be very large, such that it tends to a uniform

redi stri buti on ,yi e 1 di ng:

vf.O or Av s Av, (6.25.)

(b) As the temperature of the amorphous phase increases, due to increasing

thermal expansion, R~ comes in the region where V(R) is linearly increasing,

such that the excess volume will be redistributed at random, without adding

a large amount of energy. In this temperature region, v^ will become

considerably more important:
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AV s v- (6.251.)

The ^ove statements may be summarized by introducing the transition temperature

T M , about corresponding to the temperature (region) where the regimes are

changing. If one assumes that the thermal expansion above Tro is entirely due

to the expansion of free volume v*, then one may write for the average free

volume per molecule:

(a) T < T, (6.26.)

(b) T > T :<vf>= a . vn (T-T ) (6.261.)

with a an average expansion coefficient and v the average molecular volume.

The diffusion coefficient for each molecule is a function of v^ such that

it may be written as:

D(vf) = gv a(vf) uD (6.27.)

with g a geometrical factor, a(v.p) the "cage" diameter and UQ the diffusion

velocity of the molecule (within its cage). D(v--) remains zero unless v-

exceeds a critical value v̂ ., large enough to permit molecular jumps.

The average diffusion coefficient is given by:

D(vf) p(vf) dvf (6.28.)

with p(v.p) the probability that v^ lays between v^ and (

As demonstrated above, p(v^) should be determined as being the distribution

of hard spheres with which no energy addition is associated for the redistribution
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of the free volume. Cohen and Tumbull have shown that:

Y V V
(6.29.)

with the average free volume per molecule and Y V a numerical factor

between 0.5 and 1, taking into account the overlapping of free volume between

two or more molecules. Cohen and Turnbull assume that vt is much larger than

<vf> (they take v* - 10 <v

that one can write:

and that D(vf) is a slowly varying function, such

= D(v*) P(v*) (6.30.)

with:

p{vf) dvf = exp (- ^ ) (6.301.)

or finally:

gva(v*) uD exp (- JLS) (6.302.)

Since it is observed empirically that viscosity n and diffusion coefficient

<D> are inversely proportional, Eq. (6.302.) is nothing else than another

expression for Doolittle's empirical equation (Eq. (6.14.)). Assuming uD and

gy being approximately constant and that a(v*) is the molecular diameter 2RQ,

then Eq. (6.302.) may be written as:

" Do e xP <" <v^> (6.31.)

Taking account of the inverse proportionality of relaxation time and r\ (see e.g.

section 1.2.5.)» then one obtains:



exp (-
'f>;

With Eq. (6.261.) and writing:
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(6.31 .)

af
Vf

(6.31 .)

one finally obtains for the relaxation time:

(6.32.)

A formal comparison with Eq. (6.19.) (WLF equation), learns that one can

write:

,-1 (6.33.)

C ~ T - T
g g '»

(6.331.)

This relation allows a determination of the "molecular" parameters T^ and

af from the macroscopic data T , CJJ, c|.

Another molecular approach is based on the assumption that the glass transition

is a true thermodynamic transition.

6.2.1.2.2.5. The thermodynamta theory of the glass transition

Thermodynamic transitions of the second order have been treated by Landau and

Lifshitz [96]. "True" second order transitions are characterized by a discontinuity
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in the expansion coefficient, specific heat and compressibility. Rehage and

Borchard [83] have demonstrated that the Ehrenfest theorem, generally valid

for the "true" second order transition, is applicable to the analysis of the glass

transition, although both glass- and rubbery states are typically non-equilibrium.

Adam and Gibbs [97,98] have made an attempt to interconnect macroscopic thermo-

dynamic properties, such as the specific heat difference AC (g for glassy,

r for rubbery) at the transition, to processes at a molecular level. They have

established an equilibrium distribution of small systems and evaluated the

probability that those elements will perform cooperative rearrangements.

Say z is the dimension of the elements performing cooperative rearrangements

( expressed as a number of monomer units) and Nz the total number of elements (chain^

containing z monomer units . N contains n elements taking part in the coope-

rative rearrangements and (N, - n_) which do not. Z (z,P,T) is the partition
z z c

function of the N_ groups and Z' (z,P,T) of the n_ subgroups able to take part
£ C Z

in the transition. Their Gibbs free energies are G (= zuc) and G' (= zp£) res-

pectively, p. and y', being the thermodynamic potentials (An = y' - y„).

The transition probability W(T) is proportional to the fraction of the sub-systems

taking part in the transition:

W(T) « nz/Nz « Zc/Z^ = A exp { - zAy/kT } (6.34.)

A is a pre-exponential factor, independent of z and T.

To evaluate the average transition probability <W(T)> one has to sum over all

z values, larger than a critical one z*:

<W(T)> = z A { exp (-Ay/kT) V

A exp (- z* Aii/kT) „ -.
1 (/kT) " A[1-exp (-Ay/kT)] " A exp l z (6.35.)

A is approximately independent of T.
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z may be evaluated on the basis of entropy concepts. If one assumes that the

Nz subsystems are equivalent and independent one may write for the configurational

entropy S of the macroscopic system:

S = Nzs

with s the entropy of the subsystem of z monomer units. The average number of

configurations of a subsystem depends on its siz:> z, such that one may write

for a macroscopic system of a mole of m.u.:

with N. the Avogadro number.

This yields for the critical size of the subsystems:

z = (6.36.)

Hence from Eqs. (6.35.) and (6.36.):

A e x p [ - Aus* NA/(kTS)] (6.37.)

The last expression constitutes the link between the transition probability

and the configurational entropy of the cooperative elements. The corresponding

relaxation time is proportional to the inverse jump frequency:

T(T) -1

or:

T(T) exP [ft
N„ s'

(6.38.)

S(T) may be evaluated, treating the glass transition as a true second order

thermodynamic transition, as Gibbs and Di Marzio did [98] .
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From the Ehrenfest theorem, which yields the entropy for a "true" second order

transition and defining a transition temperature T2 at which the entropy becomes zero

S(T) = NA . AC In (T/T2) (6.39.)

Hence:

T(T) = T 0 exp f { T i n (T/T2) (6.40.)

The shift factor aT becomes (from Eqs. (1.47.) and (1.49.)):

aT = In [ T(T)/T(Tg) ] =

i»
i " T In (T/T9)y , n { i / r ) (6.41.)

It is possible to rearrange Eq. (6.41.) algebraically in a WLF-like expression,

with reference"to temperature T by introducing:

-1 (6.42.)

In (Tg/T2)
? ,. ,_ . . . .
2 ~ In (Tg/T2) +[ l+Tg/(T-TgH In (T/Tg)

(6.42.

cH is slightly temperature dependent. Lacabanne [99] has evaluated a temperature

independent expression of Cg in the vicinity of the glass transition temperature T

c
C2 " 1 + In (

(643)

To obtain the complete "universality" of Cj and C?> in Eqs. (6.42.) and (6.421.)

the term (Ay.s*)/AC should be a constant all over the polymer field, i.e.

a "universal" constant in itself.
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6.2.1.2.3. Interpretation of the experimental data

The several theoretical models, listed in the previous section each cover a

typical aspect of T . Through the use of a non-linear least squares fit , the

experimental data of Table VII have been compared with the theoretical models.

6.2.1.2.3.1. The data plotted in Fig. 32 have been submitted to a modifi-
cation of the WLF expression Eq. (6.19.)} i.e. a relaxation
frequenay-temperature function:

f(T) exp

'?•
4 * T"Tg

(6.43.)

f may be considered as the "virtual" jump frequency at T . The adjusted para-

meter values are:

Tg = (216 ± 3) K

Cj = 42 ± 5

C| = (58 ± 6) K

fg = (2 ± 0.5) 10' Hz

The WLF curve, determined by means of those parameter values is shown super-

posed to the experimental data iri Fig. 32. The resulting Cj1 and c| values are

very close to the "universal" ones. It is interesting to observe the fairly

good agreement between the "associated"activation energy AHWLF(T ) obtained from

Eq. (6.22-1) on the basis of the above parameter values (i.e. AH U L F ~ 2.9 eV)

and the one obtained from the low and medium frequency data points of Fig. 32

(i.e. = 2.8 eV). The WLF framework, being less suitable in its implicit form

for the analysis of individual results (e.g. internal friction and TSD peak

shape fitting), "associated1activation energy data will be mainly used further

on and in the post-irradiation work.

*Unless explicitly stated, all fittings of this work have been carried out with the
non-linear least-squares fitting routine "FATAL" [100], part of the S.C.K.
IBM-370/134 library.
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6.2.1.2.3.2. The same data have been fitted to a relaxation frequency-temperature
expression derived from the Cohen-Turnbull equation (6.32.)

f = fCTexp { - [ O f (1-1 J I " 1 } (6.44.)

The resulting parameter values are:

fCT ~ 2 .10 1 4 Hz

T, = (158 ± 10) K

ctf = (4.0 ± 0.5) 10"4 K"1

The frequency data are plotted semi-logarithmically versus (T-T^)" in Fig. 34,

yielding a l inear curve.

Introduction of the above T^ and a f values into Eqs. (6.23.) , (6.33.) , (6.33.1)

results in a very good agreement with the WLF-parameters calculated in Section

6.2.1.2.3.1. The physical meaning of f p j is not very clear but i t s high value

S only suggests that at T » TM all^itionomeric units were subjected to the

transition.

6.2.1.2.3.3. The Adam-Gibbs-Di Marzio approach yields a relaxation fvequency-
temperatuv»- relation of the type:

f(T) = fAD exp { - KAD . [ T In (T/T2 ) ] - 1 } (6.45.)

with:

The final parameter values are:

fAD = 1.4 10
13 Hz

KAD = [2.8 ± 0.3] 10
3 K"1

T 2 = [155 ± 5.0 ] K



14.

[Tln{T/T2)] ( K

FIG. 35. Analysis of the 3-reTaxation data of as-received PVDF by the
Adam-Gibbs-Di Marzio formalism.
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Plotting the experimental frequencies f(T) versus [T In (T/T2)]" yields a

straight line with slope K A D (Fig. 35.).

The thermodynamic transition temperature T« is approximately equal to T^,

obtained from the Cohen-Turnbull expression. The high f.» value is of the order

of magnitude of the f~j value and may probably be interpreted in the same way.

The K factor yields a value for the potential Au, i.e. the potential barrier

height opposing the cooperative rearrangement. From Eq. (6.45.x):

AC
Ay - KAD (-JL k)

An estimate for s* (= k In W*) may be given by the lowest non-zero configuration

[ = k In 2] . For AC , we have introduced a value of 25 Joule K~ mole" .found

in literature for several linear chain polymers. The corresponding Au value is

0.7 eV. This is higher than the cohesive energy E u (0.4 eV) calculated for

polyvinylidene chloride [101] .

To summarize the features of the 6 relaxation, Table VIII lists the various

theoretical expressions for shift factor a-p the interrelation of the parameters

occurring in those expressions and the experimentally obtained values of the

parameters.

6.2.1.2.4. Evaluation of individual experimental results

In the previous section, a compilation of data concerning the experimental

6 relaxation effect has been fitted to a series of models, mainly developed for

the glass transition in amorphous polymers. During this analysis there has been

no consideration of separate 3 relaxation effects showing up as internal friction

and, TSD peaks and as modulus drops.



TABLE VIII

Interrelation of the various parameters, involved in different T -formalisms

WLF

Cohen and
Turnbul1

Gibbs,
Adam,
Di Marzio

shift factor ay
(frequency)

Cf (T-Tg)

" [Of (T-TJ] -1

- K [ T infT/H^)]"1

interrelation of the
parameters

"universal"values
c| and c|

T = T -C^oo g 2

C? ~ K[T -ln(T /To)]

T ln(T /Tp)
C2-l+ln(Tg/T2)

T (*)
tr

216 K

158 K

155 K

fo

2.10"4Hz

14
2.1014Hz

1.4 1013Hz

other
parameters

Cj = 42 K

C?, = 58 K

af = 4.10'V1

K = 2.8 103 K"1

Cl

42 K

43 K

39 K

C2

58 K

58 K

54 K

(*) : T t r : transition temperature in general
(+) : fQ : the pre-exponential frequency factor
(°) CpCg : WLF parameters resulting from column 2 formulae

X
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6.2.1.2.4.1. Evaluation of the stress-relaxation data for the 6 relaxation

It has appeared rather tedious to incorporate the stress-relaxation data in

the above analysis. From section 1.3.1., it is clear that the modulus-time

curves exhibit a shift along the time axis, as stated by the time-temperature

superposition principle. Ferry [102] has developed a mathematical framework to

apply this statement in an experimental situation: the "time-temperature

reduction principle" or'construction of master curves", a procedure essentially

valid for amorphous polymers; the time dependent Young's modulus E(t) recorded at

different temperatures may be interrelated through (see also sections 1.3.3.1.

and 1.3.1.):

E T (t) = (To/T) ET(aTt) (6.46.)
o

T is a reference temperature to which the moduli are reduced; (T /T) is a

correction factor for rubber elasticity effects which may be made unity for

the semi-crystalline polymers [103]:

(t) = ET(aTt) (6.46-1)

a-j- is the shift factor, introduced at several occasions in previous sections.

Ferry's reduction technique appears very simple in principle, but in a practical

case, there is no straightforward algorithm to carry it out.e.g. by computer,

so it has to be done by "trial and error", bringing about a lot of subjectivity

and experimental scatter. We have made an attempt to construct the master curve

on the bash's of the modulus-time lines of Fig. 22a. Fitting the geometrical

shift from T = 225 K yields a curve, which may be described by a WLF expres-

sion with parameters:

cj ~ 52 ± 13

C| , (76 ± 15) K

T g ~ (229 ± 6) K
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FIG. 36. Dynamic mechanical 6-peak of as-received PVDF.

* : experimental data
: fit of the experimental data with a broadened Debye
functi on. . *
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Although the parameter values are not too far from the "universal" ones, the

rather large variance values makes them less reliable. It may be concluded that

building-up master curves from stress-relaxation data is less suitable for

shift factor determination. Literature investigation [104-107] learns that in

most cases, an important dose of speculation also inhibits any straightforward

interpretation. Takemura et al. [108,109] and Becker [110] have evaluated the

dependence on crystallinity of the stress-relaxation curves of PE. They suggested

that a vertical [i.e. a log (modulus)] shift should be introduced, which is

somewhat unexpected in the fj-temperature region of PVDF, where'trysta11ine"

relaxation effects still remain frozen in.

6.2.1.2.4.2. Evaluation of a dynamic mechanical result

It is observed from Fig. 24a showing the dynamic mechanical AVR-region in

as-received fibers, that the 6 peak may be clearly separated from the neighbours

and a background damping. The "cleaned" f3 peak is shown semi-logarithmically

versus T~ in Fig. 36. Fitting with the Debye function Eq. (1.51.) yields

the apparent activation enthalpy value AH. Q ~ 0.50 eV, which is far below
a ,p

the "associated activation enthalpy" AhUp (2.9 eV), calculated by Eq. (6.22.)

or from the low frequency peak shift in Fig. 32 (~ 2.8 eV).

As for the study of the y relaxation, it has been assumed that the broadening

of this internal friction peak may be assigned to a distribution of relaxation

times. An attempt has been made to carry out an experimental determination for

the relaxation time distributions, starting from two different view-points,

i.e. assuming either a distribution in the pre-exponential factors T (or f )

or within the parameters which determine a, (e.g. AH or the "universal"

parameters C? and c|). The first approach, i.e. the assumption of solely the

pre-exponential factors to be distributed has led Ong et al. [Ill] to the

determination of a relaxation time distribution H (In T .) from the experimental
0,1



r

FIG. 37. Determination of the relaxation time distribution for the
6-relaxation (in the pre-exponential factors) from the expe-
rimental logarithmic decrement of Fig. 36.
A : experimentally determined distribution

: theoretical Fuoss-Kirkwood distribution.
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values of the logarithmic decrement, based on earlier work of Staverman et al.

[112] :

(6.47.)
M l M

VTM-

H(ln T ^) is in fact the logarithmic distribution L1 (T 7"^) but normalized

at the peak (label 1. M). T J represents the (variable) pre-exponential factor.

6(T) is the value of the decrement at each temperature. Taking account of the

ULF-like behaviour of a-, [Eq. (6.19.)], one obtains an analytical expression

for To,i/TM:

(TM-T)

Cg + T •v
(6.48.)

Introducing the experimental <5(T)-values of Fig. 36 into Eq. (6.47.) leads to

the "experimental" distribution of Fig. 37. The data of Fig. 37 have been fitted

to the Fuoss-Kirkwood expression (Eq. 6.4.) resulting in a value of the distri-

bution width parameter of mg = 0.30. If mg is calculated in a somewhat different

way:

(6.49.)

being the "associated1 activation enthalpy at the peak lEq. (6.21.)] and

AHg the apparent activation enthalpy resulting from the f i t t ing of Fig. 36

by a single Debye shape (Eq. 1.51.) this yields:

m6 =
eV/1'85 eV ~ ° - 2 7
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AH (eV)

FIG. 38. Distribution of the activation enthalpies for the 6-relaxation,
obtained from the experimental dynamic mechanical data of Fig. 36.
* : experimental data

: theoretical Gauss-distribution.
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which about confirms the value obtained by the Fuoss-Kirkwood fitting.

From Figs. 37 and 30, one observes that the 3 relaxation time distribution

apparently covers more decades than the y relaxation. This is not wery sur-

prising, considering the differences in degrees of freedom of the motion of

amorphous molecular chain segments involved in both relaxation processes.

A second approach attributes the spread in the relaxation times to a

distribution in the activation enthalpies. This may again be calculated from

the values of 6(T) within tte relaxation peak [113]; the normalized distribution

yields:

H(AH) = g(AH)/gM -
•'M

(6.50.)

AH(T) may be determined at each temperature by a graphical or numerical

solution of the equation:

AH(T) exp [AH(T)/kT] = (6.50.1)

An acceptable value for AHM is AHWLF(TM) [-1.85 eV].

The activation enthalpy distribution for the experimental data of Fig. 36 is

shown in Fig. 38. It has been fitted by a Gauss-distribution with average

value 1.85 eV and width 0.085 eV. From those experimentally determined distri-

butions for the g relaxations [Figs. 37,38] it is not possible to decide whether

of them is prevalent. Taking into consideration the specificity of relaxation

effects in amorphous polymers or in the amorphous phase of semi-crystalline

polymers, it is assumed that the one based on the T Q'S is more suitable.

6.2.1.2.4.3. Evaluation of a typical TSD result

Through the polarity of its monomeric unit [-CFg - ] , PVDF is expected to

manifest a dielectric relaxation at T (see also section 5.4.!.). As observed
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from Fig. 27a, a TSD-peak occurs in the neighbourhood of T in the spectra of

as-received material. We have done the analysis of the TSD-g-peak in a somewhat

more deep-going way, since it serves as a basis for the post-irradiation

analysis.

6.2.1.2.4.3.1. A general formalism for the evaluation of TSD currents
generated by dipolar reorientation

We continue the development of the formalism, introduced in Chapter 5

(section 5.4.1.) to account for the design of the equipment. When applying

the Langevin-formulae [114] for the saturation value of the dipolar dielectric

strength (e -e ) and the Arrhenius or WLF expressions for relaxation time T ( T ) ,

Eq. (5.19.) may be evaluated for those specific cases:

(*s " O "O DJ
(6.51.)

where N represents the number of polar monomer units per unit of volume, having

a dipole momentu, T the poling temperature.

From Eqsl (5.19.), (6.2.), (6.19.):

JArrn.CO = ̂ r exp { - AH /kT - exp (-AH /kT')dT' } (6.52.)

2

o
k Tp

Cf(T-T , f
T rCl(T'-Ta)]

e xP "5 ^ dT'

T LC2+T'-Tq J
To avoid the extreme complexity of Eq. (6.53.), mostly one uses Eq. (6.52.) to

describe the 3 relaxation effect, considering AH as an "apparent" activation

enthalpy. "Effective" values, as obtained from peak shift considerations, should

however always be taken in mind, when describing the molecular processes.

6.2.1.2.4.3.2. Analysis of'the TSD &-peak

Coweli and Woods [115] have developed an approximation of Eq. (6.52.):
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= A Mexp[ -t-BMt"
2 exp (-t)

t = AH /(kT)

AM = (Ny
2)/(eTkTpT0)

BM = AH /(kgTT0)

(6.54.)

(6.54:1)

(6.54.2)

(6.54-3)

Estimates for the parameters A^ and B^ may be easily determined in the case,

where one studies a "cleaned" peak, where estimates for AH 't M), j^, TM may be

determined from experiment (M is the label for the values at the TSD current

peak):

tM = AH /(kT„

- J
3tM

(6.55.)

(6.55.J)

(6.55.2)

When the TSD peak is not clearly separated from its neighbours, then one

should estimate AH in a rather indirect way; the best procedure is to obtain

AH by several approximations and calculate an average value from them:

- The initial rise method [116]:

AH = - k[ d In J (6.56.)

may be applied when the low temperature tail of the TSD current curve is well

developed.
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- When it is possible to estimate half-width temperatures, then one can either

apply Grossweiner's formula [117]:

1.51 kT.J
AH ~ M'l/2

FM"Tl/2
(6.57.)

with T. ,„ the lower half-width temperature; or Van Turnhout's [118] numerical

approximations:

~ 0.69118 hj + 0.9088 \\\ + 2.1414 (6.58)

kTM/AH . 1.0511 h2 + 0.18182 hg (6.58.x)

(h2 = T1/2*/TM)

^1/2* ^s ̂ e uPP e r half-width temperature).

- The most reliable estimate for the apparent activation energy AH can be

obtained by the Bucci, Fieschi, Guidi (BFG) [119] technique, from the slope of

the straight line, obtained when plotting the logarithm of the "remaining" charge

Qr(T) divided by the current j(T) vs. T . Qr(T) is calculated from the expe-

rimental j(T) values by a numerical evaluation of the integral:

Qr(T) = J(T') dT'

Various estimates for AH o obtained on the 6-peak of Fig. 27a, are
a»p

listed in Table IX. The initial rise method and the BFG method are illustrated

in Fig. 39. From Table IX, it is obvious that a reasonable estimate for AH o
a,p

falls somewhere between 0.4 and 0.5 eV. The curve of Fig. 27a has been fitted

with Eq. (6.54.), yielding the parameter values:
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TABLE IX

Determination of the estimates for AH
a,

method

initial rise

BFG

half-widths

Grossweiner

Van Turnhout hl
h2

AHa>3(eV)

0.33

0.44

0.50

0.47

0.40

JM = 7.8 ± 0.1 red-units (10"7 m2 s"1)

TM = 222 ± 0.5 K

TQ = 4.10"
8 s

AHa = 0.45 + 0.01 eV

If one applies Eq. (6.52.) (e.g. by introducing &H W L F(T) value (* 2.9 eV))

or Eq. (6.53.) to calculate the peak shape of 27a, one obtains

a Debye curve which is in width only one tenth of the experimental curve. There-

fore, it should be assumed that the experimental curve is nothing else than the

envelope to all the current contributions arising from a distribution of relaxa-

tion times. Proceeding similarly as in the previous section, one obtains the

distribution functions of Figs. 40a and b, respectively corresponding to a dis-

tribution in pre-exponential factors and activation enthalpies. The rather

skewed curve of Fig. 40a may about be circumscribed by a Havriliak-Negami dis-

tribution function [120].
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If u = In ( T . / T „ ) then the Havriliak-Negami relaxation time distribution is given

by:

(6.59.)

(<O -i
•r = ir sin (6J2) { 1 + exp[-2ufl-v)] + 2 exp [-u (1-v)] .
<PN T T

cos [ir(l-v)] }-e

wherein:

tan" { sin[ïï(l-v)]
exp [(l-v)uT] + cos [ir(l-v)]

(6.59.1)

9, v are the parameters of this distribution. From the fitting of the experi-

mental data of Fig. 40a, one obtains:

v = 0.67 + 0.02

9 = 0.58 + 0.05

Not much physical interpretation should be attributed to the values of the para-

meters. For a comparison, we refer to the paper of Kryszewski et al. [121] ,

who discuss the glass transition in PMMA.

When assuming the activation energies being distributed (Fig. 40b), the experi-

mental data may be fitted with a Gaussian distribution, with parameter values;

average = A H ^ p C ^ ) S ^ e^' W1'<**'1 °AH 5 ^'^ e^ whi c n ^s 1n agreement with

the dynamic mechanical data (AHyLp(TM) = 1.8 eV, aAH ~ 0.085 eV), if one

takes account of the peak temperature shift between both examples.

Concerning the applied distributions, it should be remarked that they are of

academic interest only, since, for practical reasons, it is preferable to recur

to the apparent Debye-like formalism.
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FIG. 41. Relaxation map for the 0U experimental data.
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6.2.1.3. Amorphous relaxation effects abova T

In the outermost fringe of AVR, especially in the relaxation spectra,

recorded at low frequencies [torsion pendulum (Figs. 24a, 25a), TSD (Fig. 27a)] ,

it is possible to detect a small relaxation effect which is hardly observable in

the flexural resonance spectra. Although the literature data concerning this

effect are rather scarse, (Table X), we have attempted to build up a relaxation

map for this effect (Fig. 41). The torsion pendulum and TSD data approximately fit

within an Arrhenius line with activation enthalpy AH - 1.5 eV. Boyer [71] , who

has compiled data of higher frequency origin»obtains a AH value of 1.2 eV. As

will be pointed out in section 6.2.2.5., the incorporation of those high

frequency data points into the AH relaxation map is rather doubtful, because

they likely belong to the cu relaxation effect of the crystalline viscoelastic

region. One of the puzzling features of this relaxation effect is that AH is

lower than the activation enthalpies calculated for the S> relaxation, contra-

dictory to the observed tendency of the occurrence of higher activation energies

at higher temperatures. Another remark should be made concerning

Pfister's TSD data of Table X; he interconnected the TSD points with

conventional dielectric data points and attributed the-Arrhenius-like relaxation

behaviour to a "crystalline" relaxation effect, labelled a-.

The interpretation of the effect is not yet completely clear, but it is

probably related to the "apparent upper glass-transition" 6U (labelled T (u)

by Boyer in [71]). The corresponding molecular process may be a large scale

reorganization of amorphous chains, comparable to the one occurring at the

8 relaxation ("lower glass-transition" g or T (L)), but restrained by dispersed

crystallites, which explainsthe higher temperature of its occurrence. Boyer

points out that especially semi-crystalline polymers with;xQr ~ "0.5, investigated

by low-frequency techniques, conditions as were met in the PVDF relaxation map of
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TABLE X

Experimental and literature data concerning g.,

This work

torsion pendulum

TSD

Literature data

torsion Dendulum

Göriitz [84]

Startsev et a l .

Dielectric data

Kakutani [86]

Takamatsu et a l .

Takamatsu et a l .

D

13

©

[74]

@

X

f76]

[85]

Pfister's data [1221

282

280

281

248

\

291

288

283

~ 263

~ 245

247

252

258

262

265

K

K

K

K

K

K

K (?)

K

K

K

K

K

K

K

fM

0.53 Hz

0.14 Hz

0.47 Hz

- 10"3 Hz

8 Hz

1 Hz (?)

110 Hz

~ 10"3 Hz

~ 10"3 Hz

TSD equiva-
lent freq.

3.10"4 Hz

9.10"4 Hz

1.6.10'3 Hz

3.10"3 Hz

6.10"3 Hz

remarks

(material characterization)

f ibe r - l i ke material

f ibers

bulk-platelets

20 urn-films

Xp =0-4 %, modification not

mentioned

not mentioned

dif ferent modifications

not mentioned

a + g

o cryst. modif.

commercial, modif. not
specified
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Fig. 41, should be opportune to reveal the effect. This relaxation is termed

"apparent" as a distinction from "the "true" upper glass transition, which occurs

in the relaxation spectra of co-polymers, produced from incompatible homopolymers.

Through the lack of a suitable molecular model, no quantitative information

is further available for the characterization of this effect. Other features

belonging to 3 of PVDF will be discussed in section 6.2.2.5. and during the

analysis of post-irradiation characteristics (sections 7.2.1.1.5. and 7.2.4.2.5.).

6.2.2. Crystalline viscoelastic region (CVR)

At the temperature of the relaxation 6U, most relaxation effects related to

purely amorphous molecular chain segments are exhausted. It may bë assumed that

beyond the till now discussed temperature region (AVR) relaxation effects are

essentially related to molecular motions in or at the fringe of the crystallites.

Although there is a large amount of evidence that below AVR relaxation effects

occur which may be interpreted on the basis of crystalline

defects of different type [123] , we were not able to detect them, since our

equipment is not adapted to reach the very low temperature region (say from 4 K to

100 K). Further on, we concentrate on the high temperature crystalline relaxa-

tions for the region labelled CVR (crystalline viscoelastic region). Below, at

first is given a compilation of experimental CVR-data obtained through this work

or extracted from literature (sections 6.2.2.1., 6.2.2.2., respectively);

further on, theoretical models, mainly developed for high density polyethylene

(section 6.2.2.4.) are introduced and finally we investigate how the CVR data

of PVDF behave from the viewpoint of some models (section 6.2.2.5.).
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In PVDF, the CVR covers a broad temperature region (« 273 - 400 K) and

exhibits an intricate relaxation spectrum, depending on the applied technique.

The experimental results are shortly outlined below and will be recalled in the

compilation of section 6.2.2.3.

6.2.2.1.1. Stvess-vetaxation

Although it is difficult to distinguish any fine structure in the CVR of the

temperature-modulus curve of Fig. 23, some useful information may be obtained

from the stress-relaxation experiments'by extracting the relaxation-time dis-

tribution from the time-modulus curve recorded at the various CVR temperatures

(Fig. 22b). H^(x) constitutes a first approximation to the relaxation time dis-

tributions, obtained from the experimental curves. It is given by Alfrey [124] :

HJ(T) = - |dE(t)/dlnt|
t=T

(6.60.)

The HJ(T) curves for some selected temperatures are shown in Fig. 42a. To evaluate

the shift factor a-j- we have proceeded in a somewhat different way than for con-

structing a master curve. From Eqs. (6.46-1) and (6.60.), it may be concluded that

parts Of the relaxation-time distribution perform a similar time-temperature shift

a-r as the relaxation modulus, so that a "master curve" may be constructed from

the "long-time tails" of the H1(x)-curves in Fig. 42a, by simply shifting them

over the log (time) axis. The corresponding shift factors are plotted versus T" ,

in Fig. 42b, which yields an Arrhenius-like behaviour with a corresponding acti-

vation enthalpy AH (SR) = 1.4 eV. This AH -value likely constitutes an average

value for the various, undistinguishable relaxation processes in the CVR.

Dynamic mechanical and TSD-experiments yield a reliable separation of the compo-

nents.
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6.2.2.1.2. Dynamics mechanical experiments

Torsion oendulum spectra recorded on fibers (Fig. 24b) and bulk strips

(Fig. 25b) exhibit a broad damping maximum in the 320 - 370 K region,

juxtaposed by the damping increase leading to the peak corresponding to the

crystalline melting temperature (T"CM). Further recording of the logarithmic

decrement by the torsion pendulum at temperatures in the neighbourhood of TQM

is difficult 5ince a considerable mechanical flow accompanies the crystallite

thermal degradation. From those spectra, there is some evidence that the broad

damping maximum may be splitted into two components, although it was not

possible to observe a similar splitting in the modulus-(or frequency)drop. To

be consistent with features of the conventional relaxation map in semi-crystal-

line polymers, we have labelled both components a (c^ : 320 ~ 330 K and

otg : 350 ~ 360 K). We shall further concentrate on the dynamic mechanical torsion

pendulum spectra obtained on bulk strips, since those exhibit the best resolution.

The flexural resonance results will be briefly discussed, when analyzing the post-

irradiation dynamic mechanical spectra. After subtraction of the estimated

back-ground damping, corresponding to the low-temperature tail of the T^M-peak

the CVR region may be subdivided into two broadened Debye components with

apparent activation enthalpies (Eqs. (6.5.) and(6.6.)) AH. ~ 0.2 eV,
a»c*j

AH a 0.5 eV (Table XXVI), values to which not too mufih importance shoulda,tig

be attached. The values are very low compared with those

obtained for the effective activation enthalpies from stress-relaxation experi-

ments (~ 1.4 eV, section 6.2.2.1.1.) and peak shift (« 2 eV, section 6.2.2.3.).

This suggests that a large smearing out occurs in the relaxation time distri-

bution functions, related to the complexity of the underlying molecular processes.
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6.2.2.1.3. TSD experimental data

The TSD spectra obtained on the 20 ym-PVDF foils, exhibit a complex pattern

(Fig. 27b). No such straightforward correlation exists with the mechanical CVR

results as for AVR. To enhance the resolution of the spectrum, it was necessary

to increase the field strength EQ or to give annealing treatments. This results

in the detection of at least 4 components in Fig. 27b (at 275 K, 297 K, 323 K,

345 K). The complexity of this spectral region probably arises from the inter-

ference of dipolar (i.e. structural) effects with dielectric relaxation pheno-

mena of non-dipolar origin (space-charging, impuritiess . . . ) . Through the

complexity of the spectra, it was quasi-impossible to determine peak characte-

ristics, although we have estimated the apparent activation energies to range

from 0.7 to 1 eV. Tentative interpretations for the various components are

given in section 6.2.2.6.

The literature data concerning the a relaxation region of PVDF are disperse

and even confused.A general observation is that, in contrast to the dynamic

mechanical and TSD-data, dynamic dielectric spectra only contain one ct-peak

(ac). High frequency mechanical data of several authors confirm the lack of

resolution of this kind of experiments to detect the fine structure of CVR.

6.2.2.2.1. Dieleotvio studies

The most extensive work on the ot-region has been reported for dielectric

loss experiments. Yano [73] observed an apparently single a-peak at 320 K
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(10 Hz), of which the intensity is depressed when orienting the specimens, while

annealing generates a shift to higher temperatures and an intensity increase.

The latter effect has been correlated with a growth in lamellar thickness. More

recent observations [88] emphasize the much higher intensity of the a-dielectric

peak in material grown from solution, than in melt-quenched material. Only

Kakutani [86] reports a peak doubling in the a-region of the dielectric

relaxation spectrum, which she assigns to molecular motion of chains belonging

to the a and 0 crystallites respectively (Chapter 3). Nakagawa et al. [125]

were able to estimate separately the contributions to the cu-effect of lamellar

folds and of chains belonging to the crystallite interior. Baird et al. [89]

observed a strong anisotropy in the intensities of both a and g dielectric

relaxation peaks in oriented material of the a-crystalline modification

(i.e. o ). They have pointed out that annealing treatments above 340 K are

ineffective in increasing the lamellar thickness, which is somewhat contra-

dictory to the previous assumptions.

6.2.2.2.2. Dynamo mechanical studies

Torsion pendulum spectra have been reported by GöYlitz et al. [84] who observed

a very broad maximum at ~ 360 K, followed by a steep increase to JQ.. Startsev

et al. [74] succeeded in fully measuring the huge damping peak at T-^. They

observed, below T-w,a doubling of the CVR damping region, with maxima at 330K

and 360 K. Startsev et al. have emphasized the analysis of the temperature vs.

modulus curves. The modulus steadily decreases with temperature in the a-region,

besides at T-315 K, where an abrupt modulus drop is attributed to a first order

crystalline transition, comparable to the one occurring in PTFE at ~ 290 K.
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6,2.2.2.3. TSD literature data

Rather confuse data are reported concerning the TSD evaluation of CVR,

probably due to the fact that CVR is much more sensitive to external factors

than AVR (i.e. poling temperature, field strength, specimen geometry, crystal-

line modification, . . . ) • In fact, TSD experiments were not only applied for

fundamental work, but also for technological purposes. Takamatsu et al. [85]

have investigated by TSD the dependence of the CVR spectrum upon the crystalline

modification. The purely B-material exhibits a strong and broad enhancement of

the a-peaks, while the a and mixed (a + 8) materials exhibit rather similar

spectra with peaks at ~ 320 K, 368 K, 400 K, for a poling at 400 K. Few

attempts are reported to correlate the spectra to specific morphological pro-

cesses. Pfister et al. [122] combined TSD and a.c. dielectric results in one

relaxation map and labelled it "a", the crystalline dielectric relaxation

effect. There is, however, much evidence that those TSD data points may be

incorporated in the relaxation map for 3 (section 6.2.1.3., Fig. 40). In

another article [126] , Pfister et al. have attributed the TSD peak at ~ 285 K

to the presence of the PVDF y-phase (Chapter 3).

Sections 6.2.2.1. and 6.2.2.2. report selected experimental data but are

not exhaustive. Data, not mentioned in the above sections are listed in

Table XI, or collected in Fig. 43. There is a distinction between the dispersion

region a and the dispersions labelled a, and a^. The shaded "ac" region of

Fig. 43 contains the dielectric data compilation concerning the undoubled

a -effect [73,88,122,125]. The a -dispersion of Fig. 43 also includes the com-

pilation of Me. Brierty et al. [127], which contains, besides dielectric data,
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TABLE XI

Compilation of the data concerning to CVR

A. MECHANICAL DATA

a. Torsion gendulumr

This work D \

Startsev et al. @
[74] ^

Görlitz et al. ^v
[84] <&•

b. Higher freguencies

Fukada et al. (•)
[70] (rheovibron;

Takamatsu et al.y
[761 (rheovibron)

Shuford et al.
[128] (rheovibron)

09
Kakutani
[86]Kalfoglou et al.Q
[75] (rheovibronY

330 K

325 K

327 K

313 K

320 K

333 K

333 K

313 K

-0.3 Hz

-0.3 Hz

-1 Hz (?)

10 Hz

20 Hz

110 Hz

?

-110 Hz

TH a

360 K

350 K

363 K

360 K

376 <

368 K

f

-0.2 Hz

-0.2 Hz

-1 Hz (?)

~8 Hz

10 Hz

20 Hz

remarks + specimen
characterization

fiber-like material

bulk-strips

commercial-cryst.
modification not
given

strongly oriented
material-modif. not
specified

idem as above

a-material (Kynar-
commercial)

both a and 3 ma-
terial

quenched a-material
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TABLE XI (continued)

B. DIELECTRIC DATA

Yano
[73]

Nakagawa et al.
[125]

Osaki et al.
[88]

Kakutani
[86]

Pfister et al.
[126]

McBrierty et al.
[127]

»

All a -data are contained

\

313 K

311 K

345 K

• 322 K

343 K

373 K

318 K

within

\

, 10 Hz

10 Hz

10 Hz

• 10 Hz'

110 Hz

110 Hz

5 Hz

limits in Fig.

remarks +
material characterization

Arrhenius shift:
AH , 1.1 eV •

c . '

purely ct-material: - 'quenched

'-'annealed

Arrhenius shift:
AH ~ 1 eV

c

'Solution grown + melt -
quenched material

Arrhenius shift:
AH. ~ 0.9 eV

ac

attributed to a-modification

attributed to g-modification
AH - 0.93 eV

c

Arrhenius shift combined with
TSD data (To )

AHa ~ 0.93 eV

material not specified

NMR + dielectric data

43 (shaded area) /\\\ V
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TABLE XI (continued)

C. TSD DATA
Since a multiplicity larger than two occurs in the TSD spectra, we have
labelled them by number for increasing temperature. The numbering applied
here does not imply that it covers the one applied for the corresponding
dynamic mechanical data. It is only valid for our experimental data.

Source

This work

Takamatsu et al.
[85]

Shimada et al.
[129]

Perlman, Creswell
[130]

Pfister
[77]

Murayama et al.
[131]

Pfister et al.
[126]

Takamatsu et al.
[76]

TSD peak temperatures

275 K

Tl

320 K

335 K

335 K

312 K

300 K

330 K

363 K

285 K

283 K

284 K

297 K

368 K

373 K

360 K

345 K

293 K

323 K

T3 0

338 K

345 K

W

400 K(Tf

400 K(Tf

400 K(Tf

330 K(Tf

380 K(Tf

383 K(Tf]

306 K(Tf]

362 K(Tf)

Remarks

TD = 350 K
20 ym-films, annealed

Tp = 400 K

a, a+0 crystalline modi f.
400 ym-films

p-modi fi cati on

Tp - « O K
commercial material
modification not mentioned

TSC after Corona-changing
at room temperature

T = 330 K

Tp = 380 K
crystalline modif.: not
mentioned

mainly 3-crysta17ites

attributed to the presence
of a y-phase
(changing T )

T = 296 K

Tp = 345 K
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FIG. 44. CVR spectrun, obtained by the torsion pendulum
technique on as-received PVDF by Startsevet et
al. [74].
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also NMR experimental results. It should be pointed out that ot mainly contains
• c

medium and high frequency data, yielding an activation enthalpy AH between
c

0.9 and 1.2 eV. The lower frequency data yield a vaguely resolved doublet c^

and cu- The ou-line almost performs no frequency-temperature shift, yielding a

high associated activation enthalpy (AH s 2 eV). Some authors did not separate

it from g [71] or distributed the data points over both s and a dispersions

[122,127]. For a good understanding, Fig. 43, also shows the 0 relaxation line,,

.obtained in tnis. work, and the one given by Boyer in [71] . We however firmly

believe that'a more stringent confirmation for the separation-of 6U and <x̂ '

arises from the observation of our torsion pendulum data (Figs. 24a and b),

confirmed by those of Startsev et al. (Pig. 44, ref. [74]). ' .

The a» low frequency data tend to obey an Arrhenius-relation with

AH = 1.6 eV. The next sections contain general models developed for thea2 . .
interpretation of the a-dispersions of semi-crystalline polymers.

polymers

One of the striking observations of the reported CVR experimental data is

the multiplicity of the relaxation effects which do not perform much correlation

between each other, if recorded by different techniques. This is confirmed

when considering CVR in polyethylene [132,133]. Models introduced to interpret

the observed multiplicity may be established within the "three-phase" concept,

which postulates the presence of a material phase with properties intermediary

to those of the purely amorphous and crystalline material phases. Theories to

account for a relaxation effects have primarily been developed for the inter-

pretation of results obtained on highly crystalline material and more often for

high-density polyethylene only. An analysis of the "intermediate phase" is given



FIG. 45. "Meander" model for the semi-crystalline polymer.
a) kink
b) jog
c) jog-bands (dislocations).
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under the heading of "grain-boundary effects" (section 6.2.2.4.2.)- Relaxation

effects related to the molecular motions in the crystallite interior are

primarily described within two models: i.e. of the "rigid rotator" (section

6.2.2.4.3.)ad tte»incoherent lattice vibration" (section 6.2.2.4.4.). Attempts

are reported to incorporate all. relaxation effects within a single, general

theoretical concept.of "polymer crystalline defects" (section 6.2.2.4.1.).

6.2»$.4.1. The defeat concept • '"' • '• •-.'•* ' ' . " .•

x ' . ' * " • • . • • • ' • : ' ' . - • • ' ' • ••••• . '

• • ' • • • ; "• • • : • • • ' • • • • • * • • . . • • • • • • - • • O : . " * . ' -

Attempts have'been made to extend the concept of the defective crystal.» (
• . ' < * , • ' ' . . • •

generally valid for low molecular, weight solids such as metals, to macromolecular.

materials. Two groups, of defects from the iist of Wunderlich 1134] involve the .

macromolecular crystalline chain, i.e. the point defect or chain disorder

(e.g. kink) artd dislocations, which interrupt chain periodicity. "Kinks" con-

stitute the basic unit and are small lateral'displacements, restricted to one

lattice site (Fig. 45a) [135,136] . "Jogs", allow a chain.displacement over one

interchain distance (Fig. 45b). The concept o? a disordered chain is primarily

valid for the study of highly anisotropic effects. To account for the apparent

isotropy of the crystalline melting transition, Pechold has developed the

"Meander" model (Fig. 45); bundles of nearly straight chains are allowed to

bend off from their initial directions, producing "gauche areas". When extending

the "Meander" network into 3 dimensions, one obtains a macroscopic isotropic

structure, with a lower free energy than the "straight" bundle. The Pechold model

agrees with the "thres-phase" concept, (see introduction), since the meandering

bends, being less ordered than the straight cores, may correspond the "interma!ate"

phase, i.e. between the amorphous and crystalline phases. In view of the defect

concept, the cu and ou dynamic mechanical dispersions of polyethylene have been

attributed to short range (ou) and long range (ao) successive dislocation motion.
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Dislocations are thought to be of the screw type and to consist of jog bands

(Fig. 45c). Pëchoid has proposed a different mechanism to explain the dielectric

a-data (a ) in polyethylene: i.e. a chain flip-flop in the crystal by diffusion

of torsional defects. This separation between mechanical and dielectric data in

polyethylene agrees fairly well, with the compilation of the relaxation map of

PVDF. •

The interpretation of the a relaxation data is only a part of a more extended

framework, which also considers the relaxation effects belonging, to AVR from

the point of view of a defect concept. Thé corresponding quantitative conside-

rations are only valid for highly'crystalline polymeric materials. The defect

model, as it was established by Pechoid and cowor.kers, is difficult to check .

experimentally. ' . - . • • . " -

6.2.2.4.2. Grain-boundary relaxation sffeots in semi-orystalline polymers

That crystallites, or even crystalline lamellae (in highly crystalline

material), are surrounded by disordered regions is a generally accepted fact

now [137]. There are however different points of view concerning the structure

and the morphological order of the polymeric grain-boundary. No conclusive

information exists concerning the molecular motions underlying relaxation

effects generally labelled as "grain-boundary" effects. One of the possibilities

has already been introduced in the previous section, i.e. the presence of

"gauche areas" in the Meander model. The edges of "mosaic-blocks" in the

paracrystalline lattice [138] are also considered as being a plausible physical

form of the crystallite grain-boundary and constitut.ng in the meantime the

entire amorphous phase for highly crystalline materials. It is expected that

molecular motions, originating at those regions, are more easily to activate

thermally than those in the crystallite interior. Below, some literature data

concerning the grain-boundary relaxation are summarized.
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FIG. 46. Elements of the McCrum-Morris grain-boundary relaxation models.
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(a) A formal analogy with the grain boundary relaxation models for polycrystalline

low molecular weight solids (e.g. metals) has led Saitö et al. [82] to an

expression for the mechanical loss modulus containing the dimension D of the

crystallites and the boundary thickness h as parameters. The far-reaching

simplicity of this expression is at the origin of the lack of flexibility

for quantitative evaluations.

(b) Takayanagi and coworkers [132] have introduced a model for the mosaic block

unit, consisting of two concentric cylinders, and have derived the

relaxation characteristics from a calculation of the energy loss in the

case that the central cylinder (the crystallite) undergoes a sinusoidally

varying stress relatively to the outer cylinder (see section 7.3.1.3.1.).

(c) The analysis of crystalline relaxation effects following McQ"um and Morris

[139] starts from elementary mechanical considerations [140]. Fig. 46

shows the model, which considers the crystallite as a two side clamped

cantilever of width h, thickness b, length 1, suhmerged in a viscous liquid

(viscosity r\). It assumes that there exists a mechanism which restores dis-

placed lamellae to their initial positions, after removing of a stress,

during a relaxation time:

T = Knl
4/[bdh2E] (6.61.)

K is a proportionality factor, E the Young's modulus and d the "gap" between

subsequent cantilevers.

A puzzling feature in the work of McCrum et al. is the assignment of the

higher temperature damping peak in the CVR of polyethylene, to the grain-

boundary effect [141] .

O.ier contributions to the study of the grain-boundary relaxation effects are

given by Kambour and Robertson [142], Nakayasu et al. [143]. One of the
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weaknesses of the above models' is the lack of straightforward expressions for

the relaxation parameters'such as relaxation strength, temperature, time ...

6.2.2.4.3. The incoherent lattice vibration theory and the relaxation effect
in the crystallite interior

The higher temperature side component (cu) of the a-peak doublet, is

generally attributed to relaxation effects accompanying molecular motions in

thé interior of the lamellae or more generally of the polymer crystallites

[133]. The relaxation effect is due to a combined rotational and translational
4

reorganization of the crystallite interior as a whole and not to localized

effects. Below are given some phenomenological data concerning the "incoherent

lattice vibration" theory, while an extended formalism relative to the

3-crystalline modification of PVDF will be given during the discussion of

the post-irradiation experimental data concerning cu (section 7.3.1.3.2. and

funher).

The "incoherent lattice vibration" theor' derives from a consideration of

the typical structure of the polymer crystallites, i.e. the combination of the

successive atomic groups (CH2 for PE, - CF2 and CH2 for PVDF) linked by covalent

bonds along one axis (say the c-axis of the orthorhombic unit cell) and by

Van der Waals binding in the plane perpendicular to this axis (say the a-b plane

of the orthorhombic unit cell). There is a serious difference in the order of

magnitude of the force constant of both force fields; normal modes of the

lattice vibrations extend to high frequencies along the chains but are limited

to low frequencies.in the basal plane. This means that the system may be

considered as an assembly of quasi one-dimensional elastic bodies (the molecular

chains) in a viscous medium. At relatively high temperatures, the amplitude of

the one-dimensional vibration becomes much larger, due to the loss of the

interchain coherence and the reduction of the height of the interchain potential

barrier ("smearing-out" of the potential amplitude). As a consequence, jumps over
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the potential barrier are facilitated above some critical temperature. When a

force field is applied to such a crystallite, a relaxation phenomenon will occur

as the result of combined intra-molecular elasticity and intermolecular viscosity.

The mathematical framework covering the establishment of the intermolecular

potential in orthorhombic polymer crystals, especially $-PVDF, will be exten-

sively developed in section 7.3.1.3.2. of the next chapter, following the lines

of the work of Wada and Hayakawa [144] , which in turn refers to Peterlin and

coworkers [145,146]. One of the findings of those theoretical considerations

is the correlation which exists between the normal vibrations of the crystallite

chain and the relaxation strength of the crystalline relaxation.

6.2.2.4.4. The axial (rigid) rotator model for the cu relaxation

The development of the axial rotator model is primarily the work of

Hoffman and coworkers summarizing its essential features in [147], for the

analysis of the dielectric a_ data in PCTFE and PE. Those authors assign the

ctc relaxation effect to a coupling of molecular motions in the interior and

at the surface of the crystallites. The degree of coupling determines the

mathematical framework through which the macroscopic relaxation should be

analysed covering the various possibilities ranging from a complete coupling

to an absence of coupling. The various corresponding relaxation phenomena

are described in a Frohlich two-site transition model. Though the Hoffman-

Williams-Passaglia model for the analysis of relaxation effects in the

crystalline phase is comprehensive and has a sound cneoretical background, there

are some features which render it less convenient for an experimental survey

of the relaxation behaviour of this work :
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(a) It necessitates the application of a very extensive data set, determined

on specimens, exhibiting a wide range of crystallite dimensions.

(b) If one observes a single a peak only, which is the case for the dielectric

measurements, it is rather difficult to estimate the various processes,

corresponding to the various degrees of coupling.

(c) The model is essentially developed for the analysis of data obtained on

highly crystalline polymers, i.e. those with crystallites exhibiting a

regularly folded surface, which rarely occurs in bulk semi-crystalline polymers.

From section 6.2.2.4.3. and this section, it is clear that the incoherent

lattice vibration theory and the rigid rotator model start from apparently

different points of view: the former treats the crystallite in its entirety,

while the latter mainly considers localized effects. Strenghte and weaknesses

of both models are listed by Kambour and Robertson [142]. One of the advantages

quoted to belong to the incoherent lattice vibration theory is its prediction

of a relaxation strength, which has been the criterion for us to prefer this

model for the analysis of our post-irradiation relaxation data above the others

listed in this and previous sections.

§i2i2i5i_AnalYSis_of_the_CVR_region_of_PVDF

As pointed out during the presentation of the available experimental data

concerning PVDF (section 6.2.2.3.), there is an apparent distinction between

low frequency (dynamic mechanical or TSD) and purely dielectric contributions to

the relaxation map. Nakagawa and Ishida [125] have made a thorough analysis of

a single a relaxation peak in PVDF (obtained by the dielectric relaxation

technique). Using the rigid rotator model, they were able to estimate the

volume fraction of folds arid crystallite interior and their respective contri-

butions to the a_-peak intensity. McBrierty et al. [127] have assumed that the
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doublet which they observe in their compilations (mainly based on n.m.r.

experiments) constitutes the splitting of ac at the lower and medium frequen-

cies. The analysis below is still made more complex through the presence of

the 3^ relaxation which at low doses almost submerges the o^-effect.

6.2.2.5.1. o, relaxation (320 ~ 330 K)

From the relaxation map of CVR (Fig. 43), it appears that the activation

enthalpy corresponding to this relaxation effect is ill-determined, since

almost no frequency-temperature shift occurs. This means that one has to take

account of the possibility that a-, is caused by a thermodynamic transition of

the first order [149], as suggested by Startsev et al. [743 for a combination

of a modulus drop at * 43°C and the corresponding internal friction peak in

analogy with PTFE [150,151]. It is difficult to maintain this latter interpre-

tation, however, since no confirmation has been obtained by other characteri-

zation experiments (thermogravimetry, differential scanning calorimetry or

specific volume determination).

If one assumes that the f-T~ line for a, of Fig. 43 is not a vertical

one and attributes an Arrhenius-shift to it (AH = 3 eV (?)), there might be

reason to assign it to some grain-boundary relaxation effect. One of the

features of the c^ relaxation map is the merging of experimental data points

in the region limited by the frequencies 10 to 10 Hz and inverse temperatures

(2.75 10"3 < T"1 < 3.25 l O ' V " 1 . As pointed out in section 6.2.2.3., only

scarse (i.e. low-frequency dynamic mechanical and TSD) experimental data confirm

the separation of cti and g . This experimental observation may be assigned to

the probable distinction in degree of order involved in the respective under-

lying processes. As in first approximation the grain-boundary region may be

assumed partly to be composed by the lamellar folds [125,127] , it is clear that
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those are more ordered than the amorphous chains, restrained loosely by the

dispersed crystallites, as they are involved in 6U.

6.2.2.5.2. a„ relaxation (350 = 360 K)

The relatively high value of the effective activation enthalpy,

AH (= 1.65 eV) as it is obtained from the Arrhenius-like f - T'1 shift
a2

(Fig. 43) creates an unreasonably high pre-exponential frequency factor
20(f > 10 Hz), which is out of the range of the normally occurring physical

processes. As only low- and medium frequency data points contribute to the

og Arrhenius-like line of Fig. 43, it might be assumed that they only

constitute a restricted (linear) part of a curvilinear relaxation map. The

latter assumption leads to the introduction of a temperature dependent acti-

vation enthalpy AH (T), which may be determined by artifice, i.e. by defining

a corresponding pre-exponential frequency factor fQ M which has the maximum

value of the (acoustic) phonon vibration frequencies in dynes

(f M * 10 Hz [152]). From the requirement that the experimentally obtained

Arrhenius-line of Fig. 43 constitutes the low-frequency tail of the thus

built-up f-T relation, one obtains an equation which permits the deter-

mination of AH (T):

fo,M (6.62.)

The right member of the equation contains the experimentally obtained data.

Inserting various T^-values into Eq. (6.62.) leads to an evaluation of the

temperature dependence of AH (T M). This is given in Fig. 47. The gradual

decrease of AH (T) with increasing temperature might signify that the thermal
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activation of the molecular reorganization within the crystallites is

facilitated with increasing temperature. This is in agreement with an important

feature of the "incoherent lattice vibration" theory, i.e. the smearing out

of the interchain potential amplitude, due to a reduction of the height of

the potential barrier (sections 6.2.2.4.3. and 7.3.1.3.2.).

The above attempts to interpret CVR-reTaxation effects in PVDF are

mainly derived from structural considerations of mechanical origin. From

Table XI(c) and Fig. 27b, which analyse the TSD results, it is clear that in

the latter case at least two more components should be included in the

analysis (labelled, according to their peak temperatures, T, at = 275 K,

T- at - 345 K), complementary to T? and T,. It should be pointed out that

the analysis below is speculatively based on the assumption that the TSD- "£,"£

relaxation effects might correspond to the dynamic mechanical ones cu and

ct2 respectively.

T- is correlated with the poling temperature T , which is confirmed from

Table XI (c), where the former always occurs in the approximate neighbourhood

of the latter. To account for this observation, no definite molecular

mechanism can be proposed. It may be interpreted with the concept of the

"p-peak", introduced by Van Turnhout [153] . The depolarization current,

corresponding to this peak, is thought to be due to the discharging of

"macroscopic" charges, i.e. those space charges which first took part in the

conduction and were accumulated in the polymer foils close to the electrodes,

during their formation. The space charge depolarization, generated by either

charge drift or diffusion is strongly determined by external factors as

impurities (oxygen, water, ... adsorbed to the foil surfaces) and air
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gaps between electrodes and specimen surfaces, ...In the case of semi-crystalline

polymers, this process has been more specifically determined as being due to

the release of charges, trapped at the crystallite boundaries, related to the

probable differences in conductivity of both amorphous and crystalline phases

(Maxwell-Wagner charging in heterogeneous dielectrics, see e.g. [154]). The

latter statement conforms to the notion of "formation" peak (T f), introduced

by Takamatsu and Fukuda [76], who observed a proportionality of T and T-.

They attribute the effect at T f to the partial melting of small crystallites

at ~ T , during the poling treatment, a temperature which is obviously lower

than the crystallite melting point TCM- Cooling the foil after the partial

melting at T , induces the recrystallization of the small crystallites, such

that charges become trapped at the crystallite boundaries and are released

during the subsequent thermal run, creating the TSD current. No general

quantitative description is available for the analysis of this effect,

except for well-defined geometries (e.g. crystalline cylinders in amorphous

layer structures).

The effect occurring at T, (Table XI (c)), exhibits still more mysterious

characteristics. The intensity of the T,-TSD effect, occurring at ~ 275 K, may

be strongly influenced by suitable annealing treatments or increasing the

electrical field strength E . Through consecutive annealing treatments, Pfister

et al. [126] have made an attempt to interpret a TSD peak occurring at 285 K

as being due to molecular motions in the crystallites of the y-crystalline

modification (section 3.2.). They observed a proportionality of the peak

intensity and the enhancement of the infra-red absorption lines, generally

assigned to the Y~Pnase of PVDF. We tend to reject the latter hypothesis, since

we did not observe a similar intensity enhancement of the y~phase infra-red

lines upon long-time annealing treatments, creating an increase of the corres-

ponding TSD peak intensity. Though there are few demonstrative indications,
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FIG. 48. The summary of the relaxation maps for as-received PVDF.
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it may be supposed that this relaxation effect, observed in the TSD spectra

only, may be attributed to a molecular chain reorientation process of an

origin similar to the 3 and ctj relaxation effects, i.e. the presence of some

"intermediate phase" highly sensitive to the annealing conditions.

6.3. SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 6

Table XII summarizes the various features of the relaxation phenomena

presented in the relaxation map of Fig. 48. When analysing the characteristics

of the relaxation effects, it is attractive to establish them within the lines

of some "three-phase" concept.

The various models which postulate the presence of a third phase in

semi-crystalline polymers are based on data concerning highly crystalline

material, especially high-density polyethylene [155]. This has led the author

to the assumption that relaxation effects, generally labelled as "grain-

boundary" relaxation are primarily to be assigned to molecular motions in

crystallite surfaces, which are less ordered than the lamellar centres.

Nakagawa and Ishida [125] have applied a similar assumption when analysing

the dielectric a effect in PVDF. When considering relaxations in a "bulk"^*'

material it is thought that the features reported in [125] constitute a huge

oversimplification, since it may be assumed that the grain-boundary is much

less-ordered than a pure fold-surface. At this point, it is interesting to

introduce the three-phase model of Mandelkern[156] , i.e. the concepts of

"interzonal" (or amorphous) and "interfacial" regions for semi-crystalline

bulk polymers as illustrated in Fig. 49. The picture of Fig. 49 contrasts

'*'"Bulk": this term is used here, having a somewhat different meaning than
previously when determining specimen geometry, i.e. as the contrary of
highly crystalline solution-grown material, say a "bulk-crystallized"
commercial-grade material.
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with the one of Fig. 2, where a smooth lamellar fold surface results from

the adjacent re-entry of the folds. Mandelkern conceives the interfacial

region as a very rough surface with chain ends not regularly reentering the

lamellae or even penetrating losely into the interface, it is clear that

the dimensions of the interfacial layer are much less well defined than if

assuming a regular fold surface and that its volume may be more extended than

if it were calculated from the assumption of a smooth surface. It should even

not be excluded that the interconnection between the purely amorphous and

purely crystalline regions of the material goes through different degrees of

order, so that different "interfacial" layers may exist. The relaxation map of

Fig. 48 may almost completely be interpreted within the lines of this three-

phase model, although several general remarks remain valid.

As will be discussed during the analysis of the post-irradiation data

(section 7.2.5.), the crystallinity may play a non-negligible role in the

determination of the features of "amorphous" relaxations y and 3. Another

remark concerns the probable absence of the "crystalline" component of the

Y relaxation as it was detected in polyethylene (yc relaxation, see e.g.

refs. [141, 157]).

The most interesting result of the above relaxation spectral analysis is

the clear separation of the 6 and a-, effects. While 6 is related to the

molecular motions of chain segments, which entirely belong to the amorphous

regions, but are hindered by the crystallites, cii only covers interface effects.

The rather low (section 6.2.2.1.2.) apparent activation enthalpy compared to

the effective one is related to a broad relaxation time spectrum which is

probably to be attributed to the existence of different degrees of order, due

to the multiplicity in degree of order of the interfacial layer. It may be

suggested that the diversity in the TSD effects of CVRis partly based on the

same grounds. The ao-feTaxation effect accounts for purely crystalline molecular
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motions and may be analysed on the base of the incoherent lattice vibration

theory.

Further evidence for the above statements arises from post-irradiation •

work, which will be established in the next chapter.
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TABLE XII

The relaxation map of as-received PVDF

AVR

Y relaxation

g relaxation

8.. relaxation

li

CVR mechanical

a--component

«2-component

CVR - TSD
effects not con-
tained in a, and
0(2 above

characteristics

T M j Y : 180 - 200 K

AHy - 0.5 eV

TM : 220 ~ 240 K

WLF-shape of the
f-T" curves

T M . : 250 - 280 K

AH. : ~ 1.5 eV

interpretation

cranckshaft-like motions of
small amorphous chain seg-
ments

cooperative micro-Brownian
motion of large amorphous
segments at the glass-transi-
tion

large scale molecular chain
reorganization, hindered by
dispersed crystallites (appa-
rent upper glass-transition)

("overlapping" dielectric relaxation)

T M : 310 , 320 K

AH : ill-determineda,
1 21 2 eV

TM : 350 ~ 360 K
n»cx2

AH : ~ 1.6 eV
a2

Tj ~ 275 K

T 4 - 340 K

(Tg and Tg resp. corres-

ponding to ai and 02 resp.

"grain-boundary" relaxation,
molecular motions in the
crystallite interfacial region

rotational and translational
molecular motions in the crys-
tallite interior (incoherent
lattice vibration theory)

"grain-boundary" effect ?

formation effect (premelting
of crystallites) T f
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CHAPTER VII. POST-IRRADIATION EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

It is generally accepted that alterations in the morphology and corres-

pondingly in the molecular motions of semi-crystalline polymers, brought about

by the irradiation, should reflect themselves in the post-irradiation

relaxation spectra of the material. Conversely, the analysis of the macroscopic

relaxation behaviour may yield useful information concerning the radiation

damage at a molecular level. For the study of the post-irradiation relaxation

spectra, the separation into AVR and CVR has been held on. It has appeared

opportune to select a specified technique for the detailed study of each

temperature region separately and to refer the analysis of the other, corres-

ponding results to the former, more extended development; for the study of

post-irradiation AVR, TSD techniques yield better resolved post-irradiation

spectra, while torsion pendulum dynamic mechanical results obtained on bulk

strips are the most suitable for the study of post-irradiation CVR. Before

evaluating the relaxation experiments, we report the analysis of the stress-

strain plots, since they in fact summarize the macroscopic post-irradiation

properties of PVDF and indicate which are tha macroscopic results of irradiation.

7.1. POST-IRRADIATION STRESS-STRAIN BEHAVIOUR

The post-irradiation stress-strain curves have been recorded by means of the

INSTRON apparatus (section 5.1.)• Some of the stress-strain recordings are

shown in Fig. 50. It is observed that the initial strengthening of the material

(0 - 100 Mrad) is lost at higher doses (400 Mrad e.g.). This is made clearer in

Figs. 51 and 52 which show the dose dependence of the relative elongation

(AL/L) and the yield strength respectively. For comparison, we have also plotted
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corresponding data of Kosmynin et al. in Figs. 51 and 52 [158], recorded on

PVDF having about the same characteristics as ours. Notwithstanding differences

in the numerical values, the shapes of our curves and those reported in [158]

exhibit a close similarity. They may be interpreted partly on the base of the

post-irradiation characterization data of Chapter IV. The rapid saturation in

the post-irradiation cross-linking of the chain segments,belonging to the

amorphous phase,at relatively low doses (10 to 40 Mrad) has led to a drastic

reduction of the amorphous chain mobility, related to a sharp decrease of AL/L

at this dose region. Fig. 52, representing yield strength versus dose, exhibits

a maximum near 100 Mrad. Inversely to (AL/L), it may be assumed that the

mechanical strength is more strongly influenced by the dose dependent behaviour

of the crystalline phase. The deterioration of the crystallites upon the

irradiation defect production, especially at high doses, even counteracts the

tendency of mechanical strengthening brought about by the radiation cross-linking.

Similar results, but restricted to lower doses, have been reported by Böhm et

al. [159] for foil specimens of trade mark KYNAR and by Timmerman et al.

[160,161].

7.2. STUDY OF THE POST-IRRADIATION AYR

7.2.1. The study of post-irradiation AVR by TSD

As remarked before, the analysis of the post-irradiation AVR is mainly based

on the well-resolved TSD data, which however are restricted to doses lower

than 400 Mrad, due to the dielectric break-down of the 20 pm-foils at the

standard electrical field strength E for the doses above 400 Mrad. Post-irra-

diation TSD spectra are shown in Fig. 53. The general features of those spectra

are the irradiation induced decrease of the relaxation intensity of AVR as a

whole and the increasing complexity of the spectra.
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Zi2;lili.Ana]y-sis_of_the_2ost;irradiation_TSD_data

To obtain a spectral decomposition of the TSD spectra of Fig. 53, an exten-

sion of the formalism introduced for the evaluation of a single TSD dipole re-

orientation effect has been applied. When assuming the mutual independence of

the several TSD components of AVR, the total TSD intensity may be determined

from Eq. (6.54.):

N
JT(T) = z A. exp [-1

1 i=l ]

t. = AH. ./kT
i a , i

Ai "

„-2
exp (- (7.1.)

(7.1.l

(7.1-2)

(7.1.3)

N is the number of components and index "i" refers to the sequence of compo-

nents. As demonstrated for the g-effect (section 6.2.1.2.4.3.1.), there is a

relatively rapid way to determine estimates for the parameters, when the TSD

peak is separated from its neighbours, but one has to determine parameter esti-

mates by "trial and error," where TSD peaks are not well separated. The thus

estimated parameter values serve as an entry for the non-linear least-squares

fit of the experimental intensity values to Eq. (7.1.). Since it appears that

directly using Eq. (7.1.) strongly enhances overflow and non-convergence risks,

the experimental j T .„_(T) values have been replaced by their natural logarithms

and fitted by 1n[jj(T)]. Table XIII contains the fitting results, i.e. apparent

activation energy AH ,̂ peak intensity j^ * (= A.) and pre-exponential relaxa-

tion time T •• Several remarks must be made concerning the obtained final
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TABLE XIII

60,.Analysis of post-irradiation TSD spectra (part I - Co irradiated)

dose
(Mrad)

0

5

10

20

50

100

i

conroonent
N° '

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

activation
enthalpy
(eV)

0.20+0.02

absent

0.45±0.01

absent

0.52±0.02

0.31±0.05

absent

0.55±0.05

absent

0.52±0.02

0.23+0.02

absent

0.49±0.04

1.0 ±0.1

0.7 ±0.05

0.19±0.07

absent

0.5 ±0.1

0.94±0.1

0.60+0.05

0.21±0.03

absent

0.6 ±0.1

1.1 ±0.1

0.54±0.12

0.20±0.02

absent

0.5 ±0.1

1 ±0.1

0.54+0.02

Vi(s>

5.10"5

4.10"8

7.10-8

1.10"5

2.10"8

4.10"8

1.1 10"3

1.4 10"7

1.3 10"19

2.6 10"12

1.5 10"2

1.6 10"9

1.2 10'18

1.7 10"10

5.10"3

1.4 10"11
-99

5.2 10 "

2.10"12

5.10"4

1.6 10-9

4.2 10"20

1.5 10"10

peak
temperature
TM(K)

183+1

222+0.5

249±1

199±7

228+1

256±1

195±1

224+1

239±1

251±1

195+8

219±2

232±3

243±1

197±0.5

224±1

234±1

254±1

193±2

219±3

231±3
246±1

relaxation strength
(reduced units
10-7 Aec-l) JM>.

0.90±0.05

7.8 ±0.12

2.81±0.03

0.8 ±0.1

6.1 ±0.3

3.4 ±0.1

0.82±0.06

4.0 ±0.1
1.7 ±0.3
2.5 ±0.4

0.8 ±0.2

3.4 ±0.8

1.4 +0.5

2.6 ±0.4

1.3 ±0.2

3.6 ±0.6

1.4 ±0.2

7.4 ±0.2

1.1 ±0.1

2.5 ±0.5

1.5 ±0.5
2.5 ±0.2

i
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TABLE XIII

Decomposition of post-irradiation TSD spectra (part II - "BR2" irradiated)

dose
(Mrad)

100

200

300

400

component

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

activation
enthalpy
(eV)

0.18±0.02

absent

0.34+0.08

0.7 ±0.5

0.43+0.03

0.22±0.01

0.9 ±0.3

0.40±0.02

0.7 ±0.1

0.54±0.01

0.18±0.02

0.9 ±0.05

0.58±0.06

0.7 ±0.2

0.42±0.02

0.40±0.04

1.0 ±0.05

0.40±0.04

0.9 ±0.1

0.56±0.0?.

Vi<s>

5.10"2

1.1 10"5

5.7 10"11

2.6 10"6

2.5 10"3

3.1Ü"20

2.4 10"7

2.5 10"13

5.4 10"9

2.9 10"2

3.6 10"20

2.5 10"11

4.6 10"13

5.2 10 - 6

2.10"8

7.4 10 - 2 3

2.4 10 - 7

I.IO"17

2.5 10-9

peak
temperature
TM(K)

203±10

218+ 6

233± 5

245± 2

186± 1

207+ 1

214± 0.5

232+ 0.5

246.2±0.1

195+ 2

207.7±0.7

217+ 1

233.5±0.5

247+ 1

194+ 1

200+ 1

214+ 1

233.3+0.7

248.0±0.6

relaxation strength
(reduced units
10-7 m

2sec"i)

0.6 ±0.3

1.3 ±0.3

0.7 ±0.3

1.7 ±0.1

0.56±0.02

0.10±0.02

1.08±0.03

0.81±0.04

1.33+0.01

0.65±0.05

0.3 ±0.1

0.7 ±0.1

0.5 ±0.1

1.45±0.05

0.38±0.08

0.14+0.03

0.81±0.08

0.66+0.08

1.20±0.04
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parameter values; as pointed out, AH, . is only an apparent value whose impor-

tance has to be considered relative to the corresponding values of its neighbour

TSD peaks. "Effective" activation enthalpy values have to be estimated from

the inverse temperature versus frequency shifts. To the numerical value of T • ,
0 jl

the same remark as for AH, ,. should be applied, i.e. they only have a relative
a ji

importance. The thjjietically calculated curves (Eq. (7.1.)) are shown super-

imposed to the experimental data points in Fig. 53. The dependence of the

intensity of each component upon dose is shown in Fig. 54. We briefly discuss

the typical characteristics of each component below.

7.2.1.1.1. Component n° 1

For the TSD results in Table XIII, it is not possible to distinguish some

straightforward irradiation-dose correlated alteration of the peak intensity.

The apparent activation enthalpy AH , also appears not to be affected by
a,i

irradiation. Referring to its zero dose position, the effect corresponds to the

Y relaxation. The relative insensitivity of the intensity upon the dose in the

low and medium dose region between 0 and 400 Mrad may be correlated with the

cranckshaft or local mode molecular chain models (section 6.2.1.1.), both in-

volving the motion of chain segments of restricted length. As will appear from

the analysis of the post-irradiation dynamic mechanical data, the above scheme

is only valid for relatively low doses (see section 7.2,4,2.2,),

7.2.1.1.2. Component n° 2

This relatively sharp TSD peak (AHa , ~ 0.9 - 1 eV) is only detected in

a dose range corresponding to the BR2 fuel cell irradiation. It will be evaluated

together with component n° 4 (section 7.2.1.1.4.), which exhibits similar charac-

teristics as comDonent n° 2.
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7.2.1.1.3. Component n° 3

This component is the primary contribution to the dose dependent depression

of the AVR intensity, as observed from Figs. 53 and 54. Another experimental

observation is the slight downward shift of TM 3 with increasing dose. Component

n° 3 corresponds to the 3 relaxation or glass transition. One of the striking

features (Fig. 54) of the behaviour of the g-intensity as a function of dose

is its rapid initial decline and the subsequent slow decrease, showing a

tendency to saturation. The same scheme holds for the results of the characte-

rization techniques of Chapter 4 and the dose dependence of the stress-strain

curves, as they were discussed in section 7.1. It may consequently be suggested

that the strong initial cross-linking in the amorphous phase of PVDF is primarily

responsible for the typical shape of curve c in Fig. 54. A semi-empirical frame-

work is developed to account for the apparent chain mobility hindrance, caused

by the building-up of a cross-linking network, mainly in the amorphous phase of

PVDF, The analysis of the 3-peak TSD intensities and their dose dependence may

serve as the elements of the experimental verification of the model, since they

allow a calculation of the relaxation-active fraction a(R) of the material, i.e.

the fraction of material taking part in the relaxation for a certain physical

property. a(R) is proportional to the quantity of molecular species, as given

by Eq. (1.53,):

o(R) = (7.2.)

Here N , may be considered as the number of monomer units (mu), taking part in

the relaxation effect and N-r the total number of mu. N , may be calculated from

the charge release Qe, when going through the g-TSD peak and from the peak tempe-

rature TM , [162] :

Nrel - 3kTM,3V[VV (7.3.)
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A, is the electrode area, E_ the standard value of the electric field, \io the
i p P

dipole moment of the mu se.ments. The numerical factor "3" incorporates the

isotropy of the process, as might be sxpected for the amorphous phase of the

material [162] :

PN.
NT - IT (7.4.)

p is the material density, x^r the degree of crystal!inity, N^ the Avogadro

number, M the monomer molecular weight. From Eqs. (7.2.), (7.3.) and (7.4.):

KTSD (7.5.)

KTSD contains tne factors which are independent of dose in first approximation,

while the other factors ere a function of the dose. Fitting of the a-rc,,(R) values,

determined from the experiments, has been done on the basis of the post-irradiation

molecular size distributions (see section 7.2.2.). The experimental aycn(R) values

are listed in Table XIV.

Numerical values to be introduced in Eq. (7.5.):

M = 64

u&= 2 Debye [73]

An interpretation for the dose dependent decrease of L. 3 will be given within

the discussion of the torsion pendulum post-irradiation data (section 7.2.4.2.).

7.2.1.1.4. Component n° 4

This relaxation effect exhibits the same characteristics as component n° 2

(apparent activation energy: AHg ^ ~ 1 eV). There is already an appearance of
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TABLE XIV

Determination of the "active" fraction p
for the post-irradiation TSD experiments

dose R
(Mrad)

0

5

10

20

50

100

200

300

400

TM,3
(K)

222

228

224

219

224

218

214

217

214

*Cr

0.44

0.43

0.43

0.42

0.41

0.40

0.35

0.31

0.28

% x 1Q8

(Coulomb)

11

8.3

5.3

4.8

4

2.8

2.2

1.81

1.32

0.85

0.86

0.44

0.35

0.29

0.20

0.14

0.11

0.08

component n° 4 at a dose of 10 Mrad. Of course, there remains a possibility

that it is present in the zero-dose spectrum but completely submerged by the

strongly dominating B-peak. Although there is no straightforward interpretation

for the molecular mechanisms underlying the reported effects, some information

may be gained from apparently similar effects, reported in the literature.

Perlman et al. [163] observed a eiarp intensity increase of some peaks in their

thermally stimulated current (TSC) spectra of corona-charged PE and PTFE, which

they have attributed to trapping at irradiation created sites. Hedvig [164]

has ascribed»the TSD S-peak-doubling in irradiated polyethylene to the presence

of a "second" amorphous phase in this material, without specifying its morpho-

logy. A valuable suggestion is given in the paper of Kreahling et al. [165].

They interpret a "new" internal friction peak in irradiated (semi-crystalline)

PVC, as being due to the presence of trans-polyene groups [... -C-C=C-C=C- ...]
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in the amorphous phase. Pursuing the last line of reasoning, it is logical to

relate the newly created TSD peaks in some semi-crystalline polymers to the

large amount of unsaturation, steadily increasing with dose (see section 4.2.4.).

As a result of the characterization experiments of Chapter IV, it may be

suggested that, especially at high doses, fluorinated polyenyl radicals are

generated: [... -(-CF=CH)n-CF- . . . ] . It is plausible that they are allowed

to perform molecular motions, comparable to the cranckshaft or micro-brownian

motions of the main-chain backbone amorphous segments of linear chain polymers.

That those relaxations occur in the neighbourhood of the e relaxation, might be

expected, since in this temperature region a large fraction of free volume

becomes available. The high apparent activation energies AH. , and AH, - might
a ,£ a JT1

be related to the higher bond energy of multiple bonds [166].

7.2.1.1.5. Component n° 5

The intensity of this TSD peak gradually decreases with dose, except for

the initial dose region, where a certain flattening occurs. It should be

remarked that, especially at high doses, the intensities of TSD component n° 5

are buried by the strongly dominating CVR components. According to its position,

component n° 5 corresponds to the apparent upper glass transition Bu- The eva-

luation of the rather scarse TSD data concerning 3U, will be done together

with the analysis of the corresponding data obtained by dynamic mechanical

techniques (section 7.2.4.2.5.). For the TSD-data of 3 , an analysis, similar

to the one developed for the 3 relaxation, has been carried out (section

7.2.1.1.3., Eq. (7.5.)) which has led to the data-listing of Table XV. From

Tables XIV and XV, one might tend to believe that for some dose values

(0,10 Mrad), the material taking part in the 3 and e relaxations exceeds the

content of the amorphous phase, since the summation of the corresponding aTSD(R)
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TABLE XV

Evaluation of the post-irradiation active fractions twp(R) for 3

dose R

(Mrad)

0

5

10

20

50

100 (60Co)

100 (BR2)

200

300

400

TM,5
(K)

249

256

251

243

254

246

245

246

247

248

xCr

0.44

0.43

0.43

0.42

0.41

0.40

. 0.40

0.35

0.31

0.28

Q x 108

(Coulomb)

4.2

3.9

3.1

3.3

3.2

3.3

2.4

1.8

2.3

1.7

<*TSD(R)

0.33

0.31

0.24

0.25

0.25

0.21

0.17

0.12

0.15

0.10

values exceeds one. This should not necessarily be in conflict with the general

line of our interpretation, as it is not excluded that amorphous chain segments

take part in both processes. Further information concerning the interpretation

of those results will be given in section 7.2.4.2.5.

7.2.2. Theoretical considerations concerning the determination of relaxation-

active fractions

Since the a,gg(R)-experimental data are fairly well determined for the

3 relaxation (section 7.2.1.1.3.), they have been introduced as the experimental
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data set for the check of the applicability of a theoretical model developed

below.

Ziii2ili_Foundationsof_the_mgdel_I1671.

As already pointed out (section 7.2.1.1.3.), the depression with dose

of the intensity of the 6 relaxation peak may be related to de decrease of the

available molecular length due to a combination of the creation of a cross-

linking network and chain shortening by scission. This may be expressed

as a depression of the relaxation active fraction a(R), i.e. the fraction of

molecular species (e.g. mu) taking part in the relaxation effect. a(R) may be

determined either experimentally, i.e. from features related to the occurrence

of relaxation peaks or theoretically (see e.g. Eq. (1.53.)) from the molecular

weight or molecular length distributions, as will be demonstrated below

(section 7.2.2.2,).

The shape and position of relaxation peaks (either TSD or dynamic mechanical)

are determined by the number N - of mu contained in chain segments of which

the molecular length exceeds a critical value p (in mu). When N , is reduced,

e.g. by radiation, this will reduce the active fraction a(R). If Z represents

the post-irradiation molecular length distribution and p the (variable) molecular

length (in mu), then cx(R) may be expressed as:

0 GO

pZ(p,x,y)dp j w(p,x,y)dp

<x(R)
jpZ(p,x,y)dp j w(p,x,y)dp

0 0

(7.6.)

with w(p,x,y) the post-irradiation weight distribution.Z, in turn is determined

by x(R) andy(R), the cross-linking and main-chain-scission densities. Often

x(R) and y(R) are replaced by x(R) and the scission to cross-linking density
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ratio A[ = y(R)/x(R)]. Expressions for Z(p,x,A) are given by Saito [168] .

and Kimura [169]• They are primarily derived by introducing the dose dependent

functions into Z(p,o,o). In a limited number of cases, the integrals in

Eq. (7.6.) may be carried out analytically, leading to an algebraic expression

for a(R). Conversely, one might expect to be able to derive estimates for

some important parameters from the experimental o(R) by fitting them to

suitable theoretical a(R) expressions derived from the molecular length distri-

bution function. Below, some cases are investigated in more detail.

7.2,2.2.2. The pre-irradiation distributions for the molecular length.

One of the critical points in the above scheme is the establishment of

Z(p,x,A) on the basis of the initial (i.e. zero dose) molecular length distri-

bution functions Z(p,o,o,). For Z(p,o,o,) we have used the "generalized Poisson"

molecular length distribution introduced by Inokuti [170J:

Z(p,o,o,) 2-Ü exp (- f) (7.7.)
c ( l )

r stands for the gamma function, u [ s w~] is the (initial) number average

degree of polymerization, M being the (initial) number average molecular weight

of the polymer and M the monomer molecular weight. X is a parameter related to

the width of the distribution. It is given by [b-1]"1, with b the (initial)
Rwweight to number average molecular weight ratio [ b = ~ ] . Taking account of
Mn

the experimentally determined values for b, rather low X values occur in practice;

X = 1 corresponds to the "random" distribution and X = 2 to the "random-coupling"
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distribution. The case of arbitrary X will be treated for its theoretical

interest.

7.2.2.2.2. The post—irradiation moleaular size and weight distributions and
the calculated relaxation active fractions

Table XVI lists the post-irradiation molecular weight and length distributions

resp. w(p,x,A) and Z(p,x,A), derived from some zero-dose Z(p,o,o) distribution

functions and correspondingly the theoretical expressions for a(R) for the case

of the "random" initial distribution function (A = 1) respectively with

cross-linking only (A = 0) and for the general case (A ^ 0). The corres-

ponding active fractions are a^(R) and (^(R)- The case of the generalized Poisson

distribution leads to the intricate expression a3(R).

All a(R) expressions of Table XVI contain an exponentially decreasing

factor exp (-V .) and a "correction" factor F.:
c,i i

O1(R) = exp (- VC).) F ^ (7.8.)

Factor V„ . is a function of X and of the dose dependence of the cross-linking
c, i

and scission densities x(R) and y(R) respectively. The evaluation of the dose

dependent functional expressions for x(R) and/or y(R) determines the final

functional form of the ^-(R).

In view of the experimentally observed linear dose dependence at low doses,

Charlesby and Pinner [171] have proposed a proportionality of x(R) with dose,

which results into the expressions:

x(R) = uc(R) = uccpR (7.9.)

y(R) = ur(R) = urcpR (7.91.)

Label "cp" refers to the formalism of Charlesby-Pinner; u has been defined

earlier; c and r are respectively called the cross-linking and scission



TABLE XVI

Initial and post-irradiation molecular size distributions and active fractions ct(R) based on:

- in i t ia l distribution m(p,o,o)
- post-irradiation molecular length and weight distributions

m(p,x,o), and w(p,x,o)- (cross-linking only)
m(p,x,A) and w(p,x,o) (cross-linking and scission)

- relaxation-active fraction: a^R) = F (̂R) exp (-V ^)

X = 1 (random

A = 0 :

A / 0 =

distribution) : m(p

w(p,x,o) = pwm(p

F l (R) - V C j l + 1

w(p,x,A) = Wpm(p

33(V 2+
F (R\ - '

V = ^ 3 = ^

.0,0) =

,x,o) =

• Vc

.x,A) =

1)(1+2A

u" exp

£ | exp [

Hi H
u

x ) + | n
33

[ l+(A+2)x ]

( - TJ)

- J (2x+l) ]

2x+l)

• [2A+ ^(J)31 -x

'c 2 + 4 Vc 2 + y'

(1+2AX) + 4x

} exp [- £ {l+(A+2)x}]

JV2 , + 24V,. , + 24 ]

l . Z .
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TABLE XVI (continued)

X = arbitrary (generalized Poisson distribution)

. X + l „ i l

m(p,o,o) = £ ( £ ) W exp (-*§)

A ̂  0 : (p.x.y) - ̂
1 X + 1

V n 1

(£>*
A +2A

X-l

k (X-k-1)!
exp [ - £{X+(A+2)x}]

Fo(R)
X Mb

P

2A XZ , x a -k - l

y xk
g(x,y) = [l + E £T-

k=i k<

Legend for the symbols: u = initial degree of polymerization
p = critical molecular chain segment length
x = cross-linking density
W = total weight
X = distribution width parameters
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probabilities. From Eqs. (7.9.) and (7.91.), a constant scission to cross-

linking ratio A results [A = ̂ rf^r - -^-1 •
x(R) ccp

Some experimental results reveal that the simple linear relationship of

Eqs. (7.9.) and (7.91.) is not always fulfilled.

(a) With the assumption of the dose independency of ratio A remaining valid

and for reasonable values of critical chain segment length pc (= 40 mu)

and ratio A (= 0.4), the dose dependence of x(R) has been calculated from

the experimental a-rcnC) vs- R curve (see section 7.2.1.1,5. and Table XIV)

using the cu(R) function of Table XVI. This yields a saturation-like depen-

dence of x(R) upon dose R, which may be considered by an expression of

the type:

x(R) = uc(R) = [ 1 - exp (- jj-) ]
' o

(7.10.)

and analoguously for y(R). Factor C2 accounts for the amount of saturation

cross-linking (A.c^ for the amount of saturation scission) while RQ is

related to the rate at which saturation is reached,

(b) Even at zero dose, a number of irregularities due to (non-irradiation)

initial cross-linking, side-branching, etc... may be present in the material.

They reduce the initially available molecular length such that generally

a(0) < 1. This may be accounted for by the introduction of a term c into

Eq. (7.10.), such that:

x(R) = u [c + cx { 1 - exp (-£-) } ]
0

(7.11.)

Inspection of Eq. (7.11.) shows that one approaches the Charlesby-Pinner
c

case (Eqs. (7.9.), (7.91.)) in a limited region where -~ . Rn < R < Rn i.e.

at not too low doses and out of the saturation tail. In this dose region, one
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FIG. 55. Theoretical relaxation active fraction curves [ct,(R)] , calculated
for various X-values.
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FIG. 56. Dose dependence of the theoretical re-
laxation-active fraction <*3(R) for a
series of values of the critical chain
length p c (expressed in mu).

FIG. 57. Dose dependence of the theoretical re-
laxation-active fraction cio(R) for a
series of values of the ratio of scission
to cross-linking densities A.
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FIG. 58. Dose dependence of the theoretical re-
laxation-active fraction a3(R) for a
series of c values.

FIG. 59. Dose dependence of the theoretical re-
laxation-active fraction a3(R) for a
series of c, values.
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may approximate Eq. (7.11.) by:

x(R) = u {•**•) R
o

(7.12.)

Comparison with Eq. (7.9.) learns that in the dose region-K-= c which
o "

constitutes a possible check for the validity of the resulting parameter

values, as will be demonstrated in the discussion of the experimental data.

7.2.2.2.3. Evaluation of the influence of the paremeters

In order to evaluate the effect of various parameters (i.e. X, p , A,
co' cl^' the a3^R) funct1'on» corresponding to the generalized Poisson dis-

tribution has been calculated for a number of combinations of those parameters.

From Fig. 55 showing ou(R) vs. R for a number of A-values, while the other

parameters are held fixed, it appears that the value of A hardly influences

the obtained cu(R) values, except for low A, where some shift may occur.

From Figs. 56 to 59, it appears that the critical chain length p and

material parameter Cj strongly determine the value of a^R) at the saturation

tail of the curves, while ratio A and material parameter c only slightly

influence the shape of the ou(R)-curves. R. determines the rate of saturation
«3 O

of the a3(R) vs. R curves as observed from Fig. 60.

It is obvious that the interpretation of experimental results with the

function a,(R) is rather hazardous in view of the complexity of the function and

the large number of parameters. It will be shown that, although the obtained

numerical values of the parameters are not too unreasonable, fitting on the basis
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of the much simpler initial distributions, i.e. by expressions a,(R) or (^(R)

yields a better overall description of the experimental data as well as consi

derably more acceptable parameter values.

Zi2i2i3i_ABBlicatign_gf_the_nigdel_tg_the_anal^sis_gf_aTSQ{R}_ys;_R_cury^

The experimental otjgD(R) data listed in Table XIV have been submitted

to a non-linear least squares fit with the aAR) expressions of Table XVI.

For the application of ag(R), three of the parameters have been initially

fixed, i.e. p , A, \, while for the fit with o^(R) or c ^ R ) , Pc and A

have been held at a constant value.

For the amorphous critical chain length p , a value of 40 mu has been

applied following the estimates of Boyer [71] (25 ~ 50 mu). For the scission

to cross-linking ratio A it appeared convenient to apply a value which consti-

tutes an average over the reported literature (Table XVII and references

therein).

TABLE XVII

Cross-linking and main-chain scission data from literature

material ^""^^^

Kureha [174]

Kynar [39]

Pennsalt [173]

Present (Solvay)

\

= 105

(*)

(*)

4.104 (+)

G(c)

(Mrad)"1

0.6 * 1.5

1.6

G(r)

(Mrad)"1

0.3 = 0.7

= 0.3

0.8

A

0.5

0.2

0.47

(Mrad)"1

4.10"5 a 10"4

1.3 10"4

1.1 10"4

(*) not mentioned

(+) private communication
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This primarily derives from the experimentally determined low dose soluble

material fractions (sol fraction s) along the lines of Charlesby-Pinner

theory [172]. This yields the values for the "linear" cross linking and

scission probabilities c and r and cross-linking to scission ra^-o A:

s + /s = A + M
G(c)MnR

(7.13.)

G(c) = 0.97 x 10Ö-jÜj£

G(r) = 0.97 x 10° {

(7.131.)

(7.14.)

(7.141.)

G(c) and G(r) are the G-values for cross-linking and scission respectively

(i.e. the r.imber of "events" for an absorbed dose of 100 eV of radiation

energy). The values of G(c), G(r), c • and A, estimated for some commercial

grades of PVDF are reported in Table XVII.

The remaining i.e. non-fixed parameters c, c-, R , which result from

this fitting, essentially determine the shape of the x(R) vs. R curves. For

TSD they are listed in Table XVII. The reliability of the obtained parameter

values will be checked together with the discussion of the TSD data and

corresponding results obtained with other techniques (section 7.2.5.2.).

As already pointed out, fitting with the function (^(R) yields some

arbitrariness in the obtained parameter values, rendering this function much

less suitable for further application as a fitting function.

The complete section 7.2.2. has been devoted to the establishment of a

theoretical model and an experimental check for the 0 relaxation in PVDF, as

observed by TSD technique, since only in this case a fair spectral resolution

i
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FIG. 61. Expenmental relaxation-active fractions aTSn(R) for the 3-relaxation,
as determined from the TSD experiments (A) and results of f i t s with
the theoretical expressions a^R) CD . a2(R) © , a3(R) (3) .
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appears over the dose range. Other experimental data, analysed in the forthcoming

sections, often refer to the above analysis for TSD.

Fig. 61 shows the experimental aTSD(R) vs. R curves and the O p ct2, a3 curves

calculated with the parameters of Table XVIII.

TABLE XVIII

Parameter values obtained from the least squares fitting of aTgD(R)
by the theoretical expression for the active fractions

^ \ . Parameter

Active fraction*****,
technique *̂*-*.

«x(R)

<x3(R)

Pc(mu)
(fixed)

1 40

A

(fixed)

0.4

(fixed)

2

CjXlO2

3.6

2.9

3.0

coxl0
3

9.6

7.9

6.6

Ro
(Mrad)

41

38

33

7.2.3. Study of the post-irradiation AVR by the dielectric relaxation technique

Matveev et al. [87] have reported post-irradiation dielectric relaxation

spectra, obtained on y-irradiated bulk PVDF (1 run thick platelets). Their data

allow an evaluation of the experimental relaxation-active material fraction a(R)

by a method slightly different from the one used for the evaluation of «TSD(R)

in the previous section. In Eq. (7.2.), an expression for Nre-| derived from

the Onsager-Kirkwood equation [175] , may be introduced: ?(
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(7.15.)

with e the dielectric constant of the vacuum, eg and e w the relative permitti-

vities for low and high frequencies, respectively, and g an interaction parameter

accounting for the short range orientation contributions (Fröhlich interaction

factor). From Eqs. (7.15.) and (7.4.), ctdi-e-|(R) may be determined:

adiel

Kdiel

K
Kdiel

9sokM

2 ,,es(l-xCr)
(7.16.)

(7.17.)

The data of Matveev et al., listed in [87], are not in a suitable form to be

introduced in Eq. (7.16.), since they represent dielectric loss-tan 6(= e'Ve')

and dielectric permittivity e' versus temperature. To determine the dose depen-

dent values of es, e^, (eg-e^h Cole-Cole plots have to be constructed [176]

from the graphically determined E " values at each temperature. This procedure

results in a non-negligible amount of experimental scatter. The values of

ec,e , (s.-£ ) resulting from this calculation are nevertheless in surprisingly
3 oo 5 oo

good correlation with dose, leading to acceptable values for ctj.-ei(R) (Table XIX).

Through the fact that the number of experimental data available is much more

limited than in the case of the TSD experiments, some limitations are imposed

to the execution of the mathematical fit, i.e. only the more simple a-(R)

functions out of Table XVI (i.e. c^ and a2) have been applied and some of the

parameters have been fixed (i.e. pc, A) during the execution of the fit.

The value of the parameters resulting from the fit are listed in Table XX.
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TABLE XIX

Calculation of the values from Matveev's data

Dose (Mrad)

0

30

60

120 (+)

240

T

(°) determined on

(*) not mentioned

233

243

243

243

238

our

K)

0

0

0

0

0

bulk

(+) probably ill-evaluated

g

.43

.4<*>

A(*)

.39

.47

£s

12

11

10.

7.

8.

material

data in

9

6

0

[87]

4.2

4.5

4.7

3.4

3.9

7.8

6.5

6.2

4.2

4.1

XCr(°)

0.6

0.6

0.56

0.52

0.45

0.94

0.85

0.70

0.57

0.40

TABLE XX

Resulting parameters value? from the fit of ou^-ifR) values by oh(R) and

^^"--^^ Parameter

Active fraction -»^^
technique -->^^

Dielectric relaxation data
of Matveev et al. [87]

ax(R)

az(R)

Pc(mu)

(fixed)

I 40

A

(fixed)

JO.4

CjXlO2

2.5

2

coxl0
3

3

2.7

Ro
(Mrad)

132

133
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PVDF-fibers after y-irradiation
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b) frequency.
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7.2.4. The study of the post-irradiation AVR by dynamic mechanical experiments

Analysis of the post-irradiation AVR of PVDF by dynamic mechanical experi-

ments confirms the main lines of the analysis developed for the TSD and dielectric

experimental relaxation data; i.e. they demonstrate a general decrease in the AVR

intensity and a more difficult to detect increase in spectral multiplicity.

7i2i4ili_Surve^_gf_the_exBerimental_results

The techniques listed in Table IV have been used to record the dynamic

mechanical post-irradiation spectra. Flexural resonance runs on the bulk

platelets yield generally less well-resolved spectra and will only be recalled,

when of importance for the analysis of other more resolved data. Fig. 62 and

Fig. 63 show the post-irradiation internal friction and frequency spectra obtained

by torsion pendulum on fibers and platelets, respectively, for several doses.

The fiber data only range to a dose of 400 Mrad, since at higher doses, embrittle-

ment of the wires causes some difficulty in mounting and dismounting. On the figures

(a) and (b) correspond to logarithmic decrement and resonance frequency,

respectively.

Since in the bulk spectra there is evidence for the creation by irradiation

of at least one "new" internal friction peak, it has appeared useful to

circumscribe the various spectra by a spectral function, as we did for the TSD

results (section 7.2,1.1.). Since, apparently, the number of spectral components

may even reach five, one should use a rather simple functional

expression which obviously leads to a highly approximative approach for this
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analysis. Indeed, two features, typical for the detailed analysis of the shape

of B-peak in previous chapter, have been voluntarily omitted here, i.e. the

distribution of relaxation times and the deviations of the relaxation frequency

vs. T" curves from Arrhenius-like behaviour. This has led to the introduction of

several "apparent" parameters, which have an importance only relative to other

"apparent" parameters of the same origin and are of no absolute validity. The

fit of the spectra of Figs. 62 and 63 may be done by a superposition of Debye

functions of type Eq. (1.51.)» i-e. where the "apparent" activation enthalpy AH, ,.
a , i

accounts for the broadening of the relaxation peaks by a broadening parameter
mi (AHa i = miAHeff i^' A H e # i is the "effective" activation enthalpy, deter-

mined either from the log frequency vs. T~ shift (Arrhenius-case) or from the

slope of the log frequency vs. T~ curve (e.g. Williams-Landel-Ferry shape).

The fit of the dynamic mechanical relaxation spectra may then be done by the

expression Eq. (1.51.):

W (T) = sech
AH.

(7.18.)

6M . are the relaxation strengths of the components; L. . are the peak tempe-

ratures. The parameter values resulting from the non-linear least-squares fit of

both the fiber and bulk post-irradiation internal friction spectra with formula

Eq. (7.18.) are listed in Tables XXI(a) and (b), respectively. The theoretical

curves, superposed to the experimental data are shown with their spectral de-

composition in Figs. 64 (fibers) and 65 (bulk-strips). For the fiber, 4 components

appear to fit the post-irradiation AVR region, while for the bulk material

5 components occur from a dose of ~ 200 Mrad on (Fig. 65). The analysis of the

individual spectral components is mainly based on the dose dependence of their

intensities (Fig. 66) and in exceptional cases, on the dose dependence of the

peak temperature and broadening factor m. (m- = AH .-/AH. eff)> In the

enumeration of the components below, the same labelling has been held on,

where possible, as for the analysis of the TSD data.
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TABLE

dose (Mrad)

0

100

200

300

400

(a) Decomposition of
mechanical

component n°

1
2
3
4

1
2

3
4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

spectra

1 TH,

138

194
234.

273.

127
191

235.

271.

132

194

233

270

128
194

233

273

131

193

235

272

the post-irradiation dynamic
(fiber)

,(K)

± 3

± 1

0 ± 0

0 ± 0

± 3

± 2

5 ± 0

5 ± 0.

± 7

± 3

± 2

± 1

± 5

± 4

+ 1

± 1

± 5

± 4

± 1

± 1

2
5

5
5

for

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

the

AHa

.08

.13

.44

.59

.043

.12

.34

.79

042

13

35

63

04
12
30

69

05

13
28

78

AVR region

§1(eV)

+ 0

± 0

± 0

± 0

± 0

± 0

± 0

± 0

± 0

± 0

± 0

± 0

± 0

± 0.

± 0.

± 0.

± 0.

± 0.

± 0.

± 0.

.02

.02

.01

.01

.005

.01

.02

.04

.005

02

03

06

01
02

03

08

01

02

04

06

5

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

„§1(log.

.052

.10

.285

.114

.106

.13

.24

.14

.110

.14

21
12

075

10

16

081

092

14
18

09

± 0

± 0

± 0

± 0

± 0

± 0

± 0

± 0

± 0

± 0

± 0

+ 0

± 0

± 0

± 0

± 0

± 0

± 0

± 0

± 0

deer.)

.003

.01

.007

.004

.003

.01

.01

.01

.007

.02

.02

.01

.003

.02

.01

.006

005

02

02

01
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TABLE XXI

(b) Decomposition of the post- irradiat ion dynamic mechanical
soectra (bulk platelets) for the AVR region

dose (Mrad)

0

200

400

700

1000

component n°

1

2

3

5

1

2

3 "

4
5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

134

195
231

278

158

189

224

236

275

140

188

220

237

270

137

186

216

238

275

144

194
218

236

271

±

±

+

+

+

+

+

+

±

+

+

+

±

+

+

+

±

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

K)

7

5
1

1

10

2

2

2

1

10

4

7

2

1

10

10

7

5

1

10

5

3

3

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

AHa

.040

.12

.50

.73

.03

.13

.31

.9

.72

.05

.13

30

5

76

04

13
27
4

8

050

14

4

4

6

,1

±

±

±

+

±

±

±

±

±

±

±

±

±

+

±

±

*

+

±

±

±

-

(eV)

0.01

0.04

0.03

0.07

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.3

0.08

0.01

0.02

0.1

0.2

0.08

0.01

0.03

0.05

0.1

0.1

0.005

0.02

0.1

0.1

1

6M>i(log.

0.025

0.07

0.24

0.050

0.024

0.075

0.12

0.04

0.12

0.030

0.09

0.08

0.07

0.097

0.032

0.107

0.085

0.096

0.071

0.037

0.14

0.08

0.09

0.060

± 0

± 0

± 0

± 0

± 0

± 0

± 0

± 0

+ 0

± 0

± 0

± 0

± 0

+ 0

± 0

± 0

± 0

± 0

± 0

± 0

± 0

± 0.

± 0.

± o.

deer.)

.005

.01

.01

.005

.004

.008

.02

.03

.01

.005

.02

.03

.04

.004

.009

.05

.03

03

.06

005

025

003

02

006
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7.2.4.2.1. Component n° 0 (no equivalent in TSD)

This component is not considered as a "true" relaxation effect but rather

as a correction factor, which presumably reflects the several back-ground

damping contributions, due to apparatus, rest vacuum, etc... This back-ground

intensity remains about independent of dose and is 3 to 4 times as large for the

fiber as for the bulk material.

7.2.4.2.2. Component n° 1 (TSD equivalent aomp. n° 1)

According to its position, which does not shift upon dose, this component

corresponds to the y relaxation. While for the TSD results, one observes

almost no evolution in the y-peak intensity, the dynamic mechanical intensities

gradually increase with irradiation dose, which is more readily observable in the

bulk then in the fiber results (Fig. 66b). This intensity-dose relation may

quite satisfactorily be interpreted within the lines of the cranckshaft or local

mode models. It is plausible that with increasing dose the loss of crystallinity

causes the creation of an amount of short amorohous segments, which in turn

contribute to the increase of the y-intensity [177].

7.2.4.2.3. Component n° 3 (TSD equivalent oomp. n° 3)

As observed from the post-irradiation AVR dynamic mechanical relaxation

spectra, component n° 3 mainly bears the radiation induced intensity decrease o f

the AVR temperature region. From Table XXI and Figs. 64, 65, 66, the charac-

teristic features of component n° 3 may be deduced

(a) an apparent peak broadening (section 7.2.4.2.3.1.);

(b) a strong decrease in peak intensity (section 7.2.4.2.3.2.);

(c) a downward shift of the peak temperature (section 7.2.4.2.3.3.).-
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7.2.4.2.3.1. The broadening of the internal friction component n° 5,

which corresponds to the g relaxation, may be expressed by the evaluation of the

dose dependence of a widening parameter. It has appeared opportune to assume

that in the case of the f? relaxation, the relaxation times are distributed along

a Fuoss-Kirkwood distribution, which permits a rather simple determination of

the broadening parameter mR (section 6.2.1.2.4.2. and Eq. (6.5.)). From

Eq. (5.5.), m. may be determined by the introduction of the values of the appa-

rent activation enthalpies AH, of Table XXI into the numerator and a value of
a}

the effective activation enthalpy AH ^ , into the denumerator. The value of

is determined from the slope of the ULF-curve (AH ^ g ~ 1.85 eV;
section 6.2.1.2.4.2.). The dose dependent evolution of the mo-values is shown

u

for both fibers and bulk platelets in Fig. 67. The curves present a gradual

decrease of mo with increasing radiation dose, which is more strongly obser-

vable for the fiber data points. It may be suggested that the irradiation

enhanced g-peak broadening may be attributed to the absorption into the post-

irradiation g relaxation effect of at least one of both irradiation-created

TSD components (see section 7.2.1.1.4.), which have been assigned to relaxation

of amorphous chain segments containing multiple bonds. One of those effects

may be detected as a separate (irradiation created) internal friction peak in

the bulk spectra only (see next section) There is a somewhat different plausible

interpretation for apparently similar phenomena, reported by Ishida et al. [178] ,

who observed a broadening of dielectric a (which in fact corresponds to"g"in our

work) relaxation peaks in a number of semi-crystalline and amorphous polymers, pre-

viously cross-linked by ionizing radiation or blending. They attributed this

broadening to an alteration of the force constants and frictional coefficients

of the molecular chains. The somewhat extraordinary position of the 1000 Mrad

data point in Fig. 67 might be due to the fact that at this high dose no definite

structure determination holds, the material being probably completely amorphicisized.
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7.2.4.2.3.2. The decrease of the peak-intensity (Fig. 68 a) is different

in aspect for the various material modifications and experimental techniques

applied, as illustrated in Fig. 68, which presents the relaxation peak inten-

sities, normalized to their zero dose values, for the TSD experimental data

(foils), dielectric and dynamic mechanical data (bulk platelets) and dynamic

mechanical data (fibers). They also contain information extracted from the

flexurai resonance spectra recorded on bulk platelets. The relaxation intensi-

ties derived from the latter spectra are much nore scattered than the corres-

ponding quantities obtained by the other techniques, through the lack of reso-

lution of the AVR region. From Fig. 68, one observes an obvious difference in

initial steepness and rate of saturation for the three specimen modifications.

To evaluate the active fraction for the torsion pendulum dynamic mechanical

results ct_ecn(R)» <>
ne proceeds in a different and less straightforward way

than for the post-irradiation TSD data, primarily through the lack of suitable

numerical data (e.g. mechanical dipole strength). A determination of

^ ^ ( R ) may result from the considerations of Gisolf and coworkers [179-181J ,

who developed a technique to calculate the number of mobile monomer units which

take part in a mechanical relaxation effect from the curves of mechanical loss

modulus vs. temperature. The concentration of "active" nonomer units per unit

volume (C o), affected by the 0 relaxation process is assumed to be proDortional
P

to the area of the loss modulus peaks:

G"(u) d[lnu] (7.19.)
loss-peak

with OJ'(U)) the loss modulus and m the angular frequency. When introducing

internal friction 6(u>) and shear modulus G(w), Eq. (7.19.) becomes:

6( u) Q(uJ] d[lnw] (7.20.)

loss-peak
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If one considers the case of an Arrhenius-Iike temperature dependence of the

frequency, Eq. (7.20.) is modified into:

C 6 « J [<S(T) G(T)]d(T"1) (7.21.)

loss-peak

Taking account of the proportionality of modulus and squared frequency f(T),

Eq. (7.21.) finally becomes:

Cg« [ tS(T) f2(T)] T"2dT (7.22.)

loss-peak

To evaluate a e c n(R) ^
rom Eq- (7.22.), one should have determined independently

the zero-dose value of a (̂ by estimating it from the results obtained by

other techniques. The non-zero dose a_ecn(R)-values are evaluated from:

(7.23.)

In Eq. (7.22.) "experimental" C (R) values may be obtained by a point to point
P

calculation of the formula, i.e. by subdividing the internal friction peak into a

number of steps AT•:

CB(R) - S TT2 (7.24.)

Table XXII lists post-irradiation C (R) and amech(R) values for both fiber and

bulk torsion pendulum data, as they were determined corresponding to the experi-

mental results of Table XXI. For <* n(0),
 in tne case °f tn*e ')U'"C platelets,

the corresponding ad^e-|(0) value, obtained from Matveev's post-irradiation die-

lectric relaxation data, analysed in section 7.2.3. has been used, while for the

case of the fibers a_ecn(0) has simply been estimated to be 0.90, since no other

comparable data are available.
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TABLE XXII

Determination of the g-relaxation active fractions from dynamic
mechanical post-irradiation results [a JR)]

dose (Mrad)

bulk fiber

0

200

400

700

1000

0

100

200

300

400

cB(R)

(Hz2 K

bulk

8.06 10"4

4.10"5

3.10"5

3.5 10"5

2.5 10"5

(*) estimate determined from
data (Table XX)

(+) very rough estimate

fiber

9

8

7

5

7

1

8

4

4

3

Matveev

ID"6

IQ"6

IC"6

IQ"6

IQ"5

an
bulk

0.94

0.40

0.31

0.38

0.27

necn(R)

fiber

(*) 0

0

0

0

0

9 (+)

87

73

63

72

's dielectric relaxation

In one of the forthcoming sections, the amech(R) will be compared to the other

available data to come about a complete analysis for the active fraction of

the 6 relaxation (section 7.2.5.)-

7.2.4.2.3.3. The downward shift of the peak temperature T _ with increasing

rddose, constitutes a characteristic of the 3 spectral relaxation component

which is not always fulfilled (Fig. 69). Fig.69 also contains the TSD data,

extracted from Table XIII, which strongly support the evidence for the downward

shift of the peak temperature. An interpretation for this phenomenon may be done

proceeding on the basis of the framework developed by Boyer [71] , relating the

shift of the glass transition temperature (T ; here T^ ,) to what vaguely is
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defined as the "mid-chain" molecular length, nn

-1,
• <v z»(v 2 Kg > (7.25.)

Tg(") is the glass transition temperature for an "infinite" molecular length;

K is a dimensionless parameter, with values ranging from (0.5 ~ 2) to

(4 ~ 8) for semi-crystalline polymers containing respectively mainly completely

amorphous chains and amorphous chains closed on the crystallite surface. For

nm » 2 and replacing nm by its average molecular length <p> calculated from

the post-irradiation molecular length distributions (Table XVI), one obtains

as an approximation to Eq. (7.25.):

(7.26.)

Fitting the experimental data of Fig. 69 with the above formula leads to

values of K and T (») (Table XXIII). Though not much importance should be

attributed to the so obtained parameter values, due to the non-negligible

scatter on L. - and on <p>, it may be concluded from Table XXIII, that

following the assumptions of Boyer, briefly outlined above, the K values

indicate that primarily purely amorphous chains contribute to the fj relaxation.

TABLE XXIII

Determination of the TM , sh i f t parameters T„(°°) and K„r i o c \r~^ g

V")
Kg

foils (TSD)

227 K

0.77

bulk strips
(torsion pendulum)

234 K

0.5
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7.2.4.2.4. Component n° 4 (TSD equivalent aomp. n° 4)

This component has been distinguished in the bulk torsion pendulum spectra

only (Figs. 63, 65). Dynamic mechanical component n° 4 has similar characteris-

tics as its TSD equivalent, i.e. it exhibits a relaxation peak, apparently

sharper than its neighbours and no detectable irradiation-enhanced shift of the

peak temperature TM .̂ If one calculates the "true" activation enthalpy from the

f-T'1 shift of the TSD (232 K - 1.2 10"3 Hz) and the bulk torsion pendulum

data (237 K - 0.7 Hz), one obtains an unreasonably high value of 15 eV.

One may interpret the latter feature on the base of twc hypotheses. The first

one assumes that the high value of the activation enthalpy corresponds to the

slope of a low temperature asymptotic tail of some WLF-like curve (see section

6.2.1.2.3.). This agrees with the proposition of section 7.2.1.1.4. that

amorphous chain segments, containing multiple bonds, may carry out molecular

transitions comparable to the micro-Brownian reorganization occurring to

"normal" chain segments at T .

Another interpretation assumes that no shift at all occurs so that the "true"

activation enthalpy tends to infinity, which corresponds to a first order

thermodynamic transition, for which at first sight no plausible molecular

process may be suggested. The first of both hypotheses is greatly confirmed by

the observation in Chapter IV that a serious amount of unsaturation is produced

by irradiation.

7.2. 4.2.5. Component n° 5 (TSD equivalent oomp. n° 5)

The outermost component of the post-irradiation AVR internal friction

spectrum is difficult to assess, since it has to be cut-off from the post-

irradiation CVR region, which attains high levels of damping, especially above
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400 Mrad. Then, it is surprising that one obtains such a strong correlation

between irradiation dose and relaxation strength (Fig. 66e): a maximum in the

curve exists for both bulk and fiber spectra at about 100 Mrad, which is not

necessarily in contrast to the TSD results of Fig. 54, where at low doses some

flattening appears in the curves. An interpretation, primarily phenomenological

in nature, may be done on the base of the characteristic features of the

"apparent upper glass transition" 3U, introduced in section 6.2.1.3. The

initial intensity increase at low doses, may be attributed to some kind of

coupling between g and gu. Indeed, it may be presumed that amorphous chain

segments, which initially contribute to the S relaxation in the non-irradiated

material, have become too short (shorter than the critical chain segment

length p ), when the low dose radiation cross-linking has reduced the molecular

free length, but are still long enough to contribute to g , which is assumed to

involve shorter amorphous segments than the g relaxation, as pointed out by

Boyer [71]. The subsequent decrease of the 3 -intensity, which occurs much more

gradually than for the g relaxation (compare Figs. 54d,e and 66e,d), may be

interpreted as a reduction of the free molecular length by the cross-linking.

The difference in steepness of both intensity curves may be due to the fact

that the molecular reorganization at 3U initially undergoes a relatively strong

hindering from the crystallites, which makes the subsequent decrease, which is

now due to the irradiation cross-linking, less effective. It is rather difficult

to evaluate the above considerations in terms of a relaxation-active fraction

determination., as done for component n° 3, since the here obtained experimental

data are not so well established. It is not yet clear how an important factor

such as Xcr (crystallinity) may be introduced as a parameter of influence in a

formalism describing the relaxation active fraction for g .
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7.2.5. A comparative study of the post-irradiation results concerning the
4

g relaxation

7i2i5ili_The_dyinamic_mechanical_resu2ts

In section 7.2.2., a theoretical model for the analysis of the dose

dependence of the relaxation-active fraction a(R) for some molecular relaxation

process, has been developed on the basis of the post-irradiation molecular

length distributions and successfully applied to both TSD and dielectric

relaxation results. For the analysis of the dynamic mechanical data of

Table XXII, the same procedure could be applied, although more restrictions

should be taken into consideration. In fact, a3(R) (Table XVI) has to be

omitted as a fitting function due to a rather reduced number of dynamic

mechanical a(R) data points (Table XXII) and again the parameters p. and A
c

have been in i t ia l l y fixed. The remaining parameters corresponding to the

f i t with functions ctj(R) and ap(R) are listed in Table XXIV for both fiber

and bulk experimental relaxation-active fractions.

TABLE XXIV

Resulting parameter values from the f i t of the a u(R) values

^ « v Parameter

Relax. ^ * ^ \ ^
active fraction ^~~-\^^

fiber

ot2(R)

^ aa(R)

<x2(R)

Pc(mu)

(fixed)

40

• 40

A

(fixed)

1

• 0.4

• 0.4

CjXlO2

1.4

0.9

3

2.1

cQxl0
3

1

3.4

0.8

3

Ro

(Mrad)

113

120

130

178
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For the discussion of the obtained parameter values we refer to section

7.2.5.2., where the various results are analyzed comparatively.

Ziii§i?i_Ibi_iD§lisis_of_the_relaxation;actiye_fractigns_fgr_tfie_§_relaxatign

As already observed for the TSD results, function a2(R) appears to be

the most convenient fitting routine for the 3 relaxation active fractions

in PVDF. Parametric values corresponding to a fit with a-(R) of the various

experimental ct(R) vs. R data are comparatively listed in Table XXV, together

with some quantities derived from them.

The reliability of the model will stand or fall depending on the agree-

ment of the obtained parameter values, featuring the saturation-like dose

dependence of x(R), i.e. Ci, c , R , with literature data, corresponding to

limit conditions.

The Charlesby-Pinner cross-linking fend scission) probabilities

(Eqs. (7.9.) and (7.91.)) should for intermediate dose values be approxima-

tely equal to the ratio ^ (Eq. (7.12.)) which is about fulfilled for the

largest amount of the data in Table XXV, except for the values corresponding

to the aTSD(R)-data where a much larger deviation occurs (compares Tables XXV

and XVII). The latter observation is related to the extreme steepness of the

aTSD(R) vs. R curves (Fig. 61) for which at first sight no straightforward

interpretation is available.

The values obtained for cQ in Table XXV should in fact be expressed as an

equivalent to a dose vhich cauEsa similar amount of radiation damage (here cross-

linking and scission) as the initially present chain mobility hindering points.

It appears that the calculated average dose equivalents, ~ 10 Mrad are reasonably

small.
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One of the critical points in the here established reasoning is the fact

that for R » R , one expects, that, following Eq. (7.11.) the molecular weight

distribution and correspondingly the a-(R) hardly change. The average molecular

length <p> approximately corresponding to the maximum of 1te molecular length

distribution Z(p,x,y) calculated for the high dose value of x(R) is lower

than the critical molecular length p_.

Distribution width parameter X cannot be introduced as a variable fitting

parameter in the function otg(R) corresponding to the case of the generalized

Poisson distribution, as this function is not sensitive enough to changes

of X in its low value range (see e.g. section 7.2.2.2.3.). The application

of very low X values appears to be reasonable taking account of the value of b

(see section 7.2.2.2.) for the weight average molecular weight M = 10 and
4the number average molecular weight M =4.10 , communicated for this

commercial grade of PVDF. From this point of view may be understood that

a£(R) is highly appropriate for fitting the experimental ct(R) data.o^R)

corresponding to the lowest X-value (X = 1) molecular length distribution, which

takes account of the presence of both cross-linking and scission.

A factor which appears to be about independent of specimen modification

is c, (Table XXV). This may be interpreted as that the reaction of the respective

amorphous phases to the radiation damage does not depend on factors such as degreaof
c0

crystallinity, homogeneity of the amorphous phase etc. The ratio — which

determines the ratio of initial (zero-dose)to radiation induced cross-linking

exhibits some (speculative) correlation with the initial degree of crystallinity

X C r of the material. This might be expected if considering the initially present

crystallites as additional hindering points for the chain mobility. It is in
c0

fact exaggerated to conclude that xgr is the only factor determining — , as

it may be suggested that this depends on factors which are more difficult to

evaluate such as, shape and size of the crystallites, dispersion within the

amorphous phase etc.
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The above remark clearly confirms recently proposed hypotheses [182,183] ,

expressing that the amorphous phase of semi-crystalline polymers can reflect

features of the crystallinity content of the material. As a summary of par.7.2.

the experimental a(R) curves are shown superposed with the calculated (^(R)

curves in Fig. 70. The c^CR) curves have been calculated by applying the para-

meter values of comparative Table XXV.

TABLE XXV

Comparative table for the f i t t ing of the post-irradiation ot(R) with
The otg(R) expression (p = 40 mu, A => 0.4)

^ ^ Parameter

Technique -^"^^^
material ^ \ ^

TSD
(20 um foils)

dielectric relaxation
(bulk-Matveev data)

dynamic mechanical
relaxation
(bulk material)

dynamic mechanical
relaxation
(fiber material)

CjXlO2

2.9

2

2.1

0.9

coxl0
3

7.9

2.7

3

3.4

Ro

(Mrad)

38

133

120

178

(Cl/Ro)xl0
4

(Mrad"1)

7.4

1.5

1.7

0.5

co/cl

0.27

0.13

0.14

0.36
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7.3. STUDY OF POST-IRRADIATION CVR

During the study of the post-irradiation AVR-spectra in the previous sec-

tions, a strong concordance between the various experimental results has been

revealed, which is apparently lost in the post-irradiation analysis of CVR, es-

pecially if one compares the respective TSD and dynamic mechanical results. There

is a single striking common feature which appears from the experimental results,

i.e. the increase of the entire CVR-relaxation intensity, independently of the

specimen or technique used. The interpretation of this behaviour is related to

the loss of crystal unity upon increasing irradiation dose, especially at high

dose values. As for the case of the post-irradiation AVR, we concentrate on the

analysis of the experimental data of a single technique, i.e. dynamic mechanical

experiments obtained by torsion pendulum on the bulk strips.

7.3.1. Post-irradiation CVR by dynamic mechanical experiments

By carrying out test runs on some selected irradiated specimens, it has

appeared that highly irradiated material of bulk origin only was still suitable

for the mounting and dismounting in the measuring equipment, while the other

specimen modifications (foils, fibers) exhibit a loss of mechanical strength at

doses of ii 400 Mrad. Therefore only results belonging to bulk strips will be tho-

roughly analysed in the sections below, while we will analyse the other results

by referring to the bulk torsion pendulum data. Post-irradiation flexural resonance

CVR spectra have been recorded up to a temperature of - 340 K, since at higher

temperatures a reduction of mechanical stability (flow) prevents a further reliable

recording. Some spectra, for selected dose values, are presented in Fig. 71. The

spectra shown in Fig. 72 correspond to the torsion pendulum CVR recordings on the

bulk strips. The spectra in Fig. 72 should be considered as corresponding to a

"stabilized" situation, resulting from a series of consecutive recordings of
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Dose dependence of the intensities of the Debye com-
ponents of the dynamic mechanical CVR spectra, obtained
on bulk strips.
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the spectrum till no further modif~;cation occurs to its shape and intensity.

From an observation of the experimental data listed above, two main conclusions

may be drawn, i.e. an important increase in the intensity of the entire CVR

relaxation region with increasing radiation dose and a dependence on the

"annealing" treatments (here the thermal treatments resulting from the conse-

cutive recordings). Below, a more detailed analysis has been devoted to the bulk

torsion pendulum results, since those cover a large dose range and exhibit a

larger reliability than the other available results.

Zi3il12;_DecgmBgsition_of_dYnamical_mechanical_CyR_re]axatign_SDectra

We have fitted some of the spectra shown in Fig. 72 by a sum of broadened

Debye functions, as given by Eq. (7.18.). After several test runs of the

fitting programme, it has appeared that two components were sufficient to fit

CVR through the entire dose range. For the spectra corresponding to doses below

400 Mrad, a third component should be included in the analysis for the lower

temperature tail of the crystalline melting peak (T™)» i.e. a term exponentially

increasing with temperature. Thus, the CVR internal friction spectra are fitted

by an expression of the type (extension of Eq. (7.18.)):

6CVR(T) = {E6M). sech [ + A exp (B.T) (7.27.)

Rather reliable starting estimates for A and B were derived from the dynamic

mechanical results of Startsev et al. (Ref. [74]; Fig. 44). Table XXVI lists

the fitted parameter values, operating in Eq. (7.27.), versus the irradiation

dose. The decomposed spectra are shown in Fig. 74, while the dose dependent

relaxation intensities are shown in Fig. 73.
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Zi3;l;3i_InterBretation_of_the_exgenmental_results

The interpretation of the dose dependence of the parameters listed in

Table XXVI does not lead to such a far-reaching analysis as developed for the

AVR (section 7.2.). It may be continued on the basis of the lines developed for

the as-received case (section 6.2.2.5.), i.e. by assuming two components,

labelled a, and ou covering completely the CVR region. From Table XXVI

and Fig. 73, it appears that the dose dependence of the relaxation intensities

of a, and a» [i-e. 6»(aj), ö.,^)] is a valuable criterion for the analysis

of the post-irradiation CVR, in contrast to apparent activation enthalpies

AH . and peak temperatures T„ . which appear rather uncorrelated with
a,i ^ .1,1

irradiation dose.

7.3.1.3.1. The dose dependence of the a- relaxation

From Table XXVI, there appears a gradual increase of the apparent activation

enthalpy AH (a,) with dose. It would however be too far-reaching to

link this observation to the behaviour of the relaxation time distri-

butions as observed for the g relaxation, since for the a, effect only the high

dose internal friction peaks are well resolved, while for the lower doses it is

presumable that traces of neighbour peaks such as 8 and cto are absorbed within

the aj peaks.

The dose dependence of ö^(a^) exhibits a sigmoidal shape (Fig. 73).

As already pointed out, the dynamic mechanical spectra of Fig. 72 and corres-

pondingly the intensities of Fig. 73 in fact constitute the final point of a

thermal evolution, i.e. the stabilized situation after several consecutive

recordings of the CVR internal friction spectrum. This not only arises from the

characteristics of the underlying molecular processes, but is primarily
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TABLE XXVI

Decomposition of the post-irradiation dynamic mechanical CVR spectra
obtained on bulk strips

dose component nc '1.1 (K) « M f i (log.deer.)

0 Mrad 316 ± 3

361 ± 1

0.17 i 0.06

0.56 ± 0.10

0.08 ± 0.02

0.11 ± 0.02

A = (9 ± 2) 10
-5

B = (1.8 ± 0.3) 10"2 K"1

50 Mrad 306 ± 3

359 ± 3

0.23 ± 0.05

0.52 ± 0.05

0.09 ± 0.02

0.11 ± 0.03

A • (7 ± 2) 10"4 ; B = (1+ 0.3) 10'2 K"1

200 Mrad 304 ± 5

346 ± 2

0.24 ± 0.06

0.34 ± 0.02

0.11 ± 0.02

0.11 ± 0.02

A = (5 ± 1) 10-5 B = (1.5 ± 0.5) 10"2 K"1

400 Mrad 316 ± 4

346 ± 2

0.30 ± 0.06

0.50 ± 0.10

0.17 ± 0.02

0.065 ± 0.010

700 Mrad 319 ± 2

~ 360

0.60 + 0.050 0.41 ± 0.02

~ 0.02
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dictated by practical reasons, e.g. the rotating away of the specimen from its

initial position, which necessitates several consecutive measurements to cover

the complete CVR. From Fig. 75 which presents the first and stabilized runs for

some selected dose values, it is obvious that a thermally induced redistribution

of the relaxation intensity of CVR occurs in favour of the ou-peak, which is

still more accentuated in the higher dose spectra. Those observations tend to

confirm the "grain-boundary" interpretation for the a^ relaxation effect,

defining the crystallite boundary in terms of the poorly ordered "interface",

introduced by Mandelkern (see section 6.3.). A numerical evaluation of r^,

the grain-boundary volume as a fraction of the entire crystallite may be done

on the basis of a geometrical crystallite model, developed by Kajiyama et al.

[132]. Though Kajiyama et al. have conceived their model essentially for the

case of high-density polyethylene (mosaic block concept [184]), it may be

extended to less-crystalline polymeric materials.

The semi-crystalline polymers are represented by stackings of concentric

cylinders (Fig. 76), the inner ones corresponding to the crystallite core and

the zones between both concentric mantles corresponding to the semi-ordered

interface. The cylinders are separated by completely disordered regions

(interzonal or amorphous regions). Kajiyama et al. demonstrate that the

amount of energy dissipated, due to the deformation (viscous glide) of the

boundary layer for one cycle of sinusoidally applied strain is proportional to

its viscosity n| and its volume fraction rb, when only enumerating the main factors:

(7.28.)

According to Kajiyama, an experimental value for rb may be calculated from the

dimensions of the inner cylinder (diameter a, height c), the thickness of

boundary (h ), crystallographic long period (L), as determined by small angle
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FIG. 76. (a) Kajiyana's cilinder model for the crystallite
(Cr(l) crystallite core; Cr(2) grain boundary),

(b) Stackings of anorohous (Am) and crystallite
zones (Cr), as a model for the semi-crystalline
oolymer (L is the long oeriod).
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hQ = (a/2) { [c/(LxCr)l - 1 } (7.29.)

(a/2+h0)'
(7.30.)

a, c, L have been extracted from the post-irradiation SAXS data of Kosmynin

et al. [31], obtained on irradiated bulk PVDF with characteristics about similar

to our material. Those values, together with the calculated h and V. values

versus dose and intensity ^(c^) are listed in Table XXVII. Fig. 77 plots

<S^(a^) versus r^. From Fig. 77» there appears that the 1000 Mrad data point

does not fit the general trend. This may be explained by the fact that the value

Xr (R = 1000) is ill-defined. It is somewhat puzzling that the crystallite

TABLE XXVII

Determination of estimates for the post-irradiation values
of the grain-boundary volume fraction Vj

dose (Mrad)

0

100

500

700

1000

(*) from ref.

a(A)<«>

71

68

62

59

56

[31]

c(A)(*)

117

113

102

99

95

L(A)(*>

131

127

115

112

109

ĉr

0.6

0.54

0.33

0.27

0.14

7.8

9

19.5

24

42

VR)
0.3

0.35

0.54

0.59

. 0.73

0.05

0.085

0.25

0.42

0.40
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dimensions (a,c,L), as obtained by Kosmynin et al. [31] do not completely cover

the strong crystallite degradation, expected from the other characterization

techniques (sections 4.2.2. and 4.2.3.). From Fig. 77, it is obvious that the

proportionality in Eq. (7.^8.) is not fulfilled at the highest doses. This may

be attributed partly to the neglect of the highly probate dose dependence of the

viscosity nj» which is rather difficult to estimate. From Fig. 77, it appears

that the value of r^ is surprisingly high, even at low doses. A check for the

reliability of its value constitutes its zero dose value [1^(0) a 0.3], which is si-

milar to the one given by Nakagawa and Ishida [125,185] as a result of their dielec-

tric relaxation experiments. 'Those authors tend to suppose that the crystallite

boundary layer is merely composed of lamellar folds (Fig.. 2) leading to a fold,

thickness of 15 mu.. The latter value appears somewhat exaggerated compared to an

estimate given for the fold surface thickness in high-density polyethylene

(~ 4 mu [186]). The obviously much larger calculated thickness of the

crystallite boundary layer for bulk-PVDF may be interpreted within the lines of

Mandelkern's "three-phase" concept, which predicts a considerably larger volume

fraction for the boundary, when assuming a low-ordered interface instead of the

more regular lamellar fold surface. The strong increase with dose of rb and

correspondingly of o-JajJjas observed in Fig. 77,may be due to the production

of disordered material at the expense of the crystallite core when the latter

degrades by radiation damage. When considering the characteristic shapes" of the

intensity curves of Fig. 73, it might be suggested that there is a transport

of the degraded (i.e. amorphous or semi-defective) material from the crystallite

core into the interface. This diffusion is apparently enhanced by consecutive

thermal runs, as seen from Fig. 75. It may be presumed that a fraction of the

degraded material win take part in the purely amorphous relaxation effects by

e.g. contributing to the increase of the intensity of the ypeak (section

7.2.4.2.2.). It should be pointed out that the above considerations concerning
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the o, relaxation are primarily of phenomenological nature, and no formalism

has been developed for a quantitative evaluation of the peak intensities.'

7.3.1.3.2. The dose dependence of the a. relaxations

From Fig. 73b, there appears an approximately continuous decrease of the

peak intensity <SM(a2)
 as a function of the irradiation dose. For this observation,

an interpretation may be given in terms of the apparent decrease of crystallinity

content with increasing dose, together with features of the "incoherent lattice

vibration" theory, of which some phenomenological characteristics? have been

introduced.in section 6.2.2.4.3.

7.3.1.3.2.1. Phenomnologiaal interpretation of the'dose dependence of
&M(ug)

 in PVDF

It is attractive to assign the decrease of <5..(a2) C^?» ?3b) to the

transfert of degraded material to the crystallite boundary, causing the

drastic increase of 6^(0^). From the above observation, one expects a propor-

tionality of 6m(a2) with the volume fraction of crystallite core material, the

relaxation effect being attributed to molecular motions at the interior of the

crystallites. If one assumes that the added volume fractions r + r^ of boundary

and core do not change with dose, 6H(a2) should be proportional with the frac-

tional crystallite core volume: rc(R) [ = l-rb(R)] , rb(R) being the fractional

grain-boundary volume introduced in section 7.3.1.3.1. This is apparently not

the case in Fig. 78, where one plots rc(R) vs. <SM(a2). This means that one

should write for <SM(a2)
:

= h(R)rc(R) (7.31.)

which expresses that a dose dependent proportionality factor h(R) has been

introduced.
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For simplicity,we use the dose dependent relative intensity M R ) ,
«M(«2.R)

[ = 6(a;R=0) '• From Eq- (7-31')' one obtains:

(7.31 .)

The dose dependence of T 4 J - , calculated from the abcve equation on the basis

of Table XXVII and Fig. 73b, is shown in Fig. 79. ttft sharply decreases in the

dose region, where the crysta'Mtes are known to deteriorate highly. Below ƒ o 1 lows

an attempt to interpret the dose dependence of Tjj§| on the basts pf crystallite,

structure observations in terms of the "incoherent lattice vibratioh" theory.

Partly referring to the considerations of the previous section and those

of'section 6.2.4.4.3., the framework of the "incoherent lattice vibratioh"

model is applied to the 0-crystalline modification of PVDF below.

7.3.1.3.2.2. A formal relation of crystallite iitterahain potential and
relaxation strength

To evaluate the relation of the structural parameters of a crystalline

modification and the observed dose dependent parameter h(R)/h(o), the minimali-

zation of the free energy of the system has been carried out in terms of the

intermolecular potential. Below are successively given the establishment of the

interchain potential for 0-PVDF (section 7.3.1.3.2.2.1.), the corresponding free

energy of the system (section 7.3.1.3.2.2.2.), the results of its minimalization

(section 7.3.1.3.2.2.3.), the calculation of the relaxation strength from

primary considerations (section 7.3.1.3.2.2.4.) and finally a critical comparison

with the experimental a2-data (sections 7.3.1.3.2.2.5. and 7.3.1.3.2.2.6.).

7.3.1.3.2.2.1. Establishment of the interahain potential

Because of its similarity with thf • rthorhombic lattice of high density

P.E., to which Uada et al. [144] have applied their theoretical model, and

because of the relative simplicity of its lattice, we have .sen the PVDF 0-

crystalline modification as the subject of the analysis (see e.g. section 3.2.).



FIG. 80. a) The interaction of two chains in the 6-lattice of PVDF
(projection in the a-b plane).

b) Interaction of 0 central chain with its 6 neighbours
(projection in a-b plane).
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The unit cell of this modification is shown in Fig. 8 while its room temperature

dimensions a,b,c are listed in Table II. The planar zig-zag chains constitute

the elastic component of the force fields, while the much weaker Van der Waals

forces build up the viscous component between the chains. We treat the interac-

tion between 6 neighbour chains (Fig. 80b) and a central one; 4 chains are at

nearest neighbour diagonal positions [d = { (£) + M } (= 0.494 nm at room

temperature) ] while two chains are at distance b [ 0.491 nm ] .

One considers the torsional displacements [<j>] = { <h, <f>o, ..., <f>N }
. • • . • " p

of the C-C bonds in a chain, containing N carbon atoms about the chain axis, which

is the c-axis óf the orthorhombic unit cell of Fig. 8. The interaction of the cen-

tral chain '] with the 6 neighbour chains !,<*) , i= l , . . . ,6 ] is then given by:

Uinter • (7.32.)

I f one assumes that al l six neighbour chains have the same torsional displacement

ty [ s j r 1 ' ] and denoting <fr°' as <j>, then one can write:

6

} tf.(cM) (7.33.)

If one reduces the problem to a single unit "j" of the central chain, then

V(<j>,ij>) is transcribed as:

V(<j>,i|,) = (7.34.)

'where u(*.,tyA is defined as the interchain potential acting on j' monomer unit

of the central chain with torsional displacement [$\ . In turn, potential

u(<f>j,<£.) is the sum of all pairwise interactions of the central unit with

segments of the neighbour chains f(6,8',l) (Fig. 80). 9 and 0' are the

"setting angles" of the pair of interacting chains, i.e. the angles of the

projection of chain planes on the basal plane with the unit cell b-axis.

"1" is the distance between the centers of the projections of the chains in
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the basal plane. In first instance, we assume that "1" has not necessarily a

value corresponding to the b or d translation of Fig. 80b, i.e. it serves as a

variable parameter. To fix the ideas, a specific case of interaction has been

considered for the determination of f (6,e',l); i.e. a central chain monomeric

unit [- CH2 - CF2J in the potential field of the units attached to 5 consecutive

C-C bonds symmetrically distributed versus the basal plane. This limited number

derives from the short range order in polymer crystallites. f(e,e',1) is evaluated

as the sum of the interatomic interactions v-j(,9,0',l) in this fragment. On

the basis of literature compilations listed in Refs. [187,188] , two types of

steric interatomic potentials have been selected of which the coefficients are

listed in table XXVIII: ' •

- the Lennard-Jones type:

- the Bohr type:

-6 (7.35.

The interatomic distances p.- introduce the variables e,8' and 1 into the

potential expressions. The various steps to determine the interchain potential

are listed in Table XXIX.

The evaluation of the p.. requires relatively tedious geometrical calcu-

lation work, based on the considerations of McCullough and Peterson [189].

The various formulae are listed below. The indexing follows Fig. 80a.

a) All projections of P..-,-'s on the c-axis being periodic in X

I = r sin (1/2 <!>_._), with r the length of the intra-chain covalentcc ccc cc
bond and <j> the "intra" zig-zag angle], the z-coordinate of p.. is given by:

CCC 1 j
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TABLE XXVIII

List of the parameters belonging to the interatomic potentials in B-PVDF

Bohr-potehtial

^^^^-^^^ constant

atomic pair ^"""^--^^^

F - F

H - H

F - H

o

1

2

1

ij

.35

.60

.38

(Joule)

10-16

10-17

10-16

0.

0.

0.

(nm)

461

307

384

8

6

3

. (Joule nm )

.7 10"25

.2 10"25

.46 10' 2 4

Lennard-Jones potential

^^"^•^^^ constant

atomic pair "̂""-"-̂ ^̂ ^

C - C

C - F

C - H

12a.. (Joule.nm )

2.09 10"27

8.77 10" 2 8

3.89 10' 2 8

g.. (Joule.nm )

2.27 10" 2 4

1.36 10"24

8.76 10'25
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TABLE XXIX

Steps in the calculation of the interchain potential in semi-crystalline polymer crystallites

(i)

(ü)

(1»)

(iv)

Steric hindrance potential for the interatomic coupling
given by the Lennard-Jones or Bohr potential functions,
with introduction of the interatomic distances
Pij (6,6',1)

Pairwise interaction of a central chain monomer unit
with a fraction of one of the neiohbour chains
(5 consecutive chain bonds)

Interaction of a central chain monomer unit with a
fraction of the 6 neighbour molecular chains
(1,6,6', are now well defined, 1 being defined in
terms of the unit cell parameters, i.e. for 9 = <|>
and 6' = *, the "setting angles" of the central and
neighbour chains)

The interchain potential: V((J>,i|>):
(N : number of chain units)

symbol

v„(WM)

f(6,6',l) = E v.,j (6,6',Ï)

c
a

u(4>,*) = E f (6,6',1)

Up

V(*,*) = E Uf*,,*,)
j

CD

A
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n X
2 z

(7.36.M

with n = - 2, - 1,0, 1,2 depending on the distance of the carbons of chain

(2) to the basal plane.

b) p,. and p.. ,. depend on the specific position of each atom within the
ij JA ij,y

monomer unit, as determined from the indexing in Fig. 80a. The various

factors operating in the equations are:

- coordinates Xn, Yn of the center of the chain (2) in Fig. 80a with

reference to the center of chain (1) [coordinates (0,0)] so that the
2 2 1/2

distance between the chain centers is 1 = (X̂ | + YJj) .

When treating the case of the six neighbours, X and Y derive from the

equilibrium lattice positions such that:

0< |XJ _< a/2 and 0 <_ |YJ <_ b

- r^H and r^ are the intra-chain bond lengths for the CH and CF bends.

- <f>pQF» <j>HCH are the intra-chain bond angles for the combinations of atoms

given in their index.

On the basis of these factors, the respective p.. • „ and p.. functions are
iJ »x ij,y

given by:

fC-C] : p i j ) X [C-C] = Xn + ( r c c / 2 ) . cos (4> c c c / 2 ) [ ( - l ) k s i ne 1 - ( -1 ) 1 s in 9 ]

(7.36.2)

p i j , y [C"C] = Yn (rcc/2J•cos<*ccc/2> cos6<' (-1 COS 9 ]

(7.36.3)
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[F-H] : p i j j X [F-H] = Xn + ( r c c / 2 ) cos ( * c c c / 2 ) [ ( - l ) k s in 0 ' - ( -1 ) 1 s in 9]

- r r f r cos (4>r r F /2) ( - 1 ) 1 sine + r r „ cos ( *u r H /2 ) ( - l ) k s in 6'rCF CH

+ rCF s in (<t>FCF/2) ( - 1 ) J cose - rCH s i n (<t>HCH/2) ( - 1 ) 1 cos e '

p i j , y [ F"H ] a Yn + ( r cc / 2 > c o s

(7.36.")

cos e' - (-1)1 cos e]

- r C F cos (*FCF/2) (-1)
1 cose + r C H cos (<(>HCH/2) (-l)

fc cos e'CH cos (<(>HCH/

- rCF sin (*FCF/2) (-1)J' sine + rQH sin (<f>HCH/2) (-1)1 sin e'

The expressions for p. . [H-H] and p.. [F-F] are analogous to Eqs.

(7.36.") and (7.36.5) :

(7.36.=)

[F"C1 : p ; j , x [F"C1 = Xn + ( rcc / 2 ) C0S s i n s i n e

- r rF cos (*Frc/2) (-1)1 sine + r rF sin (<J>PrF/2) ( - l ) j cos ercfr cos ($FCF F C F /

j y [F-C] = Yn + ( r c c /2 ) cos (*c c c /

(7.36.6)

cos e1- (-1)1 cos e ]

- r r F cos (<h-PF/2) (-1)1 cose - r rF sin (4>FrF/2) ( - 1 ; J sin e
CF

(7.36.7)

Equations f o r p . . [H-C] , p . . [H-C] are o f s i m i l a r form as Eqs. (7 .36 . s ) and
•J »« i J »y

(7.36.7)
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The interatomic distances are calculated as:

2 2 2 1/2
p i j = [pix,z + pij,x + ( W

After rearranging the various terms; p.. may be transcribed as:

j = [F0
». in 1/2

(7.37. )

(7.38.)

in which FQ is a constant, Fj depends on 1 only, F2 contains terms linear in

cos 6, cos 9', sin 0, ... and F, contains cross-products of the type

cos 8.cose1, ...

Inserting the p.j functions into expressions (7.35.) and (7.35.1) and

summing up the thus obtained interatomic potentials v.j,yields the pair-

interaction potentials f(6,6',l). An example is shown for an equilibrium

lattice at room temperature (Fig. 81). The six-neighbour potential, resulting

from the summation of the Various f(e,6',l) terns for a well defined value

of the lattice parameters a and b is shown in Fig. 80. We have cut-off

the highest maxima of those peaks, which correspond to very close positions of

F-F and F-H atoms.

From the observation of Figs. 81 and 82 the potential surfaces may be

characterized by the following properties:

(i) They are highly irregular in shape, i.e. depths of minima and heights of

peaks are very different for different angular positions,

(ii) The deepest minimum for the 6-neighbour interaction (<j> = ̂  = 0°) is

in agreement with the experimental observations (see Fig. 8 and Table II).

(iii) The minima of the potential surfaces have angular positions which are

separated by approximately (7r/2), which reflects the 4-foldness of the

interchain potential. This effect is more pronounced for high density P.E.
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as observed by Wada and Hayakawa [144]. They were able to demonstrate

that the four-fold symmetry is a consequence of the geometrical position

of the H-atoms which are separated by a 90° rotation in their projection

in the basal plane. For 3-PVDF, deviations from this symmetry occur,

so that the minimum positions of the potential surfaces are not

separated by exactly 90". Another evidence for the four-foldness of the

potential arises from the determination of the Fourier-transform of the

potential surface of Fig. 81, which exhibits the dominance of the four-fold

components. •••

Taking account of the fact that this might constitute a rather crude

approximation, the pairwise interaction potential f(9,e(,l) has been decomposed

into its Fourier components:

+ bc(i) cose cose'

+ cc(l)[cos 46 + cos 4e']'

+ ac(l) cos 4e cos 46'

+ as(l) sin 46 sin 46'

"2ir" - one fold symmetry

V - two fold symmetry

"IT/2" terms of four-fold symmetry (7.39.)

The two-fold symmetry term in the above equation is assigned to the zig-zag

arrangement of the C-C bonds. Since we only consider a localized motion of the

CH-- and CFg-groups in the neighbourhood of their equilibrium position, we

are allowed to neglect the two-fold symmetry term, as this is rather insensitive

to small changes in 8 and 9'. The coefficients h(l), cc(l), ... operating in

Eq. (7.39. ) may be evaluated from a Fourier integration of f(0,8',l) over

9 and 9'. This is a time-consuming computer operation, since it requires a

numerical integration over f(6,0',l) to be carried out twice (with 6 and 6').

by subroutine "QATR" of the IBM SPS-package.



FIG. 83. Fourier components resulting from a decomposition of the pairwise
interaction potential of the molecular chains in its "angular"
components.
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The dependence of these coefficients upon 1, after smoothing by a polynomial

function, is shown in Fig. 83.

A similar Fourier decomposition night be executed for the potential surface

of Fig. 82. It is preferable however to develop an expression analogous to

Eq. (7.39.) and to determine the coefficients from a consideration of the

geometry of Fig. 80b. This potential function may be written as:

u(<j>,^) = D+C ( c o s 4<J> + cos 4I|J) + A cos 4<f> cos 4 ^ + A s i n 4<f> s i n 4 ^ ( 7 . 4 0 . )
c s

The coefficients in Eq. (7.45.) are derived from Fig. 80b:

D = 4h(d) + 2h(b)

C = 4cc(d) cos 46 + 2cc(b)

Ar = 4ar(d) cos
2 46 + 4ac(d) + 2ar(b)

Ae = 4a.(d) sin
2 46 + 4ac(d) cos

2 46 + 2ac(b)
S w 5 b

(7.4a. *)

(7.«.2)

(7.41. 3)

(7.41.*)

7.3.1 3.2.2.2. Determination of the free energy of the system

The Helmholtz free energy of the system is given by:

FH = U - TS (7.42.)

The components of the internal energy U are:

- kinetic energy:

km j=1 j
with I the moment of inertia of the chain units;

- intra-chain potential energy:

Uintra fR
with fR the torsional force constant for the chain;

(7.43.)

(744.)
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- interchain potential energy U. . given by Eq. (7.34.) with introduction

of Eq. (7.40.).

The average internal energy <U> is given by:

<Ukin + Uintra Uinter> (7.45.)

<Ukin> " Np

< U i n t r a > = j Uintra

= \\ "inter
d<t>d<"

(7.45.l

(7.45.2)

(7.45.»)

The function p(4>) is the one-body distribution, which results from the "molecular

field - approximation" for this system, i.e. or.e has assumed no correlation exists

between the rotational displacements of the central and neighbour chains. The

entropy S is a function of p and T given by [190,191]:

S(p,T) = - k f p(<fr) In p($) d<j> + —|— In (27r *| k T )
^ h

(7.46.)

with "e" the base of the neperian logarithms.

The formal determination of p(<j>) is a mathematical problem of variation of the

Helmholtz free energy FM (Eq. 7.42.):

6 {FH(p,T)} = 6 { J [kT p(40 In p(0) +

» 0

which yields:
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In p(è)

with fotffo.ip)

+ "inter***

= O

M I r< övn , "intrad) + Uinter(*> ,p(<()) = C' exp [ UJ ] (7.48.)

Taking account of the dominant four-foldness of the interchain potential,

Eq. (7.47.) may be transcribed as a harmonic expression in A . with amplitude

A and average displacement a:

Uinter(<f>) = - A _Z cos 4<<j,J.-a) + const (7.49.)

This may be done on the basis of the "harmonic approximation"[192,193] . The

distribution function p(<{>) (Eq. (7.48.)) may then be written as:

exp [ - -^ {Uintra(<i>) - A 2 cos 4(4>j-a)}]

QN(A)
(7.50.)

where the normalization factor QN(A) is nothing else than the partition function

of the system:

2ir

Q N(A)= (7.50.1)

The parameters A and a, acting in Eq. (7.49.), are the interchain potential

amplitude and the average value of the "setting angle", respectively.
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The Helmholtz free energy may be rewritten, taking account of the results

of the previous section and of Eq. (7.50.) (a,b are the lattice parameterss

being introduced by factor 1):

FH = FH (p,a,b,T) = FH (A,a,a,b,T) = U(A,a,a,b,T) - TS(A,a,a,b,T)

The various components of <U> are given in Eq. (7.45.). <U. t > may be deter-

mined from Eqs. (7.45. ) , (7.40.) and (7.35.):

<Uinter> = .Z l D + c( c° s

A cos 4$. cos 4i(/. + A s i n 4^.. s i n 4i^J p(<p)p(ty) dtpdip =
C J J S J j

If 2C <cos 4<()> + Ac <cos 4<))>2 + A s < s i n

(7.51.)

The average terms (between brackets) may be evaluated, taking into consideration

the average angular position:

<cos 4<j>> = <cos [4(<|>-a) + 4a] > = <cos 4(<j>-a)> cos 4a - <sin 4(<()-a)> sin 4a

introducing approximations for <cos 4(<{>-a)> and <sin 4(<(>-a)> :

2
<cos 4 <j)> = cos (4a) exp [- ̂— <(<))-a)2>] = exp [- nMa /2] cos

<sin 4(j)>= <sin 4a] > = <cos 4(<j>-a)> sin (4a) + <sin

M 2= exp [- Y- a ] sin

cos
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The exponential factor contains the foldness of the potential n„ (here = 4)
2 2and the mean square fluctuation of the angular displacement a [= <(cj>-a) >] .

It is a function of the potential amplitude A and labelled 5(<t>):

S(A) = <cos t nM (<Mx)] > * exp [ - ̂  <(<j>-a)2>] = exp [ - •£• a2] (7.52.)

Eq. (7.5l-) finally becomes:

<U i n t e r> - Np {D + 2C cos (4a) ?(A) + Ac cos
2 (4a) ?2 (A)}

= N„ {D + (A -A.) [Ccos 4ap c s'
es es

(7.53.

The entropy term,the intra-chain potential energy and kinetic terms are taken

together. From Eqs. (7.45.»), (7.45.2) and (7.46.), one obtains in Eq. (7.42.):

FH,1 " <Uintra> + <Ukin> " T<S> =

U intra " T fk ln f ln

with Eq. (7.50):

FH,1 / cos QN ( A ) I ln

With Eq. (7.52.) and some rearranging:

FH,I
N kT

- -Eg- in
• k T 1 n Q N ( 0 )

N kT
= Nn A?(A) - -*— In - Np | ?(A) dA - kT ln QN(0) (7.54.)
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The Hemholtz free energy finally becomes (from Eqs. (7.42.). (7.45.), (7.53.)»

(7.54.)):

(A.«ta,b.T) =

2
t D + (Ac-As) { 5(A) cos (4a) + j ^ - } 2 - j ^ - + A$?

2(A) +

2 { A C(A) - f 5(A) dA } - 1 * 1 In Q (0) - kT In (27r I k T ) ] . ( 7 . 5 5 . )
J Np n fT

2
The fluctuation term a » operating in Eq. (7.52), may be expressed in terms

of torsional force constant fR, potential multiplicity nM, interchain potential

amplitude A, crystal dimension N and critical crystallite molecular segment

length N* [144]; (Appendix 1):

a2 « { kT/ [2nM(fRA)1 /2 ] } F(Np/N*)

F stands for the coth or Jt (Langevin) function:

(7.56.)

N* = (2/nM)(fR/A)
1/2 (7.57.)

is the critical segment length for the crystalline phase, i.e. the most

probable motional unit under the influence of both the intra- and interchain

force fields. In a certain sense, N* has a similar meaning as the critical amor-

phous chain segment length pc (section 7.2.2.), introduced for the analysis of

the dose dependence of the 3 relaxation intensity. Two limiting cases may be

considered for Eq. (7.56.):
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N » N* : o2
(Np»N*)

kT (7.58.)

N « N* : a2

(N «N*)
(7.58. )

Eqs.(7.58.) express that for unaffected crystallites (where N » N ) the

mean squared angular deviation is a function of temperature only, while it

becomes proportional with the crystallite dwension at high degradation

( N p * N * ) .

It appears that the Helmholtz free energy F^, as given by Eq. (7.55.)

constitutes a good mathematical description of the system, as it follows from a

determination of the equilibrium conditions to which the system is submitted.

Since the system is completely determined by the temperature and correspondingly

by the lattice parameters a and b on the one side and the setting angle (a)
2

and mean squared angular deviation a (i.e. A) on the other side, minimizing F^

for those parameters should yield their equilibrium values.

7.3.1.3.2.2.3. Calculation of the equilibrium conditions for the &-PVDF
crystallites

Minimalization of the Helmholtz free energy F^ may be carried out for

parameters % and a, instead of A and a after transforming a small part of

Eq. (7.55.):

2 { AC (A) - | 5(A) dA } = 2 | A(C) (7.55.>

with 5 0 = 5(A = 0).

Minimalization of FH for £ and a yields (for No ^ 0):
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3F,,
-Z-2- = (N /2) { 2(A -A.) U cos (4a) + -£-*- ] cos (4a) + 2£AC + 2A (C) } = 0

(7.59.)
e s

3FU
(Np/2) [ 2 { 5 cos (4a) + j^- } sin (4a) ] = 0 (7.59.1)

Two solutions derive from Eq. (7.59.2):

sin (4a) = 0 or a = 0° + n (-rr/4) (7.60.)

and:

cos (4a) + j-rfl- = 0 (7.60.1)

Introducing these respective solutions into Eq. (7.59.) yields two minimum

conditions for A:

(a) A - - C - ?AC

(b) As + A = 0

(7.61.)

(7.61.1 )

Since the condition (a) (a = 0°) corresponds to the observed crystal

morphology (Fig. 8), it is preferable to employ this for the analysis of the

3-PVDF data. The coefficients appearing in the above minimum conditions

(C, A., A_) are determined by Eq. (7.41.) and Fig. 83, which allov;5 the deter-

mi nation of A for given lattice parameters a and b and temperature.
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7.3.1.3.2.2.4. Determination of the relaxation strength fov the
"crystalline" relaxation

In section 6.2.2.5.2. of the previous chapter, it has been demonstrated

in a rather artificial way that the a 2 effect is a relaxation effect with a

temperature dependent activation enthalpy. Below we attempt to demonstrate

that features related to this relaxation effect may be predicted from the

model developed in the.previous sections.

The relaxation is attributed to the relaxation of "the ordering parameter"

5, which replaces the distribution function p. When the crystallite is strained

along an a or b axis, the external work is stored as the change in interchain

potential following the change in interchain distance. Then p((j>) shifts to a

new equilibrium with a relaxation time T. This corresponds with a frequency

dependence of the elastic constants: for UT » 1, the ordening parameter E,

has no time to change during a period and C.. = C--(°°); for UT « 1, the

elastic constant is C.• = C^.(O), corresponding to £g, the "equilibrium" value

of ordering parameter £. The Young's modulus E, derived from the elastic constants

follows the same trend. When measured at a constant frequency, the modulus changes

with temperature along E(») at low temperatures, then at the region where

UIT = 1, shifts to E(0) with increasing temperature, such that one may expect

at (UT) = 1 a modulus drop AE and correspondingly a mechanical loss.

AE may also be written in terms of the peak intensity of the mechanical loss
•i

E for a single Arrhenius-like process with activation enthalpy AH :

AE cc AH E m a x A(l/T) 1 / 2 (7.62.)

with A(l/T) 1 / 2 the half width of the loss peak.

An equivalent expression holds for the shear modulus:
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AG «e AH A(l/T)
1/2

(7.62.»

AE and AG, being functions of the Young's moduli along a and b, i.e. Ea and
a

Eb, which in turn depend on the elastic constants, the dimensionless relaxation

strength r may be written as below. As the interchain potential amplitudes A

in fact constitute force constants for the interchain force field, one may

write for the dimensionless relaxation strength:

AE m CH-C(O) . AM - A(0)
JJ C() A() (7.63.)

where A(») represents the "instantaneous" interchain potential amplitude

(i.e. at high frequency or at low temperature) and A(0) represents the equili-

brium value of the interchain potential amplitude (i.e. at low frequency or

high temperature). Eq. (7.63.) now constitutes a formal relation between the

experimental data (AG or AE) and findings from a theoretical model (the A's).

Below is analyzed how one may proceed to evaluate the temperature dependence

of A.

7.3.1.3.2.2.5. Comparison with experimental results (a„ relaxation)

The A-values to be introduced into Eq. (7.61.) are related to the

fluctuation a by means of Eqs. (7.60.), (7.52.) ?nd (7.58.), which yield an

(approximately) direct dependence of A on temperature and the temperature

dependent lattice parameters a and b, which appear in C and A :

A - - C - A cexp I- (f RA)"
1 / 2 kT] (7.64.)

Solving the above equation for A may be done in this temperature range where

the temperature dependence of lattice parameters a and b has been evaluated.

A computer programme has been developed to solve Eq. (7.64.) numerically. The
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FIG. 84. a) Dependence of the interchain potential amplitude
A on the temperature for the case of the g-modifi-
cation of as-received PVDF.

b) Idem for PVDF, irradiated by y-rays up to doses
> 500 Mrad.
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main parts of the algorithm are:

(i) for known values of a and b at a definite temperature T, calculate the

coefficients C, A ... from Eqs. (7.41.), which in turn contain terms

to be described by their polynomial expression (to the 6 degree) in

distance 1 (see Fig. 83).

(ii) a Newton-Ralphson technique for the numerical evaluation of A by Eq. (7.64.).

The other parameters acting in Eq. (7.64.) are n» and fR, the interchain poten-

tial multiplicity and the torsional force constant, respectively.

A value for fR (for P.E.) is given by Szigeti [194,195] (fR = 1.10"
19 Joule).

For the case of as-received material, the temperature dependence of the lattice

parameters a and b has been derived from the data of Nakagawa and Ishida [196].

The resulting A-T relation for the "as-received" 6-crystalline modification

of PVDF is shown in Fig. 84a. One observes in this figure an enhancement of the

decrease of A in the temperature region where the c^ relaxation peak has been

observed. Conversely, there is a temperature dependent increase of the dimension-

less relaxation strength, calculated from Eq. (7.63.) (in connection with

Fig. 84a), as shown in the same drawing. At this point, it is interesting

to recall one of the phenomenological features, reported in section 6.2.2.5.2.,

i.e. the gradual decrease of the activation enthalpy with temperature. This

corresponds with the here observed "smearing-out" of the interchain potential

amplitude. For the case of the post-irradiation A-values, the only literature

data, which report the post-irradiation values of the lattice parameters a and

b, are given by Kosmynin and Gal'perin [31]. They report an increase of both a

and b (at room temperature) between doses of 0 and > 500 Mrad (this range is

not clearly given in their paper) with 1.4 %. Their observation is confirmed

by our data, also showing shifts in the WAXS diffraction peaks (section 4.2.3.,

Fig. 13). The room temperature a and b values for R « 700 Mrad are: 0.870 nm

and 0.498 nm respectively. If one assumes a similar temperature dependence for
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the post-irradiation lattice parameters as for the zero-dose ones, one may

determine the temperature dependence of the post-irradiation potential

amplitude A, which is shown in Fig. 84b. From Fig. 84b one may predict

(following Eq. (7.63.)) that there is about no trace of relaxation effect in

the corresponding temperature region. The values of r for the zero and a non-

zero dose may be calculated from the A-T curves (from Fig. 84), by using

Eq. (7.63.).A(»)has been replaced by the value at the lowest temperature

where (a,b) are known (20°C):

- the zero dose value r :

r A(20°C) - A(12O°C)
o " A(Z(rc) R=0

0.8

- after irradiation

A(20°C) - A(120oC)
irr " A(2OdC) » 0.1

irr

irr
It may be assumed that retio -jr— in fact corresponds to the previously

o
introduceddose dependent parameter h(R)/h(o), being assigned to the influence

of the irradiation on the structural parameters of tha crystallite, i.e. a and

b. In fact h(R)/h(o) and correspondingly r.^Jr may be considered as the average

monomer contribution to the a» relaxation intensity. Unfortunately, only a

single i\-rr/r value is available for comparison with the h(R)/h(o) curve

of Fig. 79. The value of r*1-rr/
|"0> calculated here above for R >_ 500 Mrad, i.e.

rirr/'ro = °'15 may be c o m P a r e d t0 tne 700 Mrad data Point of Fig. 79, i.e.

h(R)/h(o) = 0.3. Although at first sight a large deviation appears between

both values, the result may be considered as satisfactory, as there is a similari-

ty in their order of magnitude (a few tens of percents). Due to a lack of
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sufficiently accurate experimental determinations of the post-irradiation a,b

values, it is not possible to analyse the complete shape o* the T-U4- vs. R

curve on the basis of the dose dependence of the structural parameters.

It may be concluded that the "incoherent lattice vibration" model, applied

to the S-crystalline modification, may contribute to an interpretation of the

deviations in the correlation of relaxation intensity ö^ou) and crystallite

core volume fraction r (R). Besides the experimental scatter, the deviations

may be due to various factors which are treated in next section.

Following Eq. (7.56.), one observes a gradual increase in the mean square

angular deviation between room temperature and 120°C, corresponding wit; the

decrease of A with temperature. For the as-received material, this yields an

increase of the mean chain vibration angle from 6° to 9°, which is

reasonable, compared to corresponding polyethylene data [82,144].

7.3.1.3.2.2.6. Discussion of the application of the "incoherent lattice

vibration" theory to the analysis of the crystalline

relaxation strength

Various objections may be raised against the above procedure.

(i) No account has been taken of the well-known polymorphism of PVDF

(see Chapter 3). Applying the model to the a-crystalline modification,

which is the dominating component in bulk PVDF-material, would lead to

an extreme aggravation of the calculation work, since it may be supposed

that the interchain potential in a-material will exhibit a 6-fold

symmetry, which arises from a consideration of the projection in the

basal plane of the a-crystallite molecular chain.
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(ii) An ultimate check for the reliability of the applied model derives from

the Helmhoitz and Gibbs free energy functions. Introduction of the minimum

conditions (a) of Eq. (7.61.) into Eq. (7.55.) for FH yields:

A

FH(a,b,T) = (Np/2) [- Ac £
2(A) + D - 2 j £(A) dA]+ (terms in T only) (7.65.)

The upper bound for the integral acting in Eq. (7.65) is the equilibrium

solution A of Eq. (7.64.)

The Gibbs free energy FQ is then given as:

FG(a,b,T) = FH(a.b,T) + pV(a.b.T) (7.66.)

with p the external pressure and V the volume per chain. The pV term can

be replaced by a more general expression of sums of stress-strain products.

Minimizing Eq. (7.56.) for the lattice parameters a and b should yield their

temperature dependence. This extremum determination in fact reduces to

the Helmholtz contribution FH since the pV-term in Eq. (7.66.) can be

neglected,being smaller by several orders of magnitude than the other terms

(for p = 1 atm and V = N -abc, with N the crystallite dimension and abc

the volume of the unit cell). The procedure of minimizing is more tedious

than it might appear from Eq. (7.65.). It consists in the application of

a numerical 'steepest descent" technique by computer [197]. But, as at

each iteration step of the minimalization the calculation of the integral

in Eq. (7.76.) has to be executed numerically and Eq. (7.64.) to be

solved for A by a method of successive approximations, an accumulation

of non-convergence risks occurs, which renders the corresponding algorithm
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rather cumbersome. In spite of those restrictions,surprisingly reasonable

values for a and b were obtained (i.e. 0.94 nm and 0.54 nm for a and b

respectively, compared to the "experimental" ones of 0.86 nm and 0.49 nm

respectively). The relative changes of a and b with temperature, as

obtained from minimizing Eq. (7.55.), i.e. 2% for Loth a and b (between

300 and 400 K) do not cover those experimentally observed by Nakagawa

and Ishida [196], i.e.1.3% and 0.9% respectively for a and b. The dis-

crepancy between the parameter values obtained from "theory" and those

experimentally determined might be due to the lack of accuracy in the

determination of some of the numerical parameters, such as torsional

force constant f^ and the coefficients appearing in the interatomic

potential formulae. Tentatively changing them, indicates that they may

push the minimalization of Fg in the right direction. An observation in

favour of the applied model is that for both PVDF and PE the relative

temperature changes in the lattice parameter values may be approximately

predi cted.

7.3.2. Remark concerning the post-irradiation TSD results belonging to CVR

Figs. 85 and 86 respectively present the TSD spectra obtained on y-irradiated

20 ym-foils in the temperature region above room temperature, corresponding to the

1 s t after irradiation run (Fig. 85) and corresponding to the "stabilized" situation

(Fig. 86). Although there is one general factor common with the dynamic mecha-

nical CVR data, i.e. the increase of the CVR intensity with dose, it was not

possible to carry out a similar decomposition, since the TSD spectra present

a more intricate aspect. As suggested in section 6.2.2.6., the complexity of

the TSD-spectrum is partly due to the presence of structural transitions which

have an equivalent in the dynamic mechanical CVR spectra (ct̂  and a«) and those
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which have not (labelled T^ and T^ in section 6.2.2.6., corresponding to their

position on the temperature scale).

Few attempts have been reported to interpret similar TSD results on

fundamental grounds, since most of the work has been devoted to the plausible

apolication in dosimetry (see e.g. f198-200]). Notwithstanding their multiplicity

we have made an attempt to interpret them on a purely phenomenological basis,

being aware of the limited validity of the assumptions.

The initial increase with dose (0-100 Mrad) of the intensity between 300

and 340 K, is accompanied with a shift of the position of the intensity maximum

towards higher temperatures. This behaviour may be understood partly from a

consideration of the molecular mechanism proposed for the interpretation of the

L--effect in the previous chapter (section 6.2.2.6.). Indeed, gradually increasing

the irradiation dose in this relatively low dose region, may afflict premelting

behaviour to those crystallites, which initially (non-irradiated sample) did not

take part in T^.-effects. Increasing the dose may cause an increasingly large

number of small crystallites to deteriorate at a temperature lower than the

initial crystalline melting temperature T C M, increasing the T^-peak intensity.

The apparent shift of the position of the maximum may be due to a rather

casual combination with the relaxation strengths of neighbour peaks.

As seen from Figs. 85 and 86,further on the dose scale, a narrowing of

the TSD CVR-peak region occurs, such that in the case of the 1000 Mrad TSD

spectra only a (probably apparently) single TSD peak remains at = 300 K. Since

this is somewhat lower than the temperature region where the "grain-boundary"

relaxation effect has been detected, it may be suggested that similar molecular

mechanisms as for the dynamic mechanical a-, relaxation effect are at the origin

of the intensity enhancement in this temperature region of the TSD spectra,

i.e. the development of semi-disordered phases from the debris of the crystal-

lites. In the case of TSD-measurements, one should probably take into account
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other contributions arising form space-charge effects and Maxwell-Wagner

charging. That one nearly looses every trace of the effects labelled a 2

(previous section) and T\ (section 6.2.2.6.) might be attributed to their

submersion within dominating o^ and T f combinatory effects.

The above, highly speculative, observations suggest that post-irradiation

CVR-spectra, obtained by the TSD-technique, may only partly be resolved by an

extension of the interpretations involved for the dynamic mechanical post-

irradiation data. A rigorous evaluation of the various (plausible) components

is only possible in a separate analysis, which should deliminate the influence

of various parameters independently, which is difficult to realize by

thermo-mechanical or irradiation treatments alone.

7.4. CONCLUSIONS OF CHAPTER 7 AND GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

The main purpose of this work was to investigate how molecular chain

reorganization may affect the physical properties of polymers. This may be

done by the analysis of the as-received and post-irradiation relaxation spectra

of the semi-crystalline linear chain polymer polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF),

which has been y-irradiated up to doses of 1 Grad. The effects of the irra-

diation on the material are primarily main chain cross-linking, production of

unsaturated bonds and crystallite degradation.

The obtained relaxation spectra (either by thermo-stimulated depolarization

or dynamic mechanical techniques) may be roughly subdivided into twf -dmpe-

rature regions, each corresponding to the underlying molecular motions, i.e.

AVR (amorphous viscoelastic region) and CVR (crystalline viscoelastic region).

However, to reach a complete interpretation of the spectra, it is necessary

to incorporate a third phase into the analysis, besides the amorphous and

crystalline phases ("intermediate" phase).
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The amorphous phase is at the origin of the relaxation effects occurring

in the temperature region below room temperature (AVR). Depending on the

position on the temperature scale, the amorphous phase may have a rubbery or

glassy aspect. The transition temperature corresponds to the glass transition,

revealed by the 8 relaxation. Below the glass transition, there is a state

of frozen disorder, while above it there is an important coiling and uncoiling

of the amorphous chains, a statistical phenomenon described by the WLF model

or analogous free volume theories. The saturation-like behaviour of the cross-

linking in the amorphous phase is at the origin of the intensity decrease,

temperature shift and peak broadening of the 6 relaxation. There is a large

amount of evidence that in the neighbourhood of the i? relaxation, relaxation

effects are created through irradiation, as mainly revealed by TSD-spectra.

The intensity of the y relaxation, occurring at a temperature below the glass

transition, gradually increases with dose, which has been attributed to the

production of disordered (short) chains from the debris of radiation-enhanced

crystallite destruction.

The intermediate material phase may be supposed to exhibit various

degrees of order, ranging from the almost regular lamellar fold surface to the

almost complete disorder in the case of Mandelkern's model. The relaxation

effect, occurring at the temperatures between AVR and CVR, i.e. 3u-effect, is

assigned to the long amorphous chain segments attached partly to the crystallites,

mainly from the consideration of the similarity of the dose enhanced decrease

in intensity of both 6 and 6 -effects (0u;apparent upper glass transition).

The increase with dose of the intensity of the otj relaxation, which has

been classified within CVR, confirms the grain-boundary hypothesis, through the

plausible absorption of semi-defective chains from the crystallite degradation.

The second component of CVR (a_ relaxation) is due to relaxation effects of

molecular chains belonging to the crystallite interior. Through a correlation
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of ag-peak intensity with the amplitude of the interchain potential vibration,

one may interpret the behaviour of the a 2 relaxation within the framework of

the "incoherent lattice vibration" theory.
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APPENDIX 1

THE FLUCTUATIONS OF THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL ROTATOR IN THE INTERCHAIN POTENTIAL

FIELD

Thermal fluctuations are essentially a thermodynamic function such that they

may be determined from a consideration of the partition function of the

system. The partition function for a rotating molecular chain in the potential

field of its neighbours is given as:

(( ( 1 N

Q N ( A ) = j j . . . j e x p { - 7 r [ U 1 n t r a ( < l > ) - A _ S cos (Al.l.)

N
with Ujn*ra(4i)j the intra-chain potential energy, composed of the elastic

interactions, built-up by the covalent bond forces along the chain:

Uintra<*> = ™ fR j . (A1.2.)

with f„ the torsional force constant.
R N

The interchain potential term A z cos (lyf).) contains, as parameters, die
j=l J

interchain potential amplitude A and interchain potential foldness n„. It should

be noticed that the one-dimensional torsional displacement vector [<j>] is com-

posed of the torsional displacements of a molecular chain of N carbon-carbon

bonds, such that:

The normal vibrations of the lattice are obtained when applying the ortho-

normal transformation to [<j>]:



A.2.

(Al .3. )

2 • J I Qr [sin (Jjf) x {cos (Ijji) cos (gf) + sin ( I j i ) sin

Then Eq. (A1.2.) becomes:

Uintra = 4 W 5 {l Qr s i n c o s s i n ^ s i n

£ QT sin (|J)[cos (^Ji) cos (|J)+sin ( j j ) s1n(2ji}]}

E Q ^ sin (Jj)

E [cos
J

cos(|i)+ sin(2ji)si

4 / E QrQ1 sin (J ) sin (|J) (N6H)

E Q2 sin2 (A1.4.)

The second term of the par t i t i on function Eq. ( A l . l . ) may then be wr i t ten :

_2X2 _2,

I COS (ikrfj « A E (1 - -5- i ) = NA - - \ - E *;

NA - - n - Z {[Z Q_ s 1 n ! j i ] [ Z Q, sin
N j r r M 1 '

(A1.5.)



Eq. (Al.l.) then becomes:

A . 3 .

Q
QN(A) - IT I exp {- ^ [ 4fR s in 2 g + njjjAl }dQr (A1.6.)

which yields:

<>
kT

^
4fR

j exp { - |Jf [ 4fR s i n ' (Jjf) + nj^A]} dQr
 K

2 (gf(gf) + n*

(A1.7.)

The mean square fluctuation of the torsional displacement then becomes:

1 N - 1 2 1 N " 1 kT
ÏT 2 <W„> - Ï Ï i 5~r

kT N-l kT

To calculate S,a new sum S' has been introduced:

N-l
S' = Z

r=-N
, 2S (A1.8.)

The problem now reduces to the determination of the residues of a function within

the contour shown in the figure. Therefore we determine the poles of the

function [1]:

cotg(irz)cotg(irz) (A1.9.)

The poles of the components of f(z) are given by:
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(1) for = k(k = -N N-l)

(11) for 4fRsin2(§) = - n2^

z_ = ± i -P sinn'S

with:

(A1.10.)

(Al.ll.)

The residues for the case (i) are given by:

cotg(ïïz) ,2.k) _ 1 1

The residues for case (ii) are given by:

l im
(cotgirz)(z-zj

"» • cotg irz TTZ.

with u = 2N sinh-1Y

4fnTT
coth u _ coth (2Nsinh-1Y)N

" rh U * 4fpTTY / ( I + Y )

(A1.12.)

Introducing Eq. (A1.12.) into Eq. (A1.8.):



S = «- coth«
4fRy/(l+Y

The fluctuation term finally becomes:

ïï [ coth(2Hs1nh-S) " - ^
) /(1+Y )2NY

The case where Y «" 1 :

with N* = Y" and JL the Langevin function.

[1] See e.g. W. Kaplan, "Advanced Calculus", pp. 485 (Addison-Wesley,
Reading, 1959)

A.5.

coth (Al.13.)

kT (Al.14.)
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